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Abstract
Oakley, Jared. PhD. The University of Memphis. May 2014. Interpersonal
Relationship Marketing Investments: The Effects of Differing Levels of Investment and
Relationship Stage on Customer’s Felt Gratitude, Behavioral Intentions, Manipulative
Intent, Personal Importance, and Perceptions of the Seller’s Cost. Major Professor: Dr.
Alan J. Bush
This study examines the strategic role of interpersonal relationship marketing
investments, also known as customer entertainment, in the domain of B2B sales. There
continues to be a growing recognition that relationship marketing can create a
competitive advantage for firms that leads to stronger levels of customer commitment,
co-creation of value, and mutually beneficial economic outcomes. This study examines
an important but often overlooked dimension of relationship building by focusing on how
interpersonal bonds can be both created and strengthened in the buyer-seller dyad.
Recent research has indicated that expenditures designed to build these types of
bonds with individuals who represent the buying firm tend to outperform all other
relationship investments, including ones that create structural ties. At the same time,
offers of customer entertainment by salespeople runs the risk of being perceived as
manipulative in nature, and could therefore act as a deterrent to a strong relationship.
Through this analysis, the researcher sought to understand and explain the contextual
factors under which this particular type of relationship marketing strategy can be
maximized for firms.
Through the framework of social exchange theory, this study used a mixedmethods approach to analyze the process by which these exchanges create symbolic
benefits for customers. By measuring customer perceptions of the amount of time, effort,
and cost invested by the seller, the potential manipulative intentions of the salesperson,
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and the personal importance of the exchange, the researcher has determined how
gratitude can be increased and positively mediate behavioral intentions. Additionally,
temporal factors in the exchange process have been considered by manipulating the
differing stages of the relationship. Based on this, interaction effects between the
relationship stage and the level of the RM investment on customer perceptions of
manipulative intent, personal importance, the selling firm’s investment, felt gratitude, and
behavioral intentions have been analyzed. Finally, the potential influence of the
customer’s level of accountability in the workplace along with their opportunistic
intentions on behavioral intentions have been addressed.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This study presents the strategic use of interpersonal relationship investments by
salespeople as a way to influence customer attitudes and buying behavior, and to
strengthen the buyer-seller relationship. To better understand the antecedents and
outcomes of this type of interaction between salespeople and customers, the researcher
employed both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Perceptions, attitudes, and beliefs
were gathered from salespeople who utilize this customer entertainment influence
strategy, as well as from the customers who are the recipients of these offers and
participate in the exchange.
The phenomenon of interpersonal relationship investments in a business-tobusiness (B2B) setting were examined qualitatively and empirically through the lens of
social exchange theory (SET; Blau 1964; Homans 1961). Using this theoretical
framework, the researcher analyzed the roles that gratitude, reciprocity, suspicion,
personal preferences, accountability and the stage of the relationship play in this domain.
The primary modality of interpersonal relationship investments by selling firms is
through the use of client entertainment. This can include a variety of activities that range
from lunches to trips to sporting events in upscale corporate hospitality suites. An
examination of the scope and depth of these interactions is presented.
When introduced into the exchange process, this type of a relationship investment
infuses elements of socialization and personal interactions that can build affective ties
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between individuals. By creating rewards for the actors, it can encourage reciprocal
behavior on the part of buyers.
Based on the findings from qualitative interviews, a quantitative study was
developed that analyzed the varying effect of specific variables and their interactions that
are involved in these venues and the outcomes that they produce. Consequently, the
researcher examined the norm of reciprocity at a micro-level by disaggregating feelings
of gratitude from a sense of obligation in the context of a B2B environment. Additionally,
the antecedents for opportunistic behavior on the part of the buyer in this interaction were
addressed. Key control variables, such as gender, size of firm, experience, and age, were
included. To ensure that this research has a practical as well as theoretical application, a
number of differing outcome variables were measured, including the customer’s personal
importance of the event, perceived cost to the salesperson, gratitude, satisfaction,
suspicion, behavioral intentions, accountability, and opportunism. Appendix A presents
the background information on the key elements from these qualitative interviews.
As firms continue to focus on creating long-term, sustainable relationships with
customers, the instrumental role of the salesperson has become much more elevated in
terms of its importance (Dubinsky et al. 2002; Rajamma, Zolfagharian, and Pelton 2011).
The social exchange that occurs in the buyer-seller dyad is known to be an important
building block within strong relationships, and includes components such as reciprocity,
increased trust, and shared information (Lambe, Wittmann, and Spekman 2001).
Moreover, in the environment of continuous exchanges, the resulting bonds that can
develop between the salesperson and customer may be a precursor to creating loyal
customers, which can result in a competitive advantage for the selling firm through its
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influential power (Geiger and Turley 2005; Palmatier et al. 2006). Recognizing the
efficacy of this strategy is both timely and relevant, as it aligns with a recent call for
meaningful sales research from authors, including Evans et al. (2012), who identified
influence methods and buyer-seller interaction as one of the five under-researched topics
in the sales literature.
To summarize, this study will increase understanding of the phenomenon of
customer entertainment and its effect on buyer-seller relationships by applying the
theoretical framework of SET. By doing so, this research adds a number of valuable
insights to the marketing knowledge regarding the usefulness of this strategy from the
perspective of both salesperson and customer. To this end, several evolving
environmental conditions that can moderate the use of this tool are explained, including
changing demographics in the workforce, increased focus on business ethics, and a
propensity for higher levels of transparency regarding a firm’s activities.
Rationale for the Study
In the domain of B2B sales, the use of customer entertainment would likely be
classified as an “influence strategy.” Spiro and Perrault (1979, p. 437) define influence
strategies as “the manner in which salespeople use their base of social power in customersalesperson interactions.” Salespeople regularly use influence strategies to reach a desired
outcome (Brown 1990), and they may include techniques that ingratiate themselves in a
manner that creates a sense of obligation with the buyer (Spiro and Perrault 1979). As
such, this study should provide valuable insights into the efficacy of customer
entertainment in creating and strengthening the relationship paradigm with customers.
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The importance of building strong buyer-seller relationships in a B2B setting has
long been recognized in the marketing literature, and is often conceptualized as a
necessary condition for firm success and optimum sales performance (Dubinsky et al.
2002; Keillor, Parker, and Pettijohn 1999; Weitz and Bradford 1999). The financial
benefits of building customer loyalty can have a profound impact on both revenues and
expenses. According to Reicheld and Teal (1996), even an incremental increase of 5% in
customer retention rates will tend to have a five-fold effect on profits, increasing them by
25%.
Given the interactive communication that takes place between the salesperson and
the buyer, personal selling may well epitomize the marketing concept (Schwepker 2003).
The bonds that a salesperson can create with clients can be a source of competitive
advantage for the selling firm (Raymond and Tanner 1994) and may extend beyond the
confines of the business relationship. The social interaction that occurs between buyer
and seller can lead to increased trust and higher levels of customer satisfaction, and
potentially also create feelings of friendship (Brown et al. 1993; Geiger and Turley 2005;
Haytko 2005; Heide and Wathne 2006). Customer perceptions of the quality of their
social interactions tend to contribute to their overall impressions of the firm, even in the
domain of discrete transactions (Czepiel 1990).
Based on the above, there are a number of factors that explain the rationale for
this study. First, there is a growing recognition that the personal relationships that
develop between the actors in a buyer-seller dyad can exert a powerful force on the
reciprocal-based behaviors of the customer that can create financial benefits for the
selling firm. Recent research has illuminated the importance of these social bonds in a
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profound way. A meta-analysis revealed that selling firm’s investments in relationship
marketing (hereafter known as RM) that have the highest return are the ones that enable
the salesperson to facilitate a social relationship with the customer (Palmatier et al. 2006).
Personal relationships have been shown to raise the perceived switching costs for buyers
and ensure greater relationship continuity (Geiger et al. 2012). In a longitudinal analysis,
a close personal bond between the buyer and seller in times of environmental uncertainty
was shown to be a stronger deterrent to the dissolution of the relationship as compared to
structural ties (Palmatier, Dant, and Grewal 2007).
Based on the benefits that personal relationships have demonstrated in solidifying
the overall business ties between two firms, gaining an understanding of how and when
the customer entertainment activities that result from this relationship investment
influences this process would seem to be especially meaningful. Enjoyable socialization
activities that take place in a neutral setting can be associated with hedonic experiences,
feelings of prestige, and information exchange for clients. This tends to build strong
feelings of gratitude and reciprocal-based behaviors that benefit the salesperson (Geiger
and Turley 2005; Walraven, Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012).
Second, the magnitude of financial expenditures are likely quite large, although
they are largely obscured from view. While these expenditures are tax-deductible and
therefore reported to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), these records are unavailable to
the general public (Lenter, Slemrod, and Schakelford 2003). However, to better
understand the direct costs that surround this strategy, the pharmaceutical industry may
provide some useful insights. In 2008, the total expenditure on small branded gifts, free
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meals, and high value events such as those that might occur at a resort, exceeded $6
billion for the entire industry (Flores 2008).
Additionally, one avenue for customer entertainment that has seen a marked
increase in recent years is corporate sponsorship, especially of sporting events. For 2011,
global expenditures from firms were estimated to be in excess of $48 billion, with two
thirds of that amount being driven by sporting events (IEG 2011). Indeed, the growth rate
for expenditures in this area has eclipsed “traditional media advertising and sales
promotion” (Lee and Cho 2012). While the majority of marketing research on
sponsorships has traditionally been limited to its effect on consumer brand perceptions,
there continues to be a growing recognition that sponsorship may also play a strategic
role in gaining new customers, and strengthening relationships with existing ones,
through the personal selling opportunities that the channel presents (Clark et al. 2003;
Walraven, Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012). In the 2000s, as the power of this
customer entertainment avenue began to attract more recognition, an increasing number
of firms began to stipulate that sponsorship contracts would include upscale hospitality
offerings that would allow them to host customers (Clark et al. 2003).
Financial expenditures for customer entertainment are often seen as a necessity by
management, irrespective of economic conditions. In a survey conducted by a consulting
firm, TSE Sports and Entertainment, nearly two thirds of the corporate executives polled
reported that they planned on increasing expenditures in this area. The general consensus
of the CEOs was that client entertainment was the foundation for gaining new business,
due to the customer interaction that it offers. Professional and college sporting events
topped the list of desired venues for hosting clients, with golf being the most popular
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activity in terms of participatory events (“Executives See Rise in Corporate Entertaining”
2004).
Third, because of its financial magnitude, this strategic tool carries opportunity
costs, as its effectiveness has the potential to be eroded by buyer opportunism. The
amount of time, effort and cost (TEC) that the salesperson invests in these activities is
intangible in nature, and therefore cannot be redeployed. When clients are targeted
incorrectly or do not respond favorably, the strategy not only produces substandard
results in terms of sales revenue, but also reduces financial expenditures that could have
been better spent on other customers.
Moreover, it would not be particularly surprising if some customers or
prospective clients accepted entertainment purely for their own personal benefit, with no
intention of working toward a serious relationship with the seller. Despite its focal point
of reciprocal exchange, SET does recognize the potential for opportunistic or abusive
behavior that usually stems from a power imbalance (Bonacich and Bienstock 2009;
Hawkins, Wittmann, and Beyerlein 2007). That is, if one party possesses substantially
more resources in the exchange process than the other, it creates an imbalance of power
whereby the actors are motivated by rational choice that maximizes self-interests, instead
of the norm of reciprocity (Molm, Takashi, and Peterson 2000). Understanding the
antecedents and moderating conditions of this behavior in the buyer-seller dyad is, thus,
an important factor and has both managerial and theoretical implications.
Fourth, this analysis will examine the role that the stage of the relationship plays
in effectively positioning venues of customer entertainment offers. This could be
especially important because customers make inferences about the behavior of
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salespeople that can activate positive or negative stereotypes, especially early in the
relationship (Stafford and Stafford 2003). When a customer perceives that a salesperson
is acting in a manipulative manner, it tends to lower the customer’s trust (DeCarlo 2005).
Therefore, matching the venue of entertainment to the temporal factors of the relationship
stage, as well as to the buyer’s individual needs, would be a useful managerial tool.
Equally important is the potential to negatively affect customer attitudes based on
the increasing or decreasing levels of the investment on the part of the selling firm. As
relationships mature, it is likely that there are established expectations regarding the
reciprocal behaviors of the other party (Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). However,
when the actual reciprocal acts fall short of expectations, this can potentially erode the
continuity of the relationship. In a longitudinal study that examined the effect of
providing unexpected gifts of varying values to large bank customers, Haisley and
Lowenstein (2011) found that the sequence and value of the items created dramatically
different outcomes. Specifically, customers who received gifts that increased in value
over time rewarded the bank with a higher level of bank balances, compared to the group
that received no gifts. The customers who received gifts also reported the highest level of
customer satisfaction within a survey conducted by the bank. Interestingly, the group who
received the same gifts, but in a different sequence of declining value, ended up
maintaining the lowest level of bank balances, and responded with a customer
satisfaction score that was lower than individuals who received no gift, or only one gift
(Haisley and Lowenstein 2011).
Although much of this study focuses on social interactions between buyers and
sellers from a relationship perspective, it also can be applied to buyer-seller dyads that
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are based on discrete transactions. This is because even purely transactional exchanges
that are impersonal in nature are often the starting point for the development meaningful
relationships (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh). In fact, customer entertainment can be one way of
developing valuable customer knowledge and advancing the depth and durability of the
bond with the buyer (Geiger and Turley 2005; Turley and Geiger 2006).
A fifth justification for this study is based on the changes to the external
environment that have occurred in recent years that includes the evolving demographics
of the workforce and an increased focus on ethics in business and corporate transparency.
These developments could have a profound effect on the application of this strategic tool.
Past studies on customer entertainment tended to reflect the fact that the domain of B2B
sales was largely male dominated and not ethnically diverse (Oakley and Bush 2012).
However, a dramatic shift in the demographics of the U.S. workforce is well underway.
For example,
From 1980 to 2020, the white working-age population is projected to decline from
82% to 63%. During the same period, the minority portion is projected to double
(from 18% to 37%), and the Hispanic/Latino potion is projected to almost triple
(from 6% to 17%) (Kotkin 2010).
In addition to an observed growth in the number of women in sales occupations
(Ladik et al. 2002), women continue to occupy a growing percentage of the workforce
and are moving into many formerly male-dominated occupations, such as sales,
management, and professional positions. According to the U.S. Department of Labor,
women comprised 47% of the total US labor force in 2010, but this figure is predicted to
account for 51% of the increase in the labor market between 2008 and 2018. In 2010,
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40.6% of working women were employed in management, professional, and related
occupations, while another 32% worked in sales and office occupations (Bureau of Labor
Statistics 2011).
There has also been increased public concern for established standards of ethical
behavior in corporations. As a consequence of the highly visible acts of corporate
malfeasance that occurred in the late 1990s, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
(SOA) of 2002. In addition to a number of specific requirements regarding financial
record keeping, Section 406 of the SOA specifies that public firms should either create
and publish a code of ethics that applies to their senior financial officers, or provide a
publicly disclosed statement as to why they have declined to do so. A code of ethics was
defined by the SOA as “written standards that are designed to deter wrongdoing and to
promote the ethical conduct of firm managers and directors.”
Subsequently, in 2004, both the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and the
National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) required all listed companies to
publish a code of ethics. This action effectively abolished the original option for public
firms to not publish their code of ethics, and also implemented standards that were
stricter and more specific than those set forth in the SOA (2002) (Forster, Loughran, and
McDonald 2009). Although the SEC did provide a long list of some general topics, which
included “gratuities and entertainment,” it did not mandate the specific content of a firm’s
written code, and instead focused more on rules for public disclosure. As a result, firms
have significant latitude to adopt and interpret their own guidelines (Orin 2008). Private
firms may still establish and abide by some general principles on this topic, but the
information is not public.
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The aforementioned flexibility that firms have in creating and interpreting their
code of ethics seems to create a precarious position for salespeople to navigate when
attempting to engage customers even in simple entertainment activities such as a business
lunch. This is likely to be further complicated given the changes in the demographic
profiles of buyers and sellers that were described above. In light of these changes in the
external environment, gaining an understanding of how today’s buyer’s perceive and
value entertainment activities would be especially meaningful. A miscalculation on the
acceptability of an offer could potentially harm a relationship before it begins.
A final justification for this analysis is that it answers a call for studies in underresearched areas of sales literature. Evans et al. (2012) addressed the need to advance
sales performance research by focusing on five key under-researched topics. One of the
identified areas was in the arena of buyer-seller interaction, with specific mention of
processes that salespeople can use to influence buying decisions. This paper speaks
directly to that call for research by examining the factors involved in making meaningful
relationship investments that have strategic value for the selling firm.
Key Constructs
Gratitude is a positive emotion that has been associated with reciprocal behavior
(Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968). Until recently, it was often conceptualized in a
manner that did not distinguish it from feelings of indebtedness (Mathews and Green
2010; Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006). This study will extend recent research that
recognizes the unique motivational role that gratitude plays in the behaviors of B2B
buyers. Based on a review of the literature and for purposes of this study, gratitude is
defined as “the emotional appreciation for benefits received” (Palmatier et al. 2009,
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p. 1). It is an important element of this study because gratitude that is felt by recipients in
an exchange is a key determinant of their intensity and motivation to reciprocate
(Henderson, Beck, and Palmatier 2011; Morales 2005).
The factors that create gratitude were also a subject of this investigation. There
has been a consistent theme related to these factors in the literature that point to three
conditions: (a) the exchange was costly to the giver, (b) the exchange had benefits that
were personally important to the recipient, and, (c) the offer was made without
manipulative intentions on the part of the giver (Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968;
Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006).
The cost of the RM investment is defined as the customers’ perceptions of the
time, effort, and cost (known hereafter as TEC) that are associated with the selling firm’s
marketing investment (Campbell 1995).
When an exchange resolves a special need, it carries a higher level of personal
importance for the recipient, which creates greater feelings of gratitude (Algoe, Haidt,
and Gable 2008). Personal importance is related to an individual’s unique needs, and is
thus defined as “the intensity of the recipient’s need at the time the benefit was
bestowed” (Gouldner 1960, p. 171). The third condition that must be present for gratitude
to develop is an absence of manipulative intentions on the part of the salesperson.
Customers often make inferences about the behavior of salespeople, especially in the
early stages of the relationship (Strutton, Pelton, and Tanner 1996). This cognitive
process would likely be a response of any exchange initiated that is related to an
exchange that centers on a relationship investment. Therefore, there is the potential for
manipulative intent to result from a salesperson’s offer, and erode any potential feelings
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of gratitude. Manipulative intent is defined as the customer’s “causal inferences that
characterizes the salesperson as having a self-seeking motive” (DeCarlo 2005, p. 239).
The feelings of gratitude that can develop in buyers can create reciprocal actions
that may, in turn, be beneficial to the salesperson (Palmatier et al. 2009). These reciprocal
actions are preceded by a conscious behavioral intention. The definition is adapted from
Dorsch and Kelley (1994, p. 317), such that buyer behavioral intentions are defined as
the purchasing executive’s behavioral decisions regarding repayment for the
activity that resulted from the relationship investment. It can take a variety of
forms such as larger future purchases, being more accessible, or becoming a
stronger advocate for the salesperson within the purchasing organization.
Because all reciprocal-based exchanges carry elements of risk (Blau 1964; Molm,
Takahashi, and Peterson 2000) the salesperson’s interpersonal relationship investment is
no exception. It likely represents a strategic tool that is intangible and incapable of being
redeployed if it is used on the wrong customer. As such, these investments carry an
inherent risk of opportunism on the part of the customer. Given the benefits that various
customer entertainment venues offer, there is always a potential for buyers to infer a
strong interest in a salesperson’s product offering for the singular purpose of partaking in
these activities. This type of behavior would be considered opportunism on the part of the
buyer, and defined as “self-seeking interest with guile” (Williamson 1975).
Another construct that is related to opportunism is accountability. When
individuals feel that they will have to explain their actions to other parties, they tend to
behave in a way that conforms to accepted norms (Tetlock, Skitka, and Boettger 1989).
Because of this, buyers’ perceptions of their own accountability could play an important
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role in curbing opportunistic behavior. Accountability is defined as “any situation in
which a decision maker believes that he must justify to others and that failure to provide a
satisfactory justification will cause the decision maker to suffer negative consequences”
(Seidenfeld 2002, p. 1064).
A key focus of this study centers on the stage of the B2B relationship. This should
prove to be a useful tool in understanding how the previously described variables create
interaction effects. The stages of the relationship were defined by the model posited by
Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) that consists of five stages, including awareness,
exploration, expansion, commitment, and dissolution. Each stage is described in Chapter
2, along with a justification for the stages used in this study.
Theoretical Contributions
This study will make a number of theoretical contributions to the literature.
Despite its importance as a customer relationship tool, past research on the topic has
largely been normative in nature and largely consisted of only content analyses (Oakley
and Bush 2012). While this information provides a useful foundation for meaningful
research, an understanding of how this phenomenon can be explained through a
theoretical framework is needed to advance knowledge in the marketing literature.
First, this study will extend the theoretical framework of SET (Blau 1964;
Homans 1961) to the domain of customer entertainment. A basic assumption of exchange
theory is that the byproducts of social interaction play a key role in creating mutual
satisfaction for both parties (Blau 1994). This framework has been conceptualized as an
extension of economic exchange in that it recognizes the potential and powerful bond that
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is created through repeated social interactions that are initially based on economic ties
(Zafirovski 2005). Social exchange
is characterized by unspecified personal obligations and trust as well as intrinsic
rewards, in conjunction with extrinsic rewards, thus occupying the middle ground
between pure calculation of advantage and pure expression of love. (Blau 1994, p.
91)
Because the exchange process that exists in the buyer-seller dyad is predicated on both
social and economic elements (Hawkins, Wittmann, and Beyerlein 2006; Kingshott 2006;
Wilson 1995), SET provides a meaningful framework for understanding the dynamics of
this phenomenon.
One theoretical contribution will be made by an examination of the norm of
reciprocity, which is subsumed under SET. Although the role of reciprocity has been the
subject of extensive research in other fields, it has predominantly been overlooked in
marketing until recently (Baggozi 1995; Henderson, Beck, and Palmatier 2011).
While there has been extensive research in other fields that supports the power
that a simple gift or favor has in terms of eliciting reciprocal behavior from the receiving
party (Cialdini 1993), the unit of analysis is usually considered from the perspective of
one individual, as opposed to representing the whole organization, as is the case in the
buyer-seller dyad. Little is known about the influence of reciprocity when someone is
acting on behalf of a firm.
Second, this study will add clarity to understanding the role that feelings of
gratitude play in the norm of reciprocity. In the past, gratitude and an obligation to
reciprocate were often considered to be a single concept. However, recent research has
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demonstrated that in addition to be conceptually different, they create dissimilar attitudes
and motivations. Moreover, despite its prevalence in most all societies, gratitude has been
referred to as “one of the most neglected of emotions and one of the most underestimated
of the virtues” (Watkins et al. 2006, p. 217). This analysis will advance the understanding
of the role of gratitude in reciprocal exchanges and the behaviors that it elicits as
compared to feelings of obligation in the Marketing domain.
Third, this study will make a theoretical contribution by extending SET into the
domain of the stages of the relationship that were developed by Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh
(1987). Using a romance metaphor, this seminal article produced a conceptualization of
how relationships develop that was ranked as the second most influential publication in
the 20th century, based on a survey of sales professors and the number of citations
(Leigh, Pullins, and Comer 2001). While the life cycle of most business relationships
develop with this model’s trajectory and follow a set of predictable patterns,
approximately 25% end up taking a more erratic path that involves unexpected retreats
(Jap and Anderson 2007). Therefore, the application of SET to the stages of the
relationship life cycle may prove fruitful for understanding the mechanisms that can
potentially derail a mutually profitable relationship.
Interpersonal RM investments and customer entertainment
As the focus of this study is on interpersonal relationship investments, it is
important to specifically identify how these investments create interactions between
buyers and sellers. They are typically manifested through “ethical customer
entertainment,” along with their antecedents and consequences. The IRS allows firms to
deduct customer entertainment costs as a business expense. As such, the IRS provides
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useful verbiage in defining this construct in a manner that is consistent with its intended
use, and in compliance with IRS regulations.
According to publication 463 of the IRS regulations, entertainment includes any
activity generally considered to provide entertainment, amusement, or recreation.
Examples include entertaining guests at nightclubs; at social, athletic, and sporting clubs;
at theaters; at sporting events; on yachts; or on hunting, fishing, vacation, and similar
trips. A meal is also a form of entertainment.
The heightened awareness of the importance of establishing corporate codes of
ethics and ensuring their transparency that resulted from the SOA (2002) also helps to
further specify the construct. Section 406 of the SOA defines a code of ethics as “such
standards as are reasonably necessary to promote – 1) honest and ethical conduct,
including the ethical handling of actual or apparent conflicts of interest, between personal
and professional relationships.” Given the importance of full disclosure emphasized by
the SOA, along with the need to prevent conflicts of interest that might arise in relation to
customer entertainment, it is important to further clarify the construct by adding that
ethical customer entertainment activities also meet the guidelines outlined by each firm’s
representatives that participate in the interaction. Moreover, this statement is consistent
with the growing need identified by Verhoef and Leeflang (2009) for marketing
expenditures to not only be an effective use of financial resources, but also to be
transparent and accountable.
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RM investments: The domain of transactional selling
It is appropriate to make a distinction between the use of customer entertainment
in the domain of transactional sales and its application in a relational selling environment.
RM investments tend to be strategic in nature. Similar to other idiosyncratic investments,
they are characterized by expenditures by a firm that are expected to provide long-term
financial rewards. In fact, when compared to other strategic marketing and structural
investments that are made by firms, there is emerging empirical support that interpersonal
relationship investments tends to be a superior alternative as compared to the other two in
terms of firm performance (Palmatier, Gopalakrishna, and Houston 2006). In addition,
because long-term relationships are based on the expectation of future rewards, they fit
well under the framework of SET.
Interpersonal RM investments in the buyer-seller dyad will usually take the form
of ethical customer entertainment. At the same time, it is possible for customer
entertainment to be used in transactional selling as a tool for gaining an immediate sale.
However, due to the short-term focus, this would not be a manifestation of an RM
investment. In this context, customer entertainment is tactical in nature. In an early
explication of the differences between strategic management and marketing management,
Jain (1983) focused heavily on the temporal issues involved. That is, while marketing
management tends to align with short-term tactics that engender an immediate increase in
sales through temporary pricing actions, strategic management is focused on the effective
use of the firm’s assets over a longer horizon. In the domain of transactional sales,
customer entertainment would likely be conceptualized as an influence tactic. Clearly, the
use of influence tactics, such as promising a reward or ingratiation, have been shown to
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be effective actions in the buyer-seller dyad (McFarland, Challagalla, and Shervani
2006). However, their application in transactional selling would fall out of the scope of
this study due to the absence of an underlying long-term relationship.
Distinction between ethical customer entertainment and gifts
Because this study focuses only on entertainment activities, it is helpful to
distinguish this concept from gifts in a B2B setting. The IRS does allow a deduction for
business gifts, but this is limited to $25 per individual per year. If an intangible item is
given to a customer, such as tickets to a performance or event, but the representative of
the company who is giving the item does not accompany the client, the deduction can be
made as either a gift or entertainment. Therefore, because the allowable deductible value
is low at $25, the frequency of gifts to any single customer is limited to once per year,
and there is no required salesperson-buyer social interaction; thus, it would not be
meaningful to include this variable in the analysis.
At the same time, past research that has examined the effect of “gifts” will be
included in parts of the literature review and should prove useful as a point of reference
in this study for two reasons. First, the term “gift” has been used frequently in several
research streams within the social sciences. It is a broader concept than the personal
experience and interaction that surrounds customer entertainment, which itself is a form
of a gift. Mauss (1954) conceptualized gift exchange and reciprocity as an underpinning
element of all social and economic systems, irrespective of its tangibility. That is, gift
giving, which included entertainment, feasts, favors, labor, and sacrifices to gods, would
create identical perceptions of reciprocity with the receiving party as would those that
arise from tangible gifts.
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Second, a priori assumption of this study is that tangible gift giving follows the
same theoretical framework as does an initial offer of customer entertainment. For
example, when tangible gifts are used as a sales promotion, they often carry a hedonic
benefit to consumers (Chandon, Wansink, and Laurent 2000). Given that the nature of
customer entertainment often centers on meals, drinks, and hospitality hosting at sporting
or other events, hedonic experiences on the part of the customer seem likely. The norm of
reciprocity that drives an obligation to respond in kind seems to apply equally to either
setting, irrespective of whether the gift in question is a tangible item or an intangible one,
as in the case of entertainment.
To summarize, past research that has used the term “gifts” was useful in
demonstrating both theoretical and empirical support for this study. At the same time, it
would not be meaningful to include tangible gifts in this analysis. This is based on the a
priori idea that giving tangible gifts to customers has become far less frequent and
effective following changes in IRS regulations, as well as limitations found in many
firms’ code of ethics policies.
Outline of Study
This study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 begins with a review of the
theoretical framework and an explanation regarding its application in this domain.
Because a key underpinning of SET is reciprocity, a literature review is presented that
addresses both its conceptualization and empirical results. Next, because interpersonal
relationship investments are usually manifested through customer entertainment
activities, a literature review of this topic has been performed, along with a descriptive
analysis of emerging forces in the external environment that relate to this phenomenon.
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Key research questions are explicitly stated and followed by the development of testable
hypotheses for the key constructs of interest.
In Chapter 3, the methodology and results from an initial qualitative study is
presented. Following that, descriptions and results from two pre-tests are provided. This
chapter also will identify the measurement scales for the constructs of interest; Appendix
B contains all the scales, survey device for the pre-test, and transcriptions of key points
that were made in the qualitative survey.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the data analysis and specific hypothesis testing.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents findings in detail and provides both the theoretical and
managerial implications of this study and its outcomes. Additionally, this section
addresses the limitations of the research undertaken and offers suggestions for future
research directions.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
To explain how social interactions between buyers and sellers that center on
customer entertainment can have far-reaching effects on the level of economic
transactions between the two parties, as well as the selling firm’s financial performance,
an examination of the theoretical framework is first necessary. In doing so, empirical
research on the theory’s core element of reciprocity has been identified and relevant
conceptual issues are described. Following this, a second topic is introduced that presents
a literature review of the use of customer entertainment in a B2B setting. This will
include related issues that describe emerging elements in the external environment that
are affecting this strategy, along with the financial practices used by firms to account for
the related expenditures. In the third and final section of this chapter, specific
relationships between constructs have been developed and are presented as testable
hypotheses.
Theoretical Framework
Social exchange theory (Blau 1964; Homans 1961) originated in the field of
social psychology and has proven to be a useful paradigm in explaining phenomena in
many other disciplines, including B2B relationships. It is based on the premise that
individuals make judgments regarding their emotional and economic outcomes of
personal interactions with others. Their perceptions’ of the favorability of those outcomes
becomes a motivating force for their future behavior (Kelly and Thibault 1978;
Zafirovoski 2005). While this theoretical framework has demonstrated efficacy in
supporting explanations in a number of contexts that might include group settings, it is
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particularly relevant to the subject of customer entertainment because the activities that
take place between the customer and the salesperson center on social interaction. As
such, there is a greater likelihood that the outcomes of exchange process will produce
emotional bonds that, when infused into the business relationship, lead to higher levels of
commitment (Kelly and Thibault 1978; Lambe, Wittmann, and Spekman 2001; Lawler
2001).
In one of the earliest conceptualizations of SET, Blau (1964, p. 13) defined social
exchange as “the exchange of activity, tangible or intangible, and more or less costly or
rewarding between two persons.” This description is broad enough to include behaviors
such as social favors, respect, and friendship, which may be elements of exchange
through the interpersonal interactions that occur in customer entertainment. A core
component of SET is that the exchanges create economic and social outcomes for the
partners that can either be favorable or unfavorable. Each party assesses his or her level
of satisfaction with the results of the outcomes, and judges that against his or her own
standard or expectation. The outcomes carry implicit communications about the other
party’s intentions and expectations related to future exchanges, along with the
accompanying potential costs and benefits. If the outcomes are pleasing to both parties
and accumulate over time, this leads to feelings of trust and commitment (Hawkins,
Wittmann, and Beyerlein 2008).
While social exchange is based on joint activity, there can be different levels of
interdependencies between the partners. Power, dependency, and status differences can
affect the satisfaction levels of the outcomes and the desire to stay in the relationship
(Bonacich and Bienstock 2009). Overall, levels of interdependence that are matched
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evenly between two parties tend to create stronger feelings of ownership toward the
relationship (Lawler 2001). This balance of power is an important antecedent to a
creating higher levels of trust and affective commitment over time because it frames the
exchange process as being voluntary. That is, when one party gives something of value of
their own volition, it carries more meaning because it is not required or negotiated
(Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000).
One important dimension of SET is that once a series of exchanges occur with
outcomes that are pleasing to both parties, it can create a “non-contractual mechanism”
(Lambe, Wittmann, and Spekman 2001, p. 2). The benefits of favorable exchanges are
accompanied by positive emotions that reinforce trust and commitment to the other party.
The desire to continue with this arrangement generates a bond that has been described as
“relational norms,” and is defined as “expectations about behavior that are at least
partially shared by a group of decision makers” (Heide and John 1992, p. 34). As
relational norms become the key governing mechanism for appropriate behavior in the
exchange process, they tend to mitigate potential self-serving and opportunistic behavior
on the part of the parties in the dyad (Achrol and Gundlach 1999; Brown, Dev, and Lee
2000; Gundlach, Achrol, and Mentzer 1995; Wathne and Heide 2000).
It is important to recognize that, in the initial stages of the exchanges, ambiguity
is inherent in the process for both parties. There is an element of uncertainty on the part
of the giver as to when, or whether, the other party will return the first exchange. This
creates an element of risk that prevails throughout the early stages of interactions.
However, when that ambiguity is ameliorated via favorable reciprocal behaviors, a
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springboard is established for the development of a meaningful relationship that centers
on trust (Blau 1964; Shore et al. 2006).
In this study, the unit of exchange of interpersonal relationship investments is the
use of ethical customer entertainment, as previously described. Any time that salespeople
initiate this type of exchange, it represents a both a direct cost and an opportunity cost
and it carries some element of risk to them. There is always the potential that the offer
will not be reciprocated. From the customer’s perspective, this exchange will create
benefits of varying degrees that may lead to reciprocal behaviors. It also can present risks
to this party by creating the perception that a buying decision was unduly influenced by
the exchange.
This analysis does recognize that, while SET has a practical application to the use
of customer entertainment, it is not a panacea that will explain and predict all behavioral
outcomes. Even though the relational norms that develop through social exchange have
demonstrated efficacy in reducing opportunism, they do not necessarily create an
impenetrable barrier against all self-serving behavior (Hawkins, Wittmann, and Beyerlein
2008). However, examinations of the relationship stage and their accompanying temporal
factors should illuminate conditions when mutually beneficial outcomes may not truly be
the goal of one or both parties.
Exchange types and benefits
Early conceptualizations of SET by Blau (1964), and later by Emerson (1981),
recognized that the exchange process takes two distinct forms in this framework, i.e.,
negotiated or reciprocal. Negotiated exchanges are predicated on specific agreements that
are reached between two parties. This category includes both economic arrangements and
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some social ones (e.g., carpooling). In a negotiated exchange, the flow of benefits is
bilateral, consistent, and known by each party.
By contrast, there are no established agreements or rules of engagement for
reciprocal exchanges. Individuals can initiate a beneficial act for another person, but a
return benefit may not occur immediately or in an equal measure to the original one
(Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). In a number of empirical studies, relationships
predicated on reciprocal exchanges that develop over time and have been shown to create
stronger trust and affective commitment as compared to ones based on negotiated
exchanges (Kollock 1994; Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000; Molm, Schaefer, and
Collett 2009; Shore et al. 2006). A reason for this is that reciprocal exchanges are
accompanied by an element of risk early in the process, which is absent from negotiated
exchanges. In a reciprocal setting, there is no recourse for an individual if an exchange is
not reciprocated. While this risk may cause a party to initially feel a sense of
vulnerability, that feeling is ameliorated when the other party responds with subsequent
reciprocal exchanges. In the process, it creates a heighted awareness of the trustworthy
nature of the partner. That is, the realization that the beneficiary of an act reciprocated
based on his or her own free will tends to make the associated trait of trustworthiness
more salient (Kollock 1994; Lawler 2001; Molm, Schaefer, and Collett 2009).
An assumption of this study is that the use of customer entertainment creates a
social exchange venue that is based on reciprocal exchange. Admittedly, there is
normally an economic basis for the business relationship that would speak to negotiated
exchange. However, when the business relationship develops over time, there tends to be
more sharing of information and trust (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). Given that
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foundation, with the mode of exchange’s being centered on entertainment and
socialization that may be sporadic and unexpected, the focus shifts to one of reciprocal
exchange. Because of this, negotiated exchange would seem to have no practical
application in this domain. Admittedly, economic exchange in the B2B domain is likely
the nucleus of the entire exchange process, and, it is possible to parallel a reciprocal form
at times (Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). However, based on the previously cited
research, the foundation of reciprocal exchanges offers a greater potential to build
affective commitment and trust in the buyer-seller dyad as compared to negotiated
exchange.
Reciprocity is a foundational element of SET and the source of much of its
explanatory power (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005). It is based on the simple principal
that when an individual creates a benefit for someone else, the beneficiary is bound by a
social norm to take steps to return the “gift” of the benefits they received (Gouldner
1960; Kelley and Thibault 1978). In early anthropological studies, the exchange of favors
or benefits was reduced to their economic values. However, most researchers now concur
that this type of reductionist approach does not accurately depict the type, or the value, of
benefits that are realized in the social exchange process (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005).
Instead, a gift to another party generates two separate categories of benefits or
values for the recipients that are categorized as either utilitarian or symbolic. In the
domain of reciprocal exchanges, utilitarian benefits are often conceptualized as the
economic value of the exchange. Utilitarian benefits are relatively concrete or tangible in
nature, meaning that there is an objective value for the item or service that was
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exchanged. They are sometimes referred to as economic benefits (Cropanzano and
Mitchell 2005).
Symbolic benefits are intangible in nature and extend beyond their utilitarian
value. An exchange carries symbolic value because it provides valuable information to
the recipient about the exchange partner’s trustworthiness. Moreover, symbolic value can
be a powerful dimension in reciprocal exchanges, as it speaks to one’s self-esteem and
leads the beneficiary to experience “the positive benefits that arise from feeling valued,
respected, and treated well” (Molm, Collett, and Shaefer 2007, p. 201).
While utilitarian benefits tend to create economically short-term favorable
outcomes for the recipient, symbolic benefits develop over a longer period of time and
generate more affective outcomes (Shore et al. 2006). The perceived feelings of personal
worth, esteem, and value as a person that can be signaled by symbolic benefits is the
mechanism that raises the level of affective commitment in exchange relationships
(Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Kollock 1994).
Symbolic and utilitarian benefits are not mutually exclusive, and they tend to be
difficult to disaggregate empirically. Studies that simulate real world settings have shown
that these two types of benefits are closely correlated (Molm, Collett, and Shaefer 2007).
For example, the difference between receiving a loan of $10,000 versus $100 from an
acquaintance in a time of need of not only creates an identifiable higher level of
utilitarian benefits, the larger amount also symbolically communicates a higher level of
regard for the recipient by the giver.
The explanatory efficacy of SET likely stems from its recognition of the power
that positively valenced affective emotions wields in all human interactions is far-
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reaching. These emotional outcomes have been described as socio-emotional and are
accompanied by feelings of gratitude, trust, and commitment (Shore et al. 2006). Through
repeated episodes of positive exchanges, these emotions can accumulate to a point where
they act as a significant motivational force for the continuity of the relationship and have
been show to eclipse the original economic motivations in that regard.
By contrast, when economic exchanges are examined in isolation, the analysis
overlooks the fact that that personal interaction is often found at the core of those
exchanges (Wathne and Heide 2000). Because of this, any research that attempts to
analyze the process of RM but adopts a singular focus of transaction cost in the process
will likely not be capable of accurately predicting and explaining the interactions between
firms in the dyad (Heide and John 1992) A desire to maintain the emotional satisfaction
that accompanies favorable outcomes in SET can play a profound role in guiding and
motivating an individual’s personal decisions (Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008).
In fact, emotional satisfaction may be a key explanatory element of why
individuals will not always adopt a rational and profit-seeking approach toward partners
in the B2B dyad (Lambe, Wittman, and Spekman 2001). When an exchange presents
surprisingly favorable outcomes, the resulting positive feelings of emotional satisfaction
are involuntary. Over time, an exchange partner will attribute these positive feelings to
the relationship, group, or entity from which they stemmed (Lawler 2001).
When customer entertainment events are offered as an item of exchange, it would
seem to create two positive outcomes. First, it represents a “reward” for the customer that
is accompanied be utilitarian and symbolic benefits. In doing so, it communicates a
personal value and respect from the salesperson to the customer. Second, by its very
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nature, customer entertainment venues usually center on socialization between the two
parties. In doing so, it fuels personal relationships and the development of affective
bonds. There is an increasing amount of evidence that developing bonds with customers
through socialization strategies is a sound financial investment in RM, and one that is far
more effective than expenditures for offering financial incentives for customers
(Gwinner, Gremler, and Bitner 1998; Melancon, Noble, and Noble 2011; Palmatier et al.
2006). As a boundary spanner, a salesperson plays a pivotal role in selecting and
orchestrating a socialization strategy that employs customer entertainment. As the item of
exchange, it has the potential to create favorable reciprocal-based behavior on the part of
the buyer that can include higher sales, larger profits, and insulation from competitive
threats (Smith 1998; Palmatier, Gopalakrishna, and Houston 2006).
To summarize, SET is a useful framework for explaining and predicting the
strategic use of customer entertainment in a B2B setting. It serves two purposes. First,
because the unit of exchange is intangible and centers on social interaction, it clearly fits
the original conceptualization of SET. Second, this particular exchange that occurs
between the buyer and seller affects the overall higher order social exchange relationship
that develops between the two firms. It creates emotional ties between the boundary
spanners that can make the relationship more durable, generates increased economic
activity, and raises switching costs (Palmatier et al. 2006).
Reciprocity overview
The overarching rule of social exchange lies in the norm of reciprocity
(Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). Reciprocity has
often been conceptualized as a phenomenon that transcends the boundaries of many
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modern-day social norms (Gouldner 1960; Trivers 1971). The principle of reciprocity has
been described as a primal force in human behavior, a foundational element for the
development of all societies, and an atavistic underpinning of all civilizations,
irrespective of their level of development (Mauss 1954; Thurnwald 1932). This concept
has been the focus of extensive research in the domains of sociology and anthropology,
and often posited as an underpinning element of civilization and a necessary condition for
stable economic and social systems (Gouldner 1960; Mauss 1954; Tiger and Fox 1971).
In an early explication of both the power and prevalence of reciprocity in the
societies of the world, Mauss (1954) compared gift-giving practices and the resulting
reciprocation across multiple societies from the days of ancient Rome to modern day
societies. His conceptualization of this phenomenon identified the act of gift giving as the
nucleus to the entire system. That is, the act of doing a favor for or offering a gift to
another party creates a tacit feeling of indebtedness on the part of the recipient (Mauss
1954). Tiger and Fox (1971, p.118) summarized this concept concisely: “The very act of
giving is perhaps the most basic step on the road to truly human social relationships; it
implies an obligation to return the gift. It sets up a relationship of indebtedness.”
Early scholars have conceptualized the norm of reciprocity as a derivative of a
utilitarian focus. As such, it is presented as being analogous to a system of economic
exchange that spawned the division of labor found in the developed civilizations of the
world (Mauss 1954; Merton 1957; Tiger and Fox 1971). More recently, researchers have
recognized that the phenomenon involves noneconomic exchanges, and therefore see it as
a type of universal social norm (Goranson and Berkowitz 1966; Gouldner 1960). As
such, it well may be a learned system of “socially responsible behavior” with roots in
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altruism (Berkowitz and Daniels 1964). Moreover, researchers in the field of biology
have purported evidence that supports the concept that reciprocity is a function of natural
selection and the evolutionary process. This innate element is not only crucial to the
development of civilizations, it has been observed as a prevailing force in many living
species and linked to the evolutionary process (Nowak and Sigmund 2000; Trivers 1971).
For the purpose of this research, reciprocity is defined as “the giving of benefits to
another in return for benefits received, and is one of the defining features of social
exchange and, more broadly, of social life” (Molm 2010, p. 119).
Reciprocity: Empirical results
There has been a steady stream of research and associated empirical results that
support the power of reciprocity and its ability to influence human behavior. As such, it
has been recognized as a major influence tactic (Cialdini 1993). The power of reciprocity
has demonstrated explanatory powers in a number of domains and added to the
knowledge in the field of behavioral economics. For example, in one study on contract
negotiations between vendors and sellers, a voluntary offer by buyers to pay a price that
exceeds the established level for a given product or service produced interesting results
for the selling company. Instead of embracing a purely profit motive that served their
own self-interest, they adopted an opposite response and raised the quality of their
product to a point that exceeded normal contractual standards (Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and
Riedl 1993).
The underpinning of reciprocity in SET has been cited as one reason that
behavioral economics can have predictive powers. In two field experiments, researchers
demonstrated that an unexpected monetary gift exchange in an assigned task resulted in
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increased motivation in workers and higher productivity (Gneezy and List 2006). In a
related study, individuals’ anticipation of a firm’s reciprocal actions was shown to be a
powerful force. When a reciprocal exchange environment was established between
individuals and the firm, it produced less shirking of duties on the part of the workers as
compared to an environment that was purely governed by contractual terms. Moreover,
this study demonstrated that the presence of a reciprocal exchange may result in a
salutary benefit for the firm by enabling them to establish higher standards for
productivity (Fehr, Gachter, and Kirchsteiger 1997).
In a landmark study, a confederate posing as a student and survey respondent was
able to create an obligation to reciprocate with a simple favor. He momentarily excused
himself and in some situations, returned with two Cokes, one of which was given to the
other student. When the confederate attempts to sell raffle tickets at the close of the
experiment, the results were profound. The students that received the Coke bought
significantly more raffle tickets than participants in the “no Coke” situation, and spent far
more in the process than the price of a Coke (Regan 1971).
As previously described, reciprocity can be initiated with either tangible or
intangible exchanges. In one study, students were given tedious tasks that were
sometimes accompanied by voluntary help from a confederate. Subsequently, the
respondents were given a second and different task, and advised that their performance
could win a prize for the confederate. The students that received the prior help tended to
work harder than other individuals on a subsequent task to repay the favor (Berkowitz
and Daniels 1964). In one research experiment, Christmas cards were randomly sent out
to complete strangers. Despite the fact that the recipients had no knowledge of the
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senders, 20% of them reciprocated by replying back with their own Christmas cards
(Kunz and Woolcott 1976).
Even nominal exchanges can trigger an obligation to reciprocate. When patrons of
a restaurant receive their check and it is accompanied by a small piece of chocolate, they
tend to leave a higher tip as compared to when the item is absent (Strohmetz et al. 2002).
In a related study, meeting shoppers at the door of a pharmacy and presenting them with
a key chain valued at $.50 as a gift resulted in a 17% increase in the dollar value of their
purchases (Friedman and Herskovitz 1990). The norm of reciprocity has been shown to
be an effective tool for increasing charitable donations. When the Disabled Veterans of
America included a nominal gift of preprinted customized address labels, the response
rate for donations increased from 18% to 35% (Cialdini 1993).
In some cases, receiving something from someone can trigger an obligation to
reciprocate, even when the item exchanged is not desired by the recipient. The religious
cult known as the Hare Krishnas invoked this social norm in a very effective manner as a
method to gain donations. After abandoning the flowing robes, shaved heads, and
chanting, they began appearing in airports wearing normal business attire. Cialdini (1993)
describes how a disciple would approach a businessperson and extend a flower to the
individual as a gift. After initial objections, the item was inevitably accepted, and it was
accompanied by a note of well wishes with the inevitable reminder that donations would
be accepted. In most all cases, the recipients complied with a few dollar donation, and
once they were out of eyesight, they promptly deposited the flower in the trash.
The proclivity for customer entertainment to trigger reciprocal behavior in buyers
is probably best demonstrated by the medical and pharmaceutical industries. A number of
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studies in the pharmaceutical industry have documented the power that even inexpensive
entertainment activities such as lunches and dinners with physicians can trigger a
disproportionately high increase in their prescribing habits for the salesperson’s product
(Oldani 2004; Reidy 2005; Wall and Brown 2007). In a notably heavily cited article in
The American Journal of Bioethics that reflected the growing public concern over the
undue influence that entertaining physicians might have, Katz, Caplan, and Merz (2003)
credited the norm of reciprocity as the mechanism involved. They further explained how
it could cumulatively create feelings of obligations on the part of physicians, irrespective
of the dollar value of the exchange.
Related to that point, the use of inexpensive novelty items worked wonders for
salespeople in triggering reciprocal behaviors related to gaining appointments. Physicians
reported that receiving these types of items was their primary motivation for agreeing to a
face-to-face meeting with the salesperson (Jacobs 1999; Lexchin 1989; Wazana 2000).
Moreover, empirical studies have shown correlations between the exchange of
entertainment activities or small gifts, and the prescribing practices of the involved
physicians. Specifically, these doctors tended to adopt the new medications for their
patients and abandoned the use of generic drugs, despite the absence of documented
patient benefits related to the safety and efficacy of a new medication, doctors (Lexchin
1989, 1993; Wazana 2000). The financial magnitude of entertainment activities and sales
promotional materials in the pharmaceutical industry was historically quite high, and
estimated to be approximately $6 billion in 2007 (Flores 2008).
Prior to a self-imposed set of regulations regarding customer entertainment in the
pharmaceutical industry, a number of behaviors that appeared to be driven by reciprocity
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were observed (Edwards 2008). A firsthand account of the power of reciprocity was
published by a former pharmaceutical salesperson, Michael Oldani, who subsequently
went into academics and became a professor of anthropology. He describes how his own
use of novel entertainment and meaningful offers to physicians consistently resulted in
return favors of increased prescriptions of a given drug, irrespective of the fact that no
information was exchanged with the doctor regarding the safety or efficacy of that
particular medication. He further claimed that a defining feature of the consistently
successful sales representatives was in their ability to target physicians with creative and
potentially elaborate entertainment offers, which usually resulted in reciprocal acts of
increased prescriptions for the salesperson’s product (Oldani 2004).
The use of all-expense paid trips and excursions has been shown to have a
profound effect on the reciprocal behavior of the participating physicians (Wall and
Brown 2007). Doctors that participated one of these events ended up prescribing the
intravenous medications of the sponsoring pharmaceutical firm at a rate that was 2 to 3
times greater than the rate for all other comparable physicians. A plausible defense to this
finding might be to claim that the information presented in the symposium was useful to
the physicians, and it therefore helped them make more informed decisions on
medication usage. However, this longitudinal study showed that the prescribing habits of
the doctors changed immediately upon receipt of the invitation, which was months before
they actually attended the educational symposium (Orlowski and Wateska 1992).
In a B2B context, a customer’s reciprocal behavior can take various forms. While
placing a sizeable order or increasing the regularity of purchases are highly desirable
outcomes, there is a range of other behaviors that can meaningful in the domain of
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relationship selling. The customer might take steps to be more accessible to the
salesperson, be more pliable to price increases, or be agreeable to extend the terms of an
existing agreement. A buyer could might become an advocate for the salesperson and
help him or her initiate other buying contacts in the organization (Dorsch and Kelley
1994).
In the use of customer entertainment, some salespeople have reported that some
customers reciprocate by exhibiting a greater level of tolerance for service problems or
product delays that occasionally arise (Geiger and Turley 2005). In addition to published
research that has demonstrated a relationship between salesperson socialization behaviors
and higher levels of customer affective commitment, continuance commitment (Frenzen
and Davis 1990; Sweeny and Webb 2007), and friendship (Grayson 2007; Haytko 2005;
Heide and Wathne 2006), there is some empirical evidence that those intentions are
manifested directly into higher customer spending levels (Palmatier et al. 2009; Stewart,
Zacharia, and Artis 2012).
Despite the widespread evidence that the norm reciprocity seems to be a powerful
mechanism in triggering reciprocal behaviors in laboratory and field experiments, a
closer examination of these studies raises questions about the precise cognitive and
emotional processes involved. Recently, some researchers have replicated and extended
earlier studies that were described above and obtained results that challenged
conventional thinking. Burger et al. (1997) duplicated the setting of the “free Coke”
experiment that was originally conducted by Regan (1971) but added temporal factors. In
this study, participants who received the free Coke responded in parallel fashion to the
previous experiment by reciprocating with a helping task to the giver at a rate that was
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significantly above that of the control group. As was the case with the initial study, this
request came five minutes after the “gift.” However, when the request for a favor
occurred one week later with a third group, the reciprocal behavior disappeared. The
students who received a request for help that came one week after the initial exchange
exhibited identical favor-returning behavior as the control group did, who did not receive
the Coke. A second study that used scenarios demonstrated similar findings. That is, the
propensity to conduct reciprocal behaviors decays over time, especially when the original
exchange was between two strangers (Burger et al. 1997).
It may be possible that a personal connection with an exchange partner mediates
the relationship between the reciprocity norm and behavior. In yet another study that used
the free “Coke” as the focal point, Goei et al. (2003) also manipulated “liking” and
“perceived attitude similarity” among participants through various steps. In addition to
observing reciprocal behaviors, the researchers also measured the perceived level of
obligation. While the gift of a Coke did universally create an obligation to reciprocate
with respondents, irrespective of their perceptions of liking the giver, the resulting
behavioral actions were quite different. Specifically, only the participants who liked the
giver and felt attitudinally similar to them actually acted on their feelings of obligation.
When “liking” was absent, reciprocal acts were not undertaken (Goei et al. 2003).
Taken together, these two studies raise some important questions related to
customer entertainment as a relationship-building tool. While the norm of reciprocity
may universally invoke obligations that cause recipients to respond in kind, this effect
may be ephemeral or significantly eroded if there is no history of exchanges or favorable
interactions between the parties. The next section builds on the review above regarding
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the empirical findings for reciprocity by examining the published research on the use of
customer entertainment as an RM investment strategy.
Literature Review for Customer Entertainment/Relationship Investments
Accounting
Prior to an examination of the published research on the strategic use of customer
entertainment, an important first step is to gain a better understanding of the investments
that firms make in this area so that the financial success of those decisions can be gauged.
Because risk is inherent for both parties in a reciprocal-based exchange under the SET
framework, quantifying the selling firm’s relationship investments could illuminate this
strategy’s effectiveness. Measuring the productivity of all marketing expenditures in
firms is an important element in ensuring that a market orientation is in place. When
conditions exist where the objective assessments of marketing’s financial contribution to
shareholder wealth are absent, it creates a deleterious outcome on the perceptions of the
importance of marketing’s role in strategic decisions within the ranks of the corporation
(Rust et al. 2004). By contrast, firms that maintain a high level of accountability and
transparency regarding their use of marketing dollars tend to create an environment
where the strategic goals are heavily influenced by marketing executives (Verhoef and
Leeflang 2009).
Despite the growing recognition of the value of financial accounting for
marketing expenditures, spending for customer entertainment largely remains obscured
from the view of shareholders. An inspection of the annual reports for most public firms
will not provide meaningful information on investments in this sales strategy. This is
because the financial outlays associated with this activity are normally entered under a
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much broader heading in financial reporting that is known as “Travel and Entertainment”
or “T & E” (Controller’s Tax Letter 2003; Singh 2007). However, as the term designates,
this category carries a number of other expenditures that are not directly related to the use
of customer entertainment such as the travel expense of all existing employees and
meeting costs (Spiceland, Thomas, and Herrman 2011).
Moreover, in normal accounting practice, the “Travel and Entertainment”
classification rolls up to an even broader expense category that is a single line item
known as “Selling and General Administrative” or “SG&A” expense. This further
obscures any specific expenditures related to customer entertainment, as this line item
also includes salaries, utility expense, advertising costs, the costs of supplies, rent
payments, and the cost of insurance and bad debts (Spiceland, Thomas, and Herrman
2011).
Because entertainment expenses are an allowable tax deduction, detailed reports
of these expenses are not provided by firms to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS).
However, for all practical purposes, the general public, along with nearly all
shareholders, are prohibited from access to this information by the IRS code. Any illegal
distribution of the information by government employees carries stiff legal and civil
penalties. While a provision for visibility to corporate tax returns does exist, it has little
practical application. Specifically, section 6103 of the IRS code does allow for any
shareholder with a minimum of a 1% investment in a firm to make a written request to
review the firm’s tax annual returns, but any public disclosure of that information is
considered a felony by law (Lenter, Slemrod, and Schakelford, 2003). As a result, a
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meaningful accountability of expenditures on customer entertainment and its strategic
value to various industries is not obtainable.
The research stream on the use of customer entertainment by salespeople in a
B2B selling environment has shifted over the years from a tactical focus that examined
activities (Finn and Moncrief 1985; Halvorson and Rudelius 1977; “How Companies
Handle Reimbursable Sales Expenses,” 1977) to a more strategic view that explored
relationship building and the creation of obligations on the part of the buyer (Geiger and
Turley 2005). Although a majority of the previous published studies in this domain are
largely atheoretical in nature and tend to center on either content analyses or an
exploration of the topic from a normative perspective (see Oakley and Bush 2012 for a
full review), these analyses still furnish a useful foundation for this inquiry. This is
because the knowledge that has been produced by the previous researchers on the breadth
and variety of customer entertainment activities can serve as building blocks for
organizing a domain that is not well understood into appropriate classes or levels.
Classification systems are useful tools in bringing clarity to in-depth examinations of
marketing phenomena (Hunt 1991).
Early examinations of customer entertainment stemmed from the purchasing
literature and tended to focus singularly on the business lunch (“Does Breaking Bad
Break the Rules” 1972; Farrell 1965). This activity was generally regarded as an
acceptable and potentially productive practice for conducting business with salespeople,
provided the buyer exercised caution. Frequent interaction with the same salesperson that
involved meals and/or drinks or were conducted in lavish settings was identified as
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something that tended to create a sense of obligation on the part of the buyer that could
undermine the buyer’s bargaining power (“Does Breaking Bad Break the Rules?” 1972).
Given the widespread acceptance of the business lunch as an appropriate
entertainment venue that will be described in the upcoming material, a brief examination
of how this event relates to RM seems appropriate. A number of empirical studies have
demonstrated the immediate effects of food consumption on individuals can be profound
and include distraction on the part of the recipient that may the individual more pliable to
making a buying decision that is favorable for the marketer (Shiv and Nowlis 2004). A
mid-day meal tends to escalate an individual’s mood in a positive manner while also
inducing a more tranquil state (Smith, Kendrik, and Mayben 1992). Moreover, food
consumption has demonstrated a propensity to increase the appeal of a persuasive
message (Janice, Kaye, and Kirschner 1965; Wall and Brown 2007).
However, this phenomenon tends to have more of an indirect effect in a B2B
setting. That is, sharing food and the accompanying element of socialization is a useful
tool for developing a relationship, and it is clearly an item of exchange in SET. However,
a meal itself is normally not a mechanism that engenders an immediate sale. Buyers and
sellers generally concur that relationship development is the desired outcome of business
lunches, which may well end up leading to increased sales over time (Halverson and
Rudelius 1977). Nevertheless, providing a customer with a meal may trigger some level
of reciprocal driven behavior such as agreeing to future appointments or further
consideration of sales offers (Wazana 2000). Moreover, the socialization that
accompanies a meal can create associated feelings of goodwill toward the salesperson
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that may make the customer more pliable to initiating future reciprocal actions (Katz,
Caplan, and Merz 2003).
In contrast to the earlier studies that originated in the purchasing literature, a
content analysis that was gathered from practitioners began to paint a broader picture on
the use of customer entertainment. In the article “How Companies Handle Reimbursable
Sales Expenses” (1977), a categorization scheme of common activities undertaken by
salespeople to entertain customers was introduced; these activities were ranked by their
usage rate. In the normal course of business, that ranking of activities from most used to
least used included: meals, cocktails, sporting events, theatre, and hunting or fishing trips.
Although the latter activities were more costly to the selling firm and not commonly
applied in the manner that meals and drinks were, they still were perceived as a useful
tool for special circumstances or unique situations (“How Companies Handle
Reimbursable Sales Expenses,” 1977).
An interesting observation made regarding this initial categorization was useful as
one of the dimensions in the present study. As the entertainment activities moved from
the more commonly used (lunches or meals) to the less commonly used (hunting and
fishing trips, sporting events), there are some obvious common denominators. One of
these is that the time, effort, and expense to host the customer for these events rose for
the salesperson. As previously mentioned, perceptions of high cost for the recipient is one
of the necessary conditions for feelings of gratitude to develop. A second factor needed
for gratitude is that the exchange centers on something that is personally important to the
recipient. Given the wide variety of potential entertainment, understanding which
activities are unique to a customer’s particular interest would seem to be important to the
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success of these relationship investments. Based on this, an assumption of this study that
will be explained in more detail throughout this manuscript is that engaging customers in
entertainment venues is not a homogeneous process, i.e., one size does not fit all. At the
same time, one helpful common denominator for classification purposes could hinge on
the buyer’s perceptions of the salesperson’s investment of time, effort, and money in the
event.
Differing relationship investments in customer entertainment events by
salespeople also tend to evoke varying attitudes in the targeted individuals who make or
influence buying decisions. While a business lunch generally does not violate most
business norms for buyers, more elaborate interactions, such as hosting sporting events,
hunting, and fishing trips, can create a level of discomfort with some buyers and may not
be perceived as appropriate (Dempsey, Bushman, and Plank 1980). Accepting offers of
entertainment activities that involve free trips and meals can raise ethical concerns for the
individuals involved in buying decisions. In addition to creating a question of ethical
appropriateness, buyers tend to recognize that accepting elaborate entertainment offers or
over-indulging in free meals on a regular basis has a propensity to influence their
objectivity about a vendor’s product or service. This can in turn create suboptimal buying
decisions (Rudelius and Buchholz 1979).
Customers tend to perceive offers of business entertainment as a heterogeneous
entity with various levels of appropriateness. A common heuristic that buyers often use to
make assumptions regarding the appropriateness of an event is to assess the “value” of
the event, or the TEC that are invested by the selling firm. A purchasing manager in a
study by Rudelius and Buchholz (1979, p. 3) described this cognitive process: “There are
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distinctions in value. A trip to Hawaii and a fishing trip to a lake 100 miles away are two
very different situations.”
Based on this statement, it would seem reasonable to assume that buyers make
judgments about the appropriateness of a given offer for customer entertainment, and
tend to base those assessments on the time, effort, and expense that are associated with
the interaction.
An initial benchmark of entertainment activities employed by salespeople derived
five categories that included lunches, evening meals, cocktails, leisure activities such as
golf, fishing, or sporting events, and giving parties for clients (Finn and Moncrief 1985).
The aforementioned order of these activities also aligns with the frequency of usage that
ranges from highest to lowest. For example, the use of parties for clients was utilized by
1.2% of the respondents on a “frequent” basis and 6.3% on an “occasional basis.” By
contrast, lunch was still the most common interaction. Of the salespeople surveyed, 38%
used this tool frequently and 50% used it occasionally. The type of industry may well set
a business norm for the type and extent of an entertainment activity. Homogeneous
industries, such as manufacturers of stone, clay, and concrete products, tended to engage
their customers in leisure activities more than did any other group. Machinery
manufacturers, which would seem likely to align closer to having a heterogeneous offer,
were slightly lower in the leisure category but one of the highest in the use of business
lunches (Finn and Moncrief 1985). However, the study focused only on manufacturers,
so there was no comparable information on service industries.
In situations where salespeople are attempting to transition prospects to first-time
customers, customer entertainment may be a useful strategy. The use of business lunches
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were shown to be more effective in gaining commitments from new customers as
compared to other forms of B2B promotional tactics, which include the use of advertising
specialties, printed promotional material, and catalogs. A key advantage of business
entertainment over other tactics was that it enabled the salesperson to build personal
rapport with the client in a neutral setting (Zinkhan and Vachris 1984). Another view of
its effectiveness that is commonly held by B2B salespeople suggests a more direct effect.
That is, engaging in customer entertainment creates a sense of obligation on the part of
the buyer that triggers reciprocal behaviors (Hite and Bellizzi 1987).
However, the use of customer entertainment is likely not a universal key to sales
success, partly because of contextual factors. The setting of a something as simple as a
business lunch can trigger different perceptions, attitudes, and intentions on the part of
the customer (Schurr and Calder 1986). When restaurant settings are controlled for an
“ordinary” atmosphere that is characterized by unpretentious surroundings and moderate
prices, versus a “fancy” setting that entails plush surroundings and higher menu prices,
buyers form very different perceptions and attitudes of identical information presented by
a salesperson. Specifically, buyers who meet in the moderately priced settings tend to
find the salesperson’s positions on the sensitive subjects of a potential price increase or
delivery delays as plausible and reasonable.
By contrast, those attitudes are sharply reversed when the meeting occurs in the
upscale setting that is characterized by plush surroundings and higher prices. In this
situation, industrial buyers find the same explanations by the salespeople as untenable
and doubt the veracity of the information. When combined with other factors, an
expensive lunch at an upscale restaurant may trigger a psychological process among
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buyers that leads to wariness and suspicion of the salesperson’s manipulative intent
because it raises questions about both the motives and the sincerity behind the offer
(Schurr and Calder 1986). This perception is known to erode any potential feelings of
gratitude that would be directed toward the salesperson (Tsang 2006).
In addition to the potential for the setting of an entertainment activity to be
associated with feelings of suspicion on the part of the customer, the existing volume of
the buyer-seller transactions may also play a role. Customers who have a buying history
with salespeople tend to be more receptive to offers of entertainment or gifts as compared
to when they perceive their status as that of a prospect. This is consistent with the
framework of SET and reciprocal-based exchanges, which are known to create positive
levels of affect and trust for the partner when they occur over time and are mutually
beneficial (Lawler 2001).
By contrast, both the absence of any previous economic transactions with the
salesperson and the increasing value of venues exacerbate a buyer’s feelings about the
manipulative intent of the offer. These conditions will usually raise questions about the
salesperson’s underlying motivation for the offer (Trawick, Swan, and Rink 1989).
According to SET, the initial stages of the exchange carry perceptions of high risk
because the giver’s intent, expectations, and potential to provide future rewards is
unknown (Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). This temporal state would, therefore, seem
to be the most fragile for creating feelings of gratitude on the part of the customer.
The groundswell of ethics research in business domains was also seen in the
purchasing literature. At one end of the spectrum, there were concerns that interpersonal
relationship investments could create conflicts of interest for buyers, irrespective of the
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length and level of the business relationship (Fisher 2007). There were contrasting views
that saw the boundaries for acceptable behavior as fluid and centered on the length and
depth of the relationship (Mellahi and Wood 2003).
While the results from a number of studies recognized the potential for
manipulative intent on the part of the salesperson in interpersonal relationship activities,
there was still reluctance on the part of many buyers to completely abstain from its
practice. For example, a number of studies showed that purchasing managers thought
ethics policies needed to be established by their firm to provide guidance for accepting
customer entertainment (Forker and Janson 1990; McCracken and Callahan 1996;
Turner, Taylor, and Hartley 1994) At the same time, longitudinal data showed that buyers
had increased their willingness to accept offers from salespeople (Forker and Janson
1990).
In addition, despite the desire of purchasing managers to have input into an ethics
policy, once the policy was in place, it did not deter the propensity of its designers to
accept higher level entertainment offers and gratuities from salespeople (Turner, Taylor,
and Hartley 1994). Finally, the stage of the relationship was again a common
denominator in ameliorating perceptions of manipulative intent on the part of the
salesperson. The attitudes of purchasing agents toward offers of customer entertainment
from salespeople were more favorable and evoked less suspicion if there were a longterm existing relationship with the vendor firm (McCracken and Callahan 1996).
Despite the financial magnitude and potential strategic value of interpersonal
relationship investments, there has been very little published research that examined how
these customer entertainment activities affect buying behavior. The interaction that
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occurs between buyer and seller presents an interesting research opportunity because it
examines how a relationship can vacillate between economic ties and social ties that stem
from socialization (Geiger and Turley 2005). Positive customer perceptions that result
from favorable social interactions will tend to contribute to the customer’s overall
impressions of the firm and likely influence buying decisions, even in the domain of
discrete transactions (Czepiel 1990).
Based on the assumption that social interaction is paramount in customer
entertainment, an examination of how it might contribute to different customer outcomes
would likely prove useful. In the domain of SET, the socialization that accompanies
interpersonal relationship investments is a unit of exchange. As such, it can create mutual
benefits for both parties and, based on the expectation of future rewards, can motivate
reciprocal behavior (Zafirovski 2005). Socialization is defined as “the level of interaction
between, and communication of, various actors within and between firms, which leads to
the building of personal familiarity, improved communication, and problems solving”
(Gupta and Govindarajan 2000, p. 479).
From the salesperson’s perspective, the socialization that surrounds a customer
entertainment event has strategic value that can be used at differing stages of a
relationship (Geiger and Turley 2005). It can lead to increased trust of the salesperson
(Cousins, Lawson, and Squire 2006) and a greater willingness to share knowledge that
can result in a co-creation of value (Ireland, Hitt, and Vaidyanath 2002; Smith and
Colgate 2007) and friendship (Butcher, Sparks, and O’Callaghan 2002). Relationship
investments create venues where the two actors can interact in a neutral setting; these
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venues are often used by the salesperson to gain valuable knowledge regarding the
customer’s personal and professional needs (Turley and Geiger 2006).
Using the theme of socialization through customer entertainment settings, Geiger
and Turley (2005) developed a conceptual model that was based on qualitative interviews
with salespeople in Ireland. From the perspective of a salesperson, customer
entertainment created differing benefits that could be used to meet varying customer
needs related to the relationship. First, it could act as an “ice breaker” by allowing the
salesperson to initiate discussions that could explore mutually beneficial economic
opportunities. Second, through information exchange and personal self-disclosures, the
bonds of the relationship could potentially be deepened and expanded to a personal level.
Third, as the relationship reached higher levels of commitment, entertainment associated
with relationship investments could generate a kind of “insurance policy” for the
salesperson that would afford some protection from occasional episodes of conflict that
might arise from events such as momentary service failures or an occasional price
increase. That is, the accumulation of SET’s symbolic benefits received on the part of the
customer over time through entertainment activities may have fostered feelings of
gratitude that compel the customer to reciprocate to the salesperson in some manner.
Despite the potential efficacy of this tool for developing the varying levels of a
relationship, the ethics policy of the customer’s firm could present some potential
constraints that may reduce the frequency or limit the entertainment venues (Geiger and
Turley 2005). To better understand how this type of RM strategy might face unique
challenges to a successful execution on the part of the selling firm, an examination of the
emerging elements in the external environment would be meaningful.
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Emerging Elements in the External Environment
Developing relationship investment venues
Corporate sponsorships have recently emerged as a notable source of
interpersonal relationship investments. The overall growth of business sponsorships has
eclipsed traditional marketing expenditures, especially sponsorships of sporting events
(Currie 2000; Lee and Cho 2012). On a global basis, firms spent in excess of $48 billion
on all sponsorship events in 2011, with sporting events’ comprising 68% of that amount,
or approximately $32 billion (IEG 2011). This is especially relevant to this study because
it not only broadens the opportunities for firms to make meaningful relationship
investments, but it adds a significant factor of heterogeneity to the venues. By doing so, a
salesperson has a wider selection for matching an activity to something that a client
perceives as being personally important to them, which is a factor in creating gratitude
(Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968).
Sports sponsorships for events such as golf tournaments, arenas, or stadiums is no
longer limited to a branding strategy. Increasingly, sponsoring firms are demanding that
their legal agreements include venues to host customers in elaborate and unique ways that
normally include hospitality suites, premier seating, networking opportunities with the
executives of the hosting firm, and, in some cases, access to meetings with the players
and coaches (Clark et al. 2003; Fletcher 2004).
The hospitality offerings that are increasingly accompanying sports sponsorships
produce an opportunity for unique, face-to-face interaction with the customer by the
salesperson or executives of his or her firm. Entertaining customers in an upscale
hospitality venue at a sponsorship event has strategic value for developing and cementing
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important, long-term relationships (Clark et al. 2003; “Executives See Rise in Corporate
Entertaining” 2004; Fletcher 2004). A poll by the consulting firm TSE Sports and
Entertainment on executives’ preferences for entertaining customers found that events
such as championship games that included venues such as the Super Bowl, college bowl
games, tennis tournaments, and the Final Four, topped the list (“Executives See Rise in
Corporate Entertaining” 2004.)
When clients are hosted in these settings, it can trigger feelings of goodwill and
gratitude toward the sponsor, which may be manifested by reciprocal behaviors
(Walraven, Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012). Given the higher amounts of TEC that
firms incur when using this type of entertainment, it is important that the event is tied to a
strategic objective. Further, given the proclivity for buyers to make decisions about the
appropriateness of an offer that was previously described, the offer needs to be positioned
in a way that avoids any perceptions of impropriety on the part of the salesperson
(Fletcher 2004).
As an RM tool in the B2B arena, the level of customer intimacy that can be
developed with key decision makers at these events has the capability to create a deeper
bond between the two parties, especially when it includes ancillary activities (Clark et al.
2003; Fletcher 2004; Walraven Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012). As a result of the
growing recognition of the value of this strategic tool, and the increasing expenditures
that firms are committing to it, there have been calls for more research into this
phenomenon from a B2B buyer-seller perspective (Clark et al. 2003; Walraven Koning,
and van Bottenburg 2012). Nevertheless, a void remains in the literature stream along
with a dearth of empirical studies.
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Ethical considerations
In recent years, legislation has been established that affects the boundaries of the
social exchange process as it relates to interpersonal relationship investment activities. As
a consequence of the highly visible acts of corporate malfeasance that occurred in the late
1990s, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOA) of 2002. In addition to a number
of specific requirements regarding financial record keeping, Section 406 of the SOA
specified that public firms should either create and publish a code of ethics that applies to
their senior financial officers or provide a publicly disclosed statement as to why they
have declined to do so.
A code of ethics was defined by the SOA (2002) in section 406 as “written
standards that are designed to deter wrongdoing and to promote the ethical conduct of
firm managers and directors.” Subsequently, in 2004, both the New York Stock
Exchange (NYSE) and the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) required
all listed companies to publish a code of ethics. This action effectively abolished the
original option for public firms to not make their code of ethics public information and
implemented standards that were stricter and more specific than those set forth in the
SOA (Forster, Loughran, and McDonald 2009).
In an attempt to strengthen this act and create a process for enforcement, the SOA
(2002) empowered the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to delineate rules and
requirements for the content of a code of ethics. However, although the SEC did provide
a long list of some general topics, which included “gratuities and entertainment,” it did
not mandate the specific content of a firm’s written code, but instead focused more on
rules for public disclosure. As a result, firms have significant latitude to adopt and
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interpret their own guidelines. Private firms may still establish and abide by some general
principles on this topic, but the information is not public (Orin 2008).
As a result of the actions that were described above, the flexibility that firms have
in creating and interpreting their code of ethics seems to create a precarious position for
salespeople to navigate when attempting to engage customers even in simple
entertainment activities, such as a business lunch. Although there has been a rapid growth
in the establishment of a code of ethics by many corporations, in 1990, only 14% of the
Fortune 500 firms had them in place. However, by 2008, over 86% of these companies
had adopted and established some formal policy (Singh 2007).
At the same time, while these codes stress transparency, there appears to be no
common standard of enforceable issues. This is likely to be further complicated as the
financial value of the venue grows, such as in hospitality events sponsored by
corporations. A miscalculation on the acceptability of an offer could potentially harm a
relationship before it begins.
Given this evolving focus on corporate ethics, it is reasonable to expect potential
conflicts regarding the acceptance of meals and entertainment that are paid for by a seller.
Due to a changing ethical climate, a growing tendency for offers of relationship
investment activities could create a countervailing and negative effect with buyers that
attribute the offer to manipulative intent. If this happens, it would likely erode the
potential for customer reciprocity, as customer attitudes of this type have been shown to
erode the desire to work with a salesperson (Campbell and Kirmani 2000; DeCarlo 2005).
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Shifting Demographics
The bulk of research on customer entertainment that resulted from interpersonal
relationship investments was conducted at a time when the buyers and sellers in the B2B
environment were a relatively homogeneous demographic segment that was
predominantly comprised of Caucasian males. For example, when demographic
information was provided in some of the key publications that were previously cited, well
over 90% of the buyers and sellers were male (Dempsey, Bushman, and Plank 1980;
Halverson and Rudelius 1977; Schurr and Calder 1986).
However, subsequent studies in this area revealed an emerging trend of women
who were moving into the formerly male-dominated positions in the B2B buyer-seller
dyad. This has important implications for the application of the SET framework as well
as reciprocal norms. The infusion of individuals with differing demographic profiles
would likely be accompanied by heterogeneous needs related to relationship investment
activities. As crafting an offer in an exchange that is personally important to someone is
an antecedent for creating gratitude (Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008), a deeper
understanding of the customer is needed.
As more women entered the sales ranks, important research was conducted to
better understand how this growing phenomenon affected the sales and relationship
building processes (Dawson 1992; Lane and Crane 2002; Moncrief et al. 2000; Russ and
McNeilly 1995). The ranks of women had also reached new heights in many professional
positions that included various areas of purchasing, making and influencing buying
decisions, and contract negotiations as demonstrated by the growing research streams in
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the procurement literature (Dion, Easterling, and Javagli 1997; Faes, Knight, and
Matthyssens 2001; Faes, Swinnen, and Snellinx 2010).
The growing infusion of women into business positions shows no sign of abating.
According to the United States Department of Labor, women comprised 47% of the total
US labor force in 2010, and are predicted to account for 51% of the increase in the labor
market between 2008 and 2018. In 2010, 40.6% of working women were employed in
management, professional, and related occupations, while another 32% worked in sales
and office occupations (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2011).
The ongoing shift in demographics regarding the workforce is not limited to
gender. According to recent labor statistics,
From 1980 to 2020, the white working-age population is projected to decline from
82% to 63%. During the same period, the minority portion is projected to double
(from 18% to 37%), and the Hispanic/Latino potion is projected to almost triple
(from 6% to 17%) (Kotkin 2010).
This evolving external force of changing demographics in the buyer-seller roles
will likely contribute to the dynamic nature of the boundaries that exist in the SET
framework. Although male buyers have traditionally regarded the business lunch as a
useful tool for establishing social and personal ties with the other party that in turn could
result in more effective collaboration, female buyers have rejected this position
(McCracken and Callahan 1996). From a selling perspective, the increasing presence of
women in B2B sales positions will tend to infuse a different dynamic into the use of
customer entertainment as a socialization strategy. While gender differences between
buyer and seller have been shown to have no degradation on performance or customer
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satisfaction (Dwyer, Richard, and Shepherd 1998; Moncrief et al. 2000; Lichtenthal and
Tellefsen 2001), little is known about how those gender differences might manifest
differing attitudes when the socialization activities that accompany customer
entertainment and occur out of the office are employed. Further, while some research
supports the assumption that women have a strong proclivity for building relationships,
they may also hold higher or different ethical standards as compared to males (Dawson
1997; Lane and Crane 2002).
Statement of the Problem
What the above studies fail to examine is how differing interpersonal RM
investments are perceived from the customers’ perspective, as well as the process by
which this strategy can create felt gratitude, as opposed to perceptions of manipulative
intent, in the buyer-seller dyad. Absent from the previously described research is a
theoretical framework that can explain and predict customer perceptions and behavior as
it relates to the use of this strategic tool. Specifically, there are three areas where voids of
knowledge need to be addressed.
Entertainment venues/RM investment options
First, the customer entertainment venues that result from interpersonal
relationship investments are broad and have recently expanded further with the
hospitality offerings that tend to accompany corporate sponsorships. However, missing
from the previous studies is a meaningful way to classify these activities as they relate to
how customers perceive their cost, as well as the level of personal importance that any
given venue offers them. These are important considerations because they are known to
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be factors in creating the symbolic benefits in the exchange process that can lead to
reciprocal behavior.
Gratitude and reciprocity in the B2B buyer-seller dyad
Second, while the norm of reciprocity that stems from the emotion of gratitude is
central to SET and its ability to trigger reciprocal behaviors is widely accepted, the
mechanisms by which this occurs is not clearly understood in the context of long-term
B2B relationships. The vast majority of empirical support for the norm of reciprocity
comes from experimental settings that involve discrete transactions, university students
as opposed to professional salespeople and buyers, and are usually conducted between
total strangers. This stands in stark contrast to the domain of most B2B relationships, as
well as the framework of SET, which is predicated continuous relationships that can
create future rewards (Lambe, Wittmann, and Spekman 2001).
Because little is known about the motivations that drive both the intensity and the
timing of reciprocal behaviors (Chen, Chen, and Portnoy 2009), it would seem important
to understand the role that gratitude could play as a catalyst for creating an intention to
reciprocate on the part of the customer. In his Affect Theory of Social Exchange, Lawler
(2001) posits that gratitude is a global emotion that results when pleasant feelings that
resulted from an exchange are attributed toward the other party. As the benefactor tends
to be motivated to continue or repeat this affective state, felt gratitude may be the source
for meaningful acts of reciprocity.
Conflicting forces
Third, there are conflicting forces affecting the use of customer entertainment as
seen by the increased focus on business ethics and the changing demographics of the
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workforce. Although the use of this tool shows no sign of abating (Fisher 2005), how it
can be used in an effective manner so that it is perceived to be appropriate on the part of
the customer and does not create a fear of exploitation is not clear. This is important
because under SET, perceptions of manipulative intent on the part of the salesperson
diminishes the symbolic benefits for the buyer and thereby discourages reciprocal
intentions (Lawler 2001). The absence of manipulative intent, or presence of benevolent
intent, is an important antecedent to gratitude (Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver; Tsang
2006). Therefore, these types of RM investments by salespeople need to be perceived as
genuine offers to further the business relationship, and not attributed to an attempt to
create an obligation on their part of the buyer. Given the increased focus on corporate
transparency and business ethics that was described above, there appears to be a need for
practical knowledge related to how selling firms need to position this strategy with
customers.
To examine these research questions, the following section will develop
formalized research hypotheses. First, customer perceptions of entertainment events will
be presented, as well as how customers make cognitive evaluations regarding the amount
of time, effort, and money that the selling firm expended. Second, the manner in which
these cognitive evaluations of seller costs can result in positive or negative attributions
toward the salesperson was explored by analyzing the causal factors of gratitude. Third,
the effect that the stage of the relationship and its interaction with the level of RM
investment has on the aforementioned perceptions, attributions, and behavioral intentions
has been tested empirically.
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In summary, Figure 2-1 is a depiction of the proposed dynamic nature of
interpersonal relationship investments. It presents a visual image of potential evolving
factors to consider when utilizing this strategic resource.

Recent Changes in
External Environment
1. Focus on business ethics
2. Sarbanes-Oxley Act
3. Shifting Demograhics in Workforce
4. Increasing heterogenity of entertianment
venues (corporate sponsorhips, etc. )

(High)

Above Norm =
Suspicions of Manipulative Intent

Typical Interpersonal Relationship

Personal Influences
on Boundaries

Investment

Norm

Cost of the
Investment

Job Role or Position
Gender/Ethnicity
Job Tenure

Below Norm =
No Felt Gratitude

(Low)

(Short & Weak )

Time and Relationship Strength

(Long & Strong)

Figure 2-1. Dynamic nature of interpersonal RM investments.

Unpacking Reciprocity and Hypothesis Development
Gratitude versus indebtedness
As outlined in the previous sections, a standard assumption of many researchers is
that when a “gift” is accepted by another party under the theoretical framework of a
social exchange, the norm of reciprocity will create future behaviors on the part of the
receiving party (Gouldner 1960). The gift can be intangible, as in the case of typical
customer entertainment activities. Many researchers claim that the norm of reciprocity is
universal across all cultures, and that humans are hard wired for it (Cialdini 1983; Mauss
1954).
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Despite some empirical results on the potential benefits to relationship
management that reciprocity can provide (Dahl, Honea, and Manchanda 2005; Morales
2005), the role of reciprocity has largely been absent from the domain of marketing
(Baggozi 2006; Henderson, Beck, and Palmatier 2012). Researchers in this field have
only recently begun to explore mechanisms that might trigger reciprocal behaviors on the
part of the recipient (Palmatier et al. 2009; Grappi et al. 2013. To understand how
customer entertainment could be useful as a relationship-building tool, a key assumption
is that it is important to first unpack the motivational factors that make up the norm of
reciprocity so that its efficacy in relationship management can be examined.
One factor that was identified early in the literature and has continued to persist is
that reciprocity operates as a social norm. Many social scientists believe that the
adherence to a pattern of reciprocal exchanges is a fundamental factor in the successful
development of all human social systems (Mauss 1954; Tiger and Fox 1971). In addition
to being considered an inherent force in human nature, some biologists claim that
reciprocal behavior may be a factor in the evolution and natural selection of a number of
other living species (Nowak and Sigmund 2000; Trivers 1971).
In most all societies, that the act of doing a favor for someone, providing
assistance, or extending a gift to someone will trigger an unspoken feeling of
indebtedness on the part of the recipient (Mauss 1954). In their conceptualization of both
the pervasiveness and power of the norm of reciprocity, Tiger and Fox (1971, p. 118)
stated that receiving something of value from another party “implies an obligation to
return the gift. It sets up a relationship of indebtedness.”
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Feelings of indebtedness have been described as a very unpleasant emotional state
(Watkins et al. 2006) and something that “weighs heavily on us and demands to be
removed” (Cialdini 1993, p. 31). Moreover, an individual’s failure to reciprocate often
carries negative consequences that may be real or perceived. As Cialdini (1993, p. 31)
describes, “A person who violates the reciprocity rule by accepting without attempting to
return the good acts of others is actively disliked by the social group. There is a genuine
distaste for individuals who fail to conform to the dictates of the reciprocity rule.”
The natural inclination of individuals to avoid the negative emotions and feelings
associated with indebtedness could explain how this social norm can consistently invoke
reciprocal behaviors in some settings. However, when some of the same conditions that
exist in the domain of reciprocal exchanges under SET are also present in experiments on
reciprocity, the normative power seems to be noticeably absent. For example, in a
replication and extension of the famous “Coke for raffle tickets” experiment conducted
by Regan (1971), reciprocity diminished when the request for a reciprocal act came one
week after the original exchange (Burger et al. 1997).
In an experiment by Gneezy and List (2000) that was described above, an
unexpected monetary gift did initially create significantly higher levels of worker output,
but those results faded over the course of an hour. By the end of the experiment, the
reciprocal norm seemed to be absent from worker motivation as they performed no better
than the control group. In addition, it is important to recall how Goei et al. (2003) found
that liking the giver was a better predictor of reciprocal behaviors as compared to feelings
of obligation. The combination of these two conditions raises questions about the
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potential ephemeral nature of the norm of reciprocity. That is, there are contextual
situations that seem to erode its effectiveness.
To summarize, one factor is that explains the power of the reciprocity is through
the propensity for people to adhere to a strict social norm. However, the resulting
behavior seems to be motivated by a desire to eradicate unpleasant feeling. Conscious
decisions to reciprocate also appear to be ephemeral in nature, dissipate quickly, and may
be further eroded when a personal connection to the giver is absent. Because of these
factors, creating feelings of indebtedness might demonstrate some efficacy as a tactical
tool in the domain of transactional selling. However, as this would not represent an RM
investment that is predicated on expectations of ongoing interactions, it is not within the
scope of this study.
A second and very different factor that might explain the motivational power of
the norm of reciprocity appears to be gratitude. In contrast to feelings of indebtedness, it
is a fundamentally positive emotion that has been shown to correlate with many other
positive emotions such as happiness, optimism, and hope (McCullough, Emmons, and
Tsang 2002; Watkins et al. 2003). The concept of gratitude has been conceptualized as
“the emotional core of reciprocity” (Emmons and McCullough 2004, p. 12). It possesses
significant explanatory power regarding interpersonal relationships, as well as many
areas of related behavior, and is widely generalizable (Wood et al. 2008). Despite the fact
that gratitude has a profound psychological effect on the wellbeing, happiness, and the
motivation of people throughout multiple cultures, until recently it has been largely
dismissed as a research topic in the social sciences (Emmons 2004; Watkins et al. 2006;
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Wood et al. 2008). It has been termed the “one of the most neglected of emotions and one
of the most underestimated of the virtues” (Watkins et al. 2006, p. 217).
Based on a review of the literature and for purposes of this study, gratitude is
defined as “the emotional appreciation for benefits received” (Palmatier et al. 2009, p. 1).
In the past, researchers conceptualized gratitude and feelings of indebtedness as a single
construct (Greenberg 1980; Mathews and Green 2010). In support of that position, they
tend to be associated with nearly identical empirical outcomes when they are used to
predict actual behavior or its intentions (Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008; Cialdini 1993;
Regan 1971; Tsang 2006). In one of the early examinations of gratitude, Tesser,
Gatewood, and Driver (1968) collapsed both constructs into a single dependent variable
due to their close correlations. However, a number of researchers have recently raised
valid questions about the conceptual accuracy of combining these two concepts (Algoe,
Haidt, and Gable 2008; Mathews and Green 2010; Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006;
Wood et al. 2008).
As depicted in Figure 2-2, there are several supporting conceptual and empirical
reasons that support the idea that gratitude and indebtedness are two very different
emotional states. First, indebtedness has been defined as “a state of obligation to repay
another, in the context of the receipt of a benefit” that creates a “state of arousal and
discomfort” (Greenberg 1980, p. 4). Indebtedness has consistently been described as an
unpleasant emotion that individuals seek to minimize (Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006).
By contrast, gratitude is associated with positive emotions that may, in turn, motivate
pro-social behavior (Watkins et al. 2006).
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Norm of
Reciprocity
Indebtedness

Gratitude

1. Negative affect
2. Avoidance behavior
3. Resembles discrete economic exchange
4. Future rewards not expected

1. Positive affect
2. Proscial behavior
3. Resembles continuous social exchange
4. Future rewards expected

(1) Greenburg 1980; Tsang 2006
(2) Cialdini 1993; Grey et al. 2001;
Watkins et al. 2006
(3) Watkins et al. 2006
(4) Cialdini 1993; Lawler 2001

(1) McCullough et al. 2002; Watkins et al.
2002
(2) McCullough et al. 2002
(3) Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008
(4) Lawler 2001

Reciprocal Behaviors
1. Ephemeral -- motivation evaporates
due to desire to remove negative affect.

1. Long lasting -- motivation lingers due
to desire to continue positive affect.

2. No affective bonds develop with
other party.

2. Affective bonds develop with other
party.

3. Trust does not develop.

3. Trust develops.

"Gratitude promotes relationship building and maintentance" (Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008, p. 425).

Figure 2-2. Gratitude and indebtedness comparison.
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Second, these sentiments seem to mirror the opinions of many individuals. In
polls of the general population, respondents stated that feeling indebted was an
unpleasant state, while gratitude was described as a happy state (Watkins et al. 2006).
Third, a number of recent studies have emerged that have not only explicated
conceptual differences gratitude and indebtedness, but they have provided empirical
support that demonstrate that these emotions create differing attitudes and motivations,
despite their propensity to create similar, short-term behavioral outcomes (Gray,
Emmons, and Morrison 2001; Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006). The ability of dissimilar
emotive states to produce similar outcomes is not entirely new. For example, positive
moods and guilt appeals have been shown to produce similar outcomes related to
charitable giving intentions in some situations (Cunningham, Steinberg, and Grev 1980).
As gratitude is perceived as an enjoyable state, returning a favor under the norm
of reciprocity would seem to be associated with an enjoyable experience. By reinforcing
the exchange process with positive affect, gratitude-based reciprocity amplifies the
symbolic benefits that occur in the framework of social exchange (Fredrickson 2004;
Watkins et al. 2006). Feelings of gratitude may increase the perceived magnitude of the
reciprocal actions of the benefactors by making them seem more salient to the recipient
(Tsang 2006). When recipients feel gratitude as a result of an exchange, they tend to
make higher assessments of the benefits that accompany the object or service received
(Lawler 2001; Wood et al. 2008). It has been linked to emotional well-being and
motivates individuals to engage in pro-social behaviors and personal interactions that
seek to build relationships (Bartlett et al. 2012; Fredrickson 2004; Mathews and Green
2010; McCullough, Emmons, and Tsang 2002).
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By contrast, feelings of indebtedness invoke very different emotions.
Indebtedness is defined as “the feeling that one ought to repay a benefactor for a gift”
(Heider 1958, p. 274) and is accompanied by a negative effect. Because it places a
psychological burden on the recipient, people may take steps to avoid this feeling and can
be reluctant to request help, even when they need it (Greenberg and Shapiro 1971). As an
avoidance behavior, indebtedness stands in stark contrast to feelings of gratitude across a
number of spectrums. By manipulating the antecedents to gratitude, a number of
experimental studies have demonstrated that these two emotions correlate in a negative
direction (Mathews and Green 2008; Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006; Wood et al. 2008).
That is, recipients perceive that the giver expects something in return, and felt gratitude
falls and feelings of indebtedness rise. In addition, the emotions that respondents
associated with being in a state of indebtedness included feelings of guilt, obligation, and
anxiety, as well as a desire to avoid the initiator of the exchange (Greenberg 1980).
Conversely, when gratitude was present, respondents tend to report very positive
emotions and the desire to help or stay close to the other person in some way (Bartlett et
al. 2012; Lawler 2001; Wood et al. 2006).
As previously mentioned, people do still tend to fulfill their obligation to
reciprocate when indebtedness is present and gratitude is absent. However, because the
behavior is undertaken as way to eradicate an uncomfortable feeling, it more closely
resembles a short-term economic exchange that must be repaid (Mathews and Green
2010; Tsang 2006; Wood et al. 2006). As described above, the desire to avoid feelings of
indebtedness helps to explain the empirical results of reciprocity in discrete transactions
when the item of exchange did not appear to be desired by the recipient, as in the
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previous example of the use of flowers by Hare Krishnas to successfully solicit donations
(Cialdini 1993).
There are a number of reasons that, in the domain of interpersonal relationship
investments in the SET framework, the norm of reciprocity may be too broad a concept to
provide suitable a suitable explanation and prediction for the use of this strategy. First,
the theoretical framework for this examination is based an ongoing process of exchanges
and not discrete ones. This is because the reciprocal-based exchange relationship is
characterized as an ongoing process that carries expectations of future rewards. This
stands in stark contrast to the studies where the norm of reciprocity was studied without
temporal issues; that is, upon receiving an item, an individual is given the opportunity to
either respond immediately with a reciprocal action or not. This type of either/or situation
does not likely represent the interactions in the buyer-seller dyad.
Second, situations that exist when an obligation to adhere to a social norm, such
as reciprocity, may not perform well as a universal predictor. For example, when social
norms were disaggregated from moral norms, Gorsuch and Ortberg (1983) found that the
latter was a much stronger predictor of intentions as compared to social norms. Thus, if
individuals perceive their need to reciprocate as adherence to a social norm as opposed to
a moral norm, they may be less likely to act on any possible behavioral intention.
Another context in which obligations to adhere to a social norm can differ is
related to cultural differences in values, norms, and behavior. For example, the
individualistic values that most Americans hold means that they perceive themselves as
being independent of others, which is in stark contrast to the interdependent view of
Asians (Markus and Kitayama 1991). Because of this, customers of Asian descent may
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feel more sensitive to fulfilling an obligation to reciprocate as compared to their
American counterparts, who may base their decision to accept an offer purely on the
merits of the item (Singelis 1994). In fact, experimental studies have verified a tendency
for Asians to be more likely to refuse an offer that creates an obligation for them as
opposed to Americans, who tend to feel less of an obligation to reciprocate (Shen, Wan,
and Wyer 2011). Based on this, it is likely that both the magnitude and the type of
feelings associated with receiving something will often vary across different cultures and
create different outcomes related to reciprocal behavior.
Third, and most importantly, feelings of obligation are inconsistent with the
explanatory power of theoretical framework. In an ongoing exchange process under SET,
the receipt of something from someone is always accompanied by utilitarian and
symbolic benefits. As previously described, the symbolic benefits communicate feelings
that the giver has for the recipient. As such, they create positive emotions for the
beneficiary that includes feeling valued, respected, and appreciated.
In the domain of interpersonal relationship investments, exchanges that stimulate
a state of gratitude would likely be more meaningful than ones that result in feelings of
indebtedness. Here, actors create a continuous cycle of two-way reciprocal behavioral
actions that generate positive emotions on a mutual basis. Because the transactions
themselves evoke pleasurable emotions that include gratitude, the relationship evolves to
stronger levels of loyalty and commitment (Becker 1986; Emmons and McCullough
2004). The level of gratitude that is felt by recipients in an exchange is a key determinant
of their intensity and motivation to reciprocate (Henderson, Beck, and Palmatier 2011;
Morales 2005).
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To summarize, when social exchanges are made in such a way that gratitude is
created on the part of the recipient, the associated positive emotions fuel an apparent
long-term motivational force to reciprocate in kind (Lawler 2001; McCullough et al.
2001). Therefore, based on this concept, a closer analysis of these causal factors for
gratitude has been examined, as seen below. In addition, in the context of B2B sales, it is
likely that, when a burden of indebtedness is present on the part of the buyer, it may
create short-term, reciprocal-based behavior but will not be enduring. Moreover, because
this context mirrors an economic and negotiated exchange in the domain of SET, the
absence of symbolic benefits will likely erode any propensity for the development of
affective relationship bonds. Based on this, it follows that:
H1: Individuals’ felt gratitude will be positively related to their behavioral
intentions.

Felt
Gratitude

positive

Behavioral
Intentions

Figure 2-3. H1: Effect of gratitude.

Research on how individuals develop a state of gratitude in the exchange process
has consistently pointed to three common denominators that tend to facilitate its
development. When something is given to another individual, be it tangible or intangible,
the three conditions for gratitude include: (a) the item was costly to the giver, (b) the
exchange created benefits that are specific and meaningful to the recipient’s needs, and
(c) the offer was made without manipulative intent. Expressed another way, the offer was
made by the giver under the premise that there was no immediate expectation of a
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reciprocal action of comparable magnitude (Tesser, Driver, and Gatewood 1968; Tsang
2006; Watkins et al. 2006). This relationship is depicted in Figure 2-4.

Perceived Time,
Effort, & Cost
positive

Personal
Importance

positive

Felt Gratitude

positive

Behavioral Intentions
to Reciprocate

negative
Manipulative
Intent

Figure 2-4. H1–H4: Gratitude model in buyer-seller dyad.

High cost to the giver
SET explains how a high cost to a giver could be a necessary condition for
creating a state of gratitude. As previously described, giving something to another person,
which could be a gift, a favor, or an offer for customer entertainment, provides the
recipient with both utilitarian and symbolic benefits. The utilitarian value is closely
related to the economic value of the exchange for the receiving party. Therefore, as the
cost to the giver increases, the utilitarian value to the recipient would likely increase.
Moreover, the cost to the party who initiates an exchange also carries symbolic benefits
for the beneficiary that can go far beyond the economic value. Giving something to
another party that comes at a high cost communicates volumes about the giver’s
sentiments toward the recipient. As previously described, this is a source for affective
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commitment. This process creates positive emotions for the recipient and over time leads
to a strong level of affective commitment (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Molm,
Takahashi, and Peterson 2000; Molm, Collett, and Shaefer 2007; Shore et al. 2006).
An additional reason that a high relationship investment cost can trigger feelings
of gratitude is aligned with the perceived amount of risk involved. As the level of
investment rises for givers, their level of risks in the exchange increases in a similar
fashion because the other party might choose to not reciprocate (Chiles and McMackin
1996). When recipients perceive that an exchange carried a significant risk on the part of
the giver, it demonstrates that that the giver is involved in the relationship. Doing so it
makes the recipient feel valued and respected (Molm 1994; Molm, Takahashi, and
Peterson 2000).
There is some empirical evidence in the B2B marketing literature that supports a
propensity among customers to respond positively when a selling firm makes high
financial investments that are related to their relationship. Firms will sometimes make
specific investments in a relationship with a partner that would be difficult to redeploy,
such as specialized equipment, training, or systems integration. These “idiosyncratic
investments” act as a kind of pledge that signals the selling firm’s commitment to the
buying firm and have been shown to contribute to customer loyalty (Anderson and Weitz
1992). When suppliers make higher than normal financial investments that are coupled
with extra time and effort for the purpose of customizing a product or service, it generally
tends to create a higher level of trust on the part of the customers (Doney and Cannon
1997).
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Recent sales research has shown that buyers assess the level of effort made by
sellers and respond accordingly. When salespeople are perceived as having devoted
higher than normal time, effort, energy, and resources into a relationship, customers tend
to reward those activities by making higher than normal purchases, decreasing purchases
from competitors of the selling firm, and demonstrating an increased overall continuance
commitment (Palmatier et al. 2009).
Other empirical findings in related areas support this phenomenon. Moreover,
there is some evidence that the perceived value of the investment on the part of the
marketer will correlate with the level of reciprocation that subsequently occurs. When
something is received, an individual likely assesses the value of the item, irrespective of
its tangibility, and responds in similar fashion based on their perceptions of value.
Consumers tend to make valuation judgments of an offer, which drive not only their
satisfaction levels but their propensity to reciprocate (Haisley and Lowenstein 2011).
In a study that manipulated the independent variable of differing levels of help
that was provided to participants, there was a direct correlation between the various levels
of the intensity of the help given and the respondents’ reciprocal behaviors (DePaulo,
Brittingham, and Kaiser 1983). Comparative results that demonstrated a connection
between the costs to the giver and the level of reciprocal behaviors were found in another
study. A charitable organization sent to potential donors 10,000 solicitations that were
accompanied by either no gift, a small gift, or an expensive gift. For the small gifts,
donations increased by 17% over the no-gift condition. The solicitations that included the
large gifts demonstrated a more dramatic level of reciprocity, with donations’ increasing
by 75% over the no-gift situation (Falk 2007).
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In SET, high costs can be measured beyond the scope of a financial investment
and can include time and effort. When consumers realize that a firm has expended more
effort in making their product or service more appealing or of higher quality, they tend
reciprocate with a higher level of patronage, irrespective of whether the effort directly
benefits them (Morales 2005). When viewing promotional messages, people often make
immediate assessments about the time, effort, and creative thought that marketers
expended (Kirmani 1990; Kirmani and Wright 1989). If the communication appears to be
developed with higher than normal levels of time and effort, consumers tend to feel
obligated to pay more attention and are less suspicious of the advertiser (Campbell 1995).
In research on purchasing executives, gifts from salespeople not only increased
purchase intentions, but they did so at a rate that matched the monetary value of the gift.
Recipients of expensive gifts exhibited higher levels of various behavioral intentions
related to future purchases to the salesperson as compared to the recipients of inexpensive
gifts (Dorsch and Kelley 1994).
Buyers who participated in a longitudinal study related to gift giving in a B2B
environment that measured satisfaction, purchase intentions, and actual sales responded
in a similar fashion (Beltramini 2000). Three levels of value for the exchange were used
that included an expensive gift, an inexpensive gift, and no gift. Satisfaction, purchase
intentions, and actual sales were measured one month before and consistently for six
months afterward. When these measures were assessed one month after receipt,
customers responded in direct proportion to the monetary value of the item they received.
That is, the most expensive gifts resulted in the highest before-and-after increase in
purchase intentions, satisfaction, and sales revenue than did any other group. The lower
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priced items generated a moderate increase, and the no gift group actually saw a slight
decrease in these measures. When actual sales revenue was measured at three intervals
over the following six months, the results were even more profound. Both groups who
received gifts steadily increased their sales volume with the salesperson. After six
months, customers had not only sustained their purchase rates that were triggered by this
event, they also had increased them in proportion that was related to the perceived value
of the initial exchange, with the most expensive gift correlating with the greatest
increases in purchases (Beltramini 2000).
A basic assumption in the domain of B2B entertainment is that clients recognize
that the salesperson has a finite amount of financial resources, time, and opportunities to
invest in customer entertainment. As such, the customer’s perceptions of investments by
the seller regarding the TEC of an entertainment event creates important inferences about
instrumental and symbolic value in the domain of SET. Therefore, it follows that:
H2: Individuals’ perceptions of the TEC of an RM investment will be positively
related to their felt gratitude.
Perceived level of importance
A second condition that must be present in order for a state of gratitude to result
in an exchange is that the benefits that recipients receive are specific and meaningful. The
exchange should involve something that is relevant to the recipient and personally
important. When the item that is bequeathed to a partner resolves a specific need or want
on the part of the beneficiary, the utilitarian and symbolic benefits increase (Palmatier et
al. 2009). Giving something to someone that fulfills a desire, resolves an important
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individual issue, or creates a personal connection, raises the recipient’s level of
appreciation (Adler and Fagley 2005).
According to Gouldner (1960, p. 171), “The value of the benefit and hence the debt
is in proportion to—and varies with—the intensity of the recipients need at the time the
benefit was bestowed.” The fit between recipients’ individual needs or wants, and the
item that was bestowed on them, has been shown to be a significant predictor of the
outcome of their gratitude levels. The item exchanged must be personally relevant
(Tesser, Driver, and Gatewood 1968). While high effort or cost to the giver is one
building block of gratitude, that level of gratitude intensifies when the exchange resolves
a personally important issue. Gratitude that is felt toward a favor giver that provided
assistance to someone is not exclusively associated with the intensity or level of help that
was provided, but instead to its specificity in aiding the recipient’s attainment of an
important goal (Weiner, Russell, and Lerman 1979).
Moreover, when favors are given to others in the form of helping behavior, it can
have the unintended consequence of creating negative affective emotions toward the
helper if the assistance was not needed. In an experimental study on problem solving,
participants were given either: (a) help only on problems when they needed it, (b) help on
all problems, including ones when they did not need it, or (c) no help. The subjects that
received help when it was not needed reported low levels of affect for their partner, and
the highest level of overall anxiety of the three groups. By contrast, subjects that received
specific assistance reported more liking for their partner and in a reciprocal exchange that
was conducted afterwards, they exhibited a high level of sensitivity in reading the giver’s
non-verbal cues (DePaulo, Brittingham, and Kaiser 1983).
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The perceived magnitude of a favor’s ability to resolve an individual’s situation
was seen as a consistent predictor of the level of gratitude in a number of recent
experiments (Tsang 2006). When recipients make judgments about the unique value that
an exchange creates for them, the process depend on multiple contextual factors, as well
as some of their established personality traits. However, when the outcome measure for
an exchange is the level of gratitude that is felt by the recipient, this individual
assessment of unique value has demonstrated explanatory powers, irrespective of any
predisposed trait toward gratitude (Wood et al. 2008). On one of the few studies on
gratitude in the context of B2B sales, meeting a need that is uniquely important to
customers was shown to pay significant dividends to the selling firm that were
manifested in more affective commitment and higher levels of purchases on the part of
the buyer (Palmatier et al. 2009).
Giving something that is important and meaningful to a partner’s needs or
preferences also carries special meaning about the intentions of the giver. An exchange of
this type carries more interpersonal underpinnings because it signals that the giver
understands something about the recipient’s desires and self (Ames, Flynn, and Weber
2004). When a partner receives something, they make assessments of the fit of the item in
meeting their need and use those perceptions to make inferences about the giver. Algoe,
Haidt, and Gable (2008, p. 425) conceptualized this cognitive process as “perceived
responsiveness” and defined it as “an appraisal that is associated with feeling understood,
valued, and cared for by the other individual to self.” For example, in a gift-giving
context, a gift that demonstrates an understanding of what is valued by the recipient
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creates a positive affiliation for the giver and a deep connection with them (Bodur and
Grohmann 2005; Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008).
Matching an offer to an important need of a client could likely be a daunting task
in the domain of customer entertainment, especially in the early stages of a relationship.
This assumption is based on several reasons. First, while entertainment interactions can
be generalized based on the amount of TEC that is invested on the part of the selling firm,
there is still a myriad activities that could take place. The rapid growth of sponsorship
investments that are accompanied by hospitality suites for customer entertainment
presents a multitude of differing venues and choices (Lee and Cho 2012; Fletcher 2004).
In addition to multiple sporting events, golf or tennis tournaments, sponsorship of forums
and coliseums allow customers to be entertained at musical, cultural, or theatrical events
(Clark et al. 2003; Walraven, Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012).
Second, as previously described, there is an ongoing demographic shift related to
the gender and ethnicity in the buyer-seller dyad (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2011). In
addition to infusing a dimension of heterogeneity with respect to socialization
preferences, this trend may well be accompanied by different ethical perceptions
(Dawson 1992; Lane and Crane 2002). For example, one study on buyers showed that
although the use of a business lunch was widely accepted by buyers as an important
element in building a business relationship, female purchasing agents felt otherwise and
viewed this interaction with trepidation (McCracken and Callahan 1996). Third, and
tangentially related to the previous point, the public’s increased concern over business
ethics and corporate transparency has likely invoked differing normative guidelines for
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interaction in the buyer-seller dyad that are based on corporate governance and firm’s
culture (Singh 2011).
A customer’s rank in an organization and his or her position related to socioeconomic status could influence perceptions of personal importance related to customer
entertainment activities. When executives from other companies interact and network, it
results in stronger relationships that are financially beneficial for the selling firm
(Rajamma, Zolfagharian, and Pelton 2011). Hospitality suites at major sporting events
offer an environment that is suitable for this type of interaction and it remains a preferred
venue for most executives (“Executives See Rise in Corporate Entertaining” 2004;
Walraven, Koning, and van Bottenburg 2012).
The status of being entertained, especially at upscale corporate events, may well
be something that is uniquely important to many customers because of the prestige that is
associated. When some customers perceive that they are receiving preferential treatment
from a firm, it can trigger feelings of higher status that have been shown to lead to higher
loyalty (Dreze and Nunes 2009). At the same time, the driving factors that create prestige
can differ on something as simple as gender. Men tend to be more responsive to prestige
in relationship management when they perceive that their status is well known and easily
comparable to others. By contrast, women favor a more personal acknowledgement of
their status from a firm that centers on one-on-one communication (Melnyk and van
Osselaer 2012). Still, for other individuals, the pure social benefits and recognition that
result from customer entertainment has proven to be a motivating force for creating
longstanding gratitude toward the selling firm (Marzo-Navarro, Pedraja-Iglesias, and
Rivera-Torres 2004; Meloncon, Noble, and Noble 2011; Sweeny and Webb 2007).
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To be successful in any RM effort, a salesperson must have an understanding of
the customers’ needs and expectations that are related to that relationship (Gronroos
1990). This is especially true in the context of B2B sales, where matching an appropriate
entertainment venue to something that is important and meaningful to a customer would
seem to be a critical success factor in the use of this strategy. This may not be a simple
task. It likely requires salespeople to have high levels of social competence in reading
and understanding customers, as well as strong cognitive abilities, both of which have
been linked to high performance (Verbeke et al. 2008). Nevertheless, entertainment
events that center on activities that are highly important to clients on a personal basis will
significantly contribute to the development of gratitude. From this, it follows that:
H3: Individuals’ perceived personal importance of an RM investment (RM) will
be positively related to their felt gratitude.
The absence of manipulative intent
The third and final condition for evoking feelings of gratitude in an exchange is
that an offer is made without manipulative intent. If the recipient perceives that the
actions of the giver stem from manipulative intent, feelings of gratitude will usually be
eroded (Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968; Tsang 2006). Based on published research
from the purchasing and supply chain that was previously described, perceptions of
manipulative intent likely present a challenge in the use of customer entertainment in
B2B sales (Forker and Janson 1990; McCracken and Callahan 1996; Turner, Taylor, and
Hartley 1994).
Although the norm of reciprocity places an obligation on recipients in an
exchange process to reciprocate on a near-universal basis, conditions do exist under
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which the benefactors will not, or cannot, respond to the donor with an appropriate action
(Gouldner 1960). Understanding these contextual issues are important in the examination
of customer entertainment.
One concept that could erode the power of reciprocal behavior in a social
exchange process is reciprocity wariness (Cotterell, Eisenberger, and Speicher 1992;
Eisenberger, Cotterell, and Marvel 1987), which is defined as “an expressed
disinclination to accept aid, return aid, or contribute great deal to social relationships”
(Cotterell, Eisenberger, and Speicher 1992, p. 658). Individuals who are predisposed to
this personality trait are characterized by having a strong fear of exploitation. They tend
to approach most any social exchange process with great caution and innately fear that
the giver is motivated by malevolent intentions. These individuals typically anticipate
that they will ultimately be mistreated by others.
In workplace settings, reciprocity wariness has been shown to undermine an
individual’s performance and have a deleterious effect on his or her interpersonal
relationships. People with this character trait tend to under-reciprocate and behave in a
selfish manner (Lynch, Eisenberger, and Armeli 1999). Empirical findings have
supported the propensity for individuals who display reciprocity wariness to be viewed
by others as self-centered and unapproachable and, thus, incapable of forming
meaningful relationships (Cotterell, Eisenberger, and Speicher 1992).
However, while a generalized fear of exploitation in the exchange process on the
part of some individuals does present an obstacle for creating feelings of gratitude that
involve the norm of reciprocity, it would not seem to present an insurmountable obstacle
in the domain of B2B sales. This speculation is based on the fact that reciprocity wariness
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has been conceptualized and measured as a personality trait, and one that also isolates an
individual from interpersonal relationships and hampers work performance (Cotterell,
Eisenberger, and Speicher 1992; Lynch, Eisenberger, and Armeli 1999). An absence of
these key social skills would seem to be inconsistent with corporate decision makers.
A better explanation of any possibly consistent obstacles to the creation of
gratitude and reciprocal behaviors could likely be found in contextual factors. When
individuals suspect that they have been targeted as a benefactor for manipulative reasons,
they tend to take steps to consciously avoid feeling of an obligation to reciprocate
(Cialdini 1993).
Persuasion knowledge model
In the domain of consumer behavior, various studies have examined the process
by which consumers make inferences about marketing communications to help them
assess the overall veracity of the message (Fein 1996; Fein, Hilton, and Miller 1990;
Friestad and Wright 1994; Obermiller and Spangenberg 1998). To better understand the
marketer’s motives and goals, consumers evaluate a number of perceived cues, such as
source credibility, framing, fit, and the context of the message. Through this active
processing, individuals make judgments about the truthfulness, appropriateness, and
manipulative intent of the message (Hibbert et al. 2007; Morris and Larrick 1995;
Obermiller, Spangenberg, and MacLachlan 2005).
The Persuasion Knowledge Model (PKM), developed by Friestad and Wright
(1994), is particularly useful in explaining this process. According to this framework,
consumers develop a body of knowledge about various persuasion tactics that are used to
craft convincing messages. The knowledge can center on any dimension of message
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itself, the agent who delivers it, or the setting. As consumers develop more sophisticated
levels of knowledge, they become better able to cope with the persuasive elements of a
message and may discount its content entirely. PKM explains how consumers make sense
of marketing messages by using their existing knowledge to make inferences about the
underlying goal and motive of the marketer. This process exists in a somewhat fluid state
in the minds of consumers. Individuals are constantly acquiring persuasion knowledge as
they are exposed to messages, opinions, and products and interact with other people
(Campbell and Kirmani 2000; Friestad and Wright 1994).
The incorporation of the fluidity of contextual factors has resulted in PKM’s
being a useful explanatory tool in the domain of marketing. For example, when
consumers recognize cues that make them suspect that an advertiser took steps to
manipulate a message, they respond negatively as it relates to ad appeal and brand image
(Campbell 1995; Morales 2005). If individuals have sufficient persuasion knowledge that
enables them to recognize that a marketing communication is applying a “guilt appeal” in
a solicitation for charitable donations, the message produces little to no effect on
intentions (Hibbert et al. 2007). Marketing messages that are perceived to be extremely
costly to develop tend to trigger feelings of disbelief and doubt regarding the accuracy of
the message on the part of individuals who make these inferences (Obermiller,
Spangenberg, and MacLachlan 2005). While people tend to reward firms for exhibiting
extra effort that is related to things like product design or store layout, that tendency is
reversed when it appears that the firm’s motivation for the effort was to manipulate the
audience (Morales 2005).
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The one-to-one setting of the buyer-seller dyad could potentially be an
environment in which customers would tend to make attributional judgments about a
salesperson’s motives. People may well maintain a schema for assessing insincere and
ingratiating tactics of another individual that is automatically invoked, based on
contextual situations (Vonk 1998). Moreover, in assessing the sincerity of an offer from
another person, individuals can integrate multiple inferences in an efficient and rapid
manner to form a judgment related to any underlying motives (Reeder et al. 2004). When
an ulterior motive is detected on the part of givers in an exchange, a state of suspicion
develops on the part of the recipients, which causes them to discount the value of the
offer and make negative attributions about the character of the giver (Fein 1996; Fein,
Hilton, and Miller 1990; Morris and Larrick 1995).
Suspicion of another person’s motives has proved to be a redoubtable force that
can erode feelings of gratitude in the exchange process. A number of empirical studies
have demonstrated that, in addition to other determinants, the perceived intended
benevolence of a giver has a direct and positive effect on the resulting recipient’s felt
gratitude, which disappears when manipulative intentions are suspected (Algoe, Haidt,
and Gable 2008; Lane and Anderson 1976; Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968; Tsang
2006; Weiner, Russell, and Lerman 1979). In an exchange where an individual imparts
something of value to another person, any appearance that the giver’s actions were
motivated by self-gain will erase any potential feelings of gratitude on the part of the
beneficiary (Watkins et al. 2006). The context of the exchange and the inferences about
the giver’s intentions seems to be a driving force in the resulting gratitude level of the
recipient. Contextual factors that reveal a giver’s motivations to the recipient can explain
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far more variance in the outcome of the resulting level of gratitude as compared to any
predisposed of gratitude that may be held by the recipient (Wood et al. 2008).
PKM: Sales context
Given the variety of contextual situations that B2B selling environments present,
understanding how customers make inferences about the appropriateness of a
salesperson’s intentions would add valuable knowledge to the practice of relationship
management and be especially meaningful in the use of customer entertainment. Clearly,
a salesperson’s behaviors serve as an important heuristic for customers in assessing the
seller’s intentions (Friestad and Wright 1994).
There is some anecdotal evidence that supports that persuasion knowledge is
increasing in the context of industrial buyers. A review of the purchasing literature for
academics and practitioners presented a number of admonitions and calls for caution
when it comes to developing relationships with sellers. One point of view from
purchasers is that personal relationships can lead to poor buying decisions, erosion of
supplier performance, and a propensity to share confidential information (Porter 1999).
Long-term relationships with sellers that contain elements of interpersonal ties have been
described as potentially creating a breeding ground for ethical lapses that can directly
erode the firm’s financial performance and brand equity (Saini 2010). There has been a
growing undercurrent in some purchasing and ethics literature that characterizes singular,
long-term relationships with sellers that might develop as both impractical and inefficient
(Blois 2003; Piercy and Nikala 2007; Pilling and Zhang 1992).
At this point, research that examines the determinants of suspicion and mistrust
that can develop in the buyer-seller dyad has only a few landmarks. Despite the dearth of
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publications, the process by which customers assess a salesperson’s ulterior motives is
likely a fluid process that hinges on the perception of multiple cues (DeCarlo 2005).
A related study on how certain sales force behaviors trigger buyer attributions
examined the use of ingratiating tactics, which could include customer entertainment.
Strutton, Pelton, and Tanner (1996) established a taxonomy of ingratiating behavior
based on a content analysis. Three important categories that were developed included
self-promotion, favor-rendering, and behavioral conformity. In an examination of how
these behaviors affect the industrial buyers’ trust of the salesperson, “favor-rendering”
carried the most negative consequence.
The behaviors that measured this construct were typical actions found in the
social exchange process, such as: “go out of my way to run an errand for him or her,”
“offer help using my own contacts,” and “volunteer to help with a task even if it means
more work for me.” However, an important element of this finding rests with the fact that
these attributions were made when the buyer-seller relationship was at an early stage. As
the relationship matures, customers have a body of knowledge related to the salesperson
and, therefore, tend to make fewer inferences about their selling behaviors (Strutton,
Pelton, and Tanner 1996).
The use of compliments by salespeople that are directed toward customers tend to
be perceived as disingenuous and manipulative if they occur before the sale, but this
negative inference disappears if they are made after the sale (Campbell and Kirmani
2000). Customers often assess how well the salesperson listens to them as they explain
their needs, and make inferences about the salesperson’s level of cooperation. When
cooperation appears absent, customers tend to classify the salesperson as being overly
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aggressive in their attempt to make a sale. Customers react negatively and tend to
withdraw their interest for an item they were considering purchasing (Kirmani and
Campbell 2004).
Customers can make attributions about the motives of salespeople from single
cues, or they may consider multiple factors. For example, an aggressive versus a soft
selling presentation used in conjunction with customer salience about the seller’s being
paid on either 100% commission or salary can result in a variety of perceptions related to
ulterior motives. That is, a soft-sell approach can reduce the negative attribution that
might arise from knowledge of the salesperson’s being on 100% commission (DeCarlo
2005).
The use of flattery on customers in a retail sales setting proved to be especially
detrimental to the salesperson’s image, as their actions were associated with manipulative
intent. Interestingly, the timing of the compliment, either before or after the sale, did not
change the outcome of customer perceptions (Main, Dahl, and Darke 2007). This is in
contrast to the previous study by Campbell and Kirmani (2000), in which compliments
before the sale evoked perceptions of manipulative intent on the part of the salespersons,
but ones that came after the sale ended up being perceived as genuine comments. One
possible explanation for this difference could lie in the design of the experiment. In the
Campbell and Kirmani (2000) study, a scenario was built around a recent purchasing
event in the respondent’s memory.
By contrast, in the Main, Dahl, and Darke (2007) experiment, a one-time
transaction event with a total stranger was used for participants. In the former study, a
possible explanation could be that, when evoking a previous buying event from memory,
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positive feelings that were associated with the social interaction and social connectedness
could have accompanied the reflection. When shoppers feel that they have an
interpersonal connection to a retail salesperson, it creates positive affective feelings and a
desire to reward the salesperson with a purchase (Dahl, Honea, and Manchanda 2005).
Customer knowledge of the line of products and services for which a salesperson
is responsible can also play a role in establishing a boundary for customer suspicion. In a
study that examined the financial services industry, knowledge of the salesperson’s high
commission structure triggered a higher level of suspicion among customers with high
levels of industry knowledge versus customers with low levels. Interestingly, even when
the salesperson recommended a product that was commission free (a no-load fund), highknowledge customers still reported a high level of suspicion-related thoughts and
exhibited lower purchase intentions as compared to low-knowledge individuals (DeCarlo,
Laczniak, and Leigh 2012).
In the only known research on this topic that was previously identified and is
directly related to customer entertainment in a B2B context, the type of restaurant where
the meeting with the salesperson takes place, either upscale or average, surfaced as a
potential determinant of negative customer inferences regarding a salesperson. Although
buyers were not measured for their perception of the salesperson’s manipulative intent
when an upscale setting was used for a meeting, it may have mediated the outcome
measures. That is, when the setting of the restaurant was controlled, buyers found the
salesperson’s claims more valid and the reasoning they used to support price or delivery
changes more plausible in average settings versus upscale settings (Schurr and Calder
1986). Therefore, it follows that:
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H4: Individuals’ perceptions of manipulative intent that are associated with an
RM investment will be negatively related to their felt gratitude.
Relationship Marketing Events (Low, Medium, High)
Manipulative intent
As previously described, the attributions that customers make about the behavior
of salespeople can raise questions about the salesperson’s intentions and evoke suspicions
of manipulative intent on the part of the buyer. Some examples of salesperson behavior
that have been shown to trigger manipulative intent include the use of compliments
(Campbell and Kirmani 2000; Main, Dahl, and Darke 2007), flattery, and helpful
behavior that seems out of the norm (Strutton, Pelton, and Tanner 1996); appearing to not
listen close to the customer (Kirmani and Campbell 2004), and a hard-sell approach
(DeCarlo 2005). Also, the customer’s realization that the salesperson works on straight
commission creates similar outcomes (DeCarlo, Laczniak, and Leigh 2012).
However, very little research has examined how RM investments that are
manifested as differing levels of entertainment events tend to trigger attitudes of
manipulative intent. At the low end of the RM event level, offers of business lunches
generally have been shown to be acceptable to buyers and not a source of manipulative
intent (Finn and Moncrief 1985; Hite and Bellizzi 1987), but differing opinions have
emerged. In one study, female purchasing agents tended to eschew this activity much
more than did their male counterparts due to perceptions of appropriateness (McCracken
and Callahan 1996). RM events that are perceived to be higher in nature, such as allexpense paid trips, can raise questions about the salesperson’s intentions to manipulate
the buyer (Dempsey, Bushman, and Plank 1980; Fisher 2007; Hite and Bellizzi 1987).
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In a study on business gifts, the value of the gift was shown to mirror the level of
manipulative intent felt by the buyers (Dorsch and Kelley 1994). With regard to the
offers of business entertainment, customers may be very sensitive to their evaluation of
the TEC involved and the manipulative intentions of the salespeople. In one experiment,
lunches at upscale restaurants created significantly more negative feelings toward the
salesperson as compared to ones in average restaurants (Schurr and Calder 1986).
Personal importance
As described under SET, exchanges offer two types of benefits: utilitarian and
symbolic. Utilitarian benefits are sometimes conceptualized as purely economic, while
symbolic are more communicative in nature (Cropanzano and Mitchell 2005; Molm,
2010). When something is given to another voluntarily, the symbolic benefits that
accompany the exchange are important because they communicate a sense of trust and
respect that the giver holds for the recipient (Lawler 2001; Molm, Collett, and Schaefer
2007). The positive emotions that accompany symbolic benefits tend to be attributed to
the giver and lay the foundation for creating affective commitment in the relationship
(Lambe, Wittmann, and Spekman 2001; Lawler 2001).
Moreover, although symbolic and utilitarian benefits are conceptually distinct,
they tend to follow similar empirical patterns. That is, exchanges that center on an item
that has high utilitarian or economic value and benefits will tend to create parallel levels
of symbolic benefits (Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). The empirical linkage between
the economics benefits and symbolic benefits when an exchange is made would likely
influence perceptions of personal importance in the buyer-seller dyad.
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Customer’s perceived TEC of event
As previously described, when firms make interpersonal relationship investments
in business entertainment events or business gifts, customers tend to make attributions
about the TEC that the selling firm expended (Dempsey, Bushman, and Plank 1980;
Dorsch and Kelley 1994; Rudelius and Buckholz 1979). These cognitive evaluations
serve as a foundation for evaluating the appropriateness of the offer (Hite and Bellizzi
1987).
Finally, because gratitude is posited to be the result of an exchange that is
personally important to the recipient, costly to the giver, and given without manipulative
intent (Wood et al. 2008), the levels of felt gratitude will vary based on individuals’
assessment of these constructs. Moreover, this will in turn create differing levels of buyer
behavioral intentions. Based on this, it follows that:
H5: The RM event level (low, medium, high) will have a positive effect on:
a) perceptions of manipulative intent
b) personal importance
c) perceptions of TEC
d) felt gratitude
a) behavioral intentions
Relationship Stages and RM Events
An examination of the stages of business relationships should prove to be a useful
tool in understanding how and why customers might make attributions about a
salesperson’s behavior. As buyers and sellers advance through the various levels of a
relationship over time and become more involved with each other, trust and commitment
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tend to develop at deeper levels (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Gundlach, Achrol, and
Mentzer 1995). Over time, the needs of firms change, and customers often strike
cooperative agreements with suppliers that may include the sharing of confidential
information, integration of operations, and collaboration in other ways that facilitate the
relationship (Anderson and Weitz 1992; Cannon and Perreault 1999). As firms become
more committed to each other, the accompanying frequency of personal interactions that
occur between the salesperson and the customer tend to create relational norms that
replace the propensity for attributions about a salesperson’s behavior (Fink et al. 2008).
In their seminal paper on RM, Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987) conceptualized a
framework based on SET to explain how relationships formed between businesses. The
model recognized the varying levels of needs and benefits that occur at each level. The
five stages included (a) awareness, (b) exploration, (c) expansion, (d) commitment, and
(e) dissolution. These stages develop over time and in sequential order.
Because the awareness stage is conceptualized as an antecedent to the buyer-seller
interaction, an assumption is that this stage would not be useful in an exploration of
customer entertainment. Likewise, the dissolution stage would not be a meaningful
construct for this study, as it is characterized as being a time period that occurs after the
relationship has ceased. However, the levels of exploration, expansion, and commitment
offer an effective framework for this study. In the past, other researchers have used all or
some portion of these stages to create meaningful boundaries around varying types of
buyer-seller interactions. In a study of how social, psychological, and functional benefits
vary over the stages of the relationship, Sweeny and Webb (2007) excluded the
awareness stage but included dissolution as a means to better understand its antecedents.
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They found that all three benefits increase fairly equally over time from the customer’s
perspective. In an exploration of customer socialization and entertainment strategies,
Geiger and Turley (2005) employed a context that mirrored the aforementioned
relationship stages. That is, salespeople perceived that customer entertainment was used
differently, depending on whether it was applied to initially learn about customer needs
(exploration), develop the business arrangement to higher levels (expansion), or protect a
long-term, existing relationship from competitive threats (commitment).
The exploration stage is characterized by initial information exchanges between
buyers and sellers regarding capabilities, costs, and potential benefits. Expected patterns
of behavior between the two parties in the dyad may begin to emerge, but normative roles
are not well developed (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). An existing level of transactions
between the two parties may be present, but the absence of mutual, long-term
commitments tends to minimize trusts of the other person’s actions at this time (Dwyer,
Schurr, and Oh 1987; Morgan and Hunt 1994). In the expansion stage, significant
benefits are manifested for both parties, the exchange process intensifies, and trust is
established (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). Additionally, socialization has been shown to
increase significantly during this phase, which helps to solidify a personal bond in the
buyer-seller dyad (Sweeny and Webb 2007).
In the commitment stage, both parties are realizing high levels of benefits and are,
therefore, motivated to continue the relationship. At this point, structural alignments may
be so strong that perceived switching costs may preclude consideration of other partners
(Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Jap and Ganesan 2000). The ongoing social interactions
associated with the prevailing economic exchanges are fused together to create a
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structural bond between the two parties (Webb and Sweeney 2007; Wilson and Jantrania
1995). Moreover, as a result of the strong social ties that have been developed, the norm
of reciprocity becomes well embedded in the relationship (Frenzen and Davis 1990).
The commitment stage serves as the gold standard for trust between partners and
is based partially on temporal factors. As the attitudes and beliefs that evolve for each
party do so through the course of a number of mutually satisfying interactions, time is a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for reaching the stage (Doney and Cannon 1997;
Gundlach, Achrol, and Mentzer 1995).
Research on relationship management and the lifetime value of customers in the
service industry provides some findings related to temporal issues and changing attitudes.
Over time, a customer’s perceptions of favorable performances by a firm tend to
accumulate and form a high level of satisfaction that is manifested in greater loyalty.
Equally important, as customers become more confident in the firm’s ability to efficiently
meet their needs, they become less inclined to evaluate each new transaction’s level of
quality and instead depend on a cumulative assessment that was made early in the
relationship (Bolton 1998; Boulding, Kalra, and Staelin 1999).
Manipulative intent
From a buyer-seller perspective, many researchers are convinced that deep trust
cannot be achieved between firms unless they develop over time (Anderson and Weitz
1989; Cannon and Perreault 1999; Doney and Cannon 1997). A prolonged series of
interactions between firms that result in positive outcomes for both parties can create
relational norms in a buyer-seller relationship. Because these norms play an important
role in ameliorating concerns for opportunistic behavior on the part of both buyers and
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sellers (Achrol and Gundlach 1999; Brown, Dev, and Lee 2000; Fink et al. 2007;
Gundlach, Achrol, and Mentzer 1995; Wathne and Heide 2000), it stands to reason that
these customers would be less suspicious that a salesperson’s offer of customer
entertainment was predicated on manipulative intent.
Based on the development of trust in the buyer-seller dyad that occurs over time,
the commitment stage of a relationship would seem to create an environment in which
buyers would be the least likely to make negative inferences about offers of customer
entertainment from a salesperson as compared to other stages. By contrast, there are
many unknown factors in the exploration stage. Therefore, the time that buyers and
sellers spend in this phase would seem to be the most vulnerable to negative attributions
on the part of the buyer. The expansion stage falls somewhere in between these two
extremes and would likely hinge on some of the interaction issues previously described,
such as customer knowledge (DeCarlo, Laczniak, and Leigh 2012), selling style (Kirmani
and Campbell 2004), the perceived cost of the entertainment (Schurr and Calder 1986), or
the presence of a personal connection with the salesperson (Dahl, Honea, and Manchanda
2005).
Based on empirical evidence from a related domain, there is likely a relationship
between the level of perceptions of manipulative intent that is activated on the part of
buyers and the stage of the relationship. As previously described, ingratiating tactics used
by salespeople when the relationship is just beginning are viewed quite negatively by
industrial buyers but given little consideration once the interactions have been established
over time (Strutton, Pelton, and Tanner 1996). In a B2C context, complimenting a
customer before a sale is made tends to evoke a reaction that the salesperson is
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disingenuous and operating with manipulative intent, but that same remark may be
perceived as genuine if it is made post-sale (Campbell and Kirmani 2000).
The stage of the relationship could be an important determinant of customer
inferences regarding manipulative intent. There is some evidence that, although buyers
tended to associate higher priced business-related gifts with manipulative intentions on
the part of the salesperson, the stage of the relationship moderated that relationship
(Dorsch and Kelley 1994). When no relationship existed, virtually any gift offer is
viewed with suspicion, with the economic value of the item’s corresponding directly to
the level of discomfort on the part of the buyers. As the relationship reached “moderate”
levels, as defined by a customer’s purchasing an average of 25% of needed material from
that specific vendor, the perceived levels of manipulation dropped, irrespective of the
cost of the item. This precipitous decline in negative attributions was most pronounced
when the relationship was categorized as “strong,” which was defined as acquiring at
least 75% of needed material from a single vendor. In this situation, the negative
perceptions of the salespersons’ manipulative intent dissipated for all gifts, irrespective of
perceived cost and whether they were business related or personal in nature (Dorsch and
Kelley 1994).
Clearly, the established bonds that develop in parallel fashion with the length of a
business relationship can play an important role in customer perceptions of salesperson
behavior and offers under the domain of social exchange. Given the propensity for the
advanced stages of the relationship to create higher levels of affective commitment
between buyer and seller (Sweeny and Webb 2007) and lower levels of manipulative
intent that is directed toward the salesperson for the use of flattery (Strutton, Pelton, and
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Tanner 1996) and business gifts (Dorsch and Kelley 1994), a similar phenomenon is
expected with RM events that are offered to customers.
Personal importance
As relationships transition through different stages over time, the attitudes,
behaviors, and expectations of the actors are constantly evolving (Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh
1987). SET is a useful framework for explaining this process because reciprocal
exchanges that are made between the parties over time create stronger bonds than do
economic ties (Kuwabara 2011; Zafirovski 2005). This is because the actors develop
expectations for future rewards based on the previous utilitarian and symbolic benefits
they received (Molm, Collett, and Schaefer 2007). As the benefits grow stronger over
time, so do the affective bonds (Lawler 2001).
The early stages of exchanges tend to carry higher levels of felt risk for the two
parties. From the perspective of the giver, there is a risk that the offer might not be
appreciated or wanted and might not create a desire to reciprocate on the part of the
recipient (Molm 1994; Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000; Zafirovski 2005). However,
the feelings of risk tend to dissipate over time if both parties receive satisfactory
outcomes from the exchange process. Therefore, it follows that, when salespeople offer
interpersonal RM investments to customers who are in the early stages of a business
relationship, it will carry more symbolic value as compared to offers that are made in
well-established relationships. For example, if a salesperson makes an offer in the
commitment stage of a high-level RM event to a customer, it is likely that there is little
risk to the salesperson. At this stage of the relationship, there tends to be increasing
interdependence between the parties regarding activities such as information sharing and
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operations integration, as well as a growing level of economic interdependence (Cannon
and Perreault 1999; Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987; Morgan and Hunt 1994).
Given the important role that expectations of future benefits play in motivating
reciprocal behavior of the parties under the framework of SET, it is useful to also
recognize the potential liabilities and benefits that this presents. That is, it is possible for
customers to perceive the benefits they received as being either below or above their
expectations (Bonacich and Bienstock 2009; Lawler 2001). Therefore, their evaluation of
how the exchange aligns with their expectations is likely a major determinant of
intentions to reciprocate in the future.
When individuals receive something in the exchange process, they tend to
compare it with their expectations (Molm 2012). If the exchange exceeds their
expectation, it creates a strong positive affect (Kollock 1994; Lawler 2001). Conversely,
if the actual outcome falls short of the expected one, negative affective emotions tend to
result (Loomes and Sudgen 1986).
Based on this comparison process, RM events that are offered in the exploration
stage would likely have no established normative expectation for this type of interaction
with the salesperson. Therefore, offers from salespeople would likely carry high symbolic
benefits and, thus, evoke high perceptions of personal importance.
Conversely, if a customer perceives that an existing trend of increasing symbolic
and utilitarian benefits that resulted from interactions with a salesperson has been
interrupted by a new episode that is a downward deviation, negative emotions would
likely result. This seems to make the effective use of the strategy of interpersonal
relationship investments complex. While investments that are perceived by customers as
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being excessive are hypothesized to trigger negative customer emotions that align with
manipulative intent, there is also a liability in making investments that are perceived as
too low and out of synch with the normative expectations of the buyer.
There is some empirical evidence that supports this phenomenon in the
framework of SET. In a longitudinal study, new bank patrons who made high-level
investments were rewarded over a six-month period with a series of either two surprise
gifts of increasing monetary value, two surprise gifts of decreasing monetary value, or no
gifts. Several months after the initiation of the experiment, a distinct pattern of customer
expectations that were related to the sequence of the value and timing of the exchanges
emerged. Customers who received the increasing valued gifts ended up rewarding the
bank with the highest levels of deposits and reported the highest level of satisfaction in
subsequent surveys as compared to the other two groups. The “no gift” group ranked
second in that regard. Most importantly, the sequence of extending a high-value gift
initially, and then following up with a lower-priced item several months later proved to
be relationship poison. This group exhibited the lowest level of customer satisfaction in a
subsequent survey and made the greatest reductions in their bank balances (Haisley and
Lowenstein 2011).
In addition to past exchanges, normative expectations are also based on a frame of
reference that compares the benefits received with ones that would be expected by other
individuals in a similar context (Woodruff, Cadotte, and Jenkins 1983). Therefore, when
applied to the domain of interpersonal relationship investments, it would follow that
customers would tend to make comparisons about their perception of received benefits
from an entertainment offer with not only past experiences, but also with other relevant
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buyers that operate in a similar context. This was suggested as one possible factor in the
outcome of a related study on gift giving to B2B buyers by Beltramini (2000).
Buyers were randomly assigned to three groups: expensive gift, moderately
expensive gift, and no gift. Although purchase rates ultimately increased at the six-month
mark after the gift was made, the outcomes were quite different in an earlier
measurement period. After two months, only the recipients of the expensive gifts showed
significant increases in sales revenues, while the moderate and no-gift groups exhibited
significant drops in sales revenues. In interpreting the results, Beltramini (2000)
recognized that, because the experimental design could not prevent communication
between the subjects in the various groups, the buyers may have made some comparisons
regarding the value of their gifts. If higher value gifts were perceived as the normative
expectation, the negative disconfirmation may have resulted in feelings of
disappointment in buyers that, in turn, triggered reduced purchases.
Time, Effort, and Cost
Similar to personal importance, individuals’ cognitive evaluations of the amount
of TEC of a relationship investment is likely influenced by past experiences. There is
some evidence to support a propensity for customers to evaluate benefits that occur in the
early stages of a relationship much more favorably as compared to when those same
benefits occur in later stages (Hibbard et al. 2001; Mitrega and Zolkiewski 2012).
Finally, given the propensity for the established bonds that are associated with
later stages of the relationship to lower perceptions of manipulative intent, personal
importance, and TEC, felt gratitude will vary across relationship stages, which, in turn,
will cause differing levels of behavioral intentions. Based on this, it follows that:
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H6: The following customer perceptions will be highest in the exploratory stage,
lower in the expansion stage, and lowest in the commitment stage:
a) perceptions of manipulative intent
b) personal importance
c) perceptions of TEC
d) felt gratitude
a) behavioral intentions
Interaction of RM event level and relationship stage
Given the effects that the RM event level and relationship stage will have on the
dependent variables involved, the interaction of these independent variables should
produce unique outcomes. For example, manipulative intent should be highest when a
high-level event is offered in the exploration stage, where there is no underpinning of
past economic or mutual exchanges. At the same time, this lack of relationship history
would also make the offer seem to be high in personal importance and TEC.
Conversely, when the same high-level event is offered in the commitment stage,
perceptions of manipulative intent should be much lower. This is because the
commitment stage carries underpinnings of trust and interdependence between the parties
that is based on an extended period of mutually beneficial exchanges (Dwyer, Schurr, and
Oh 1987; Morgan and Hunt 1994). However, the event would also likely be low in
personal importance for the recipient. At this point in the relationship, the offer would be
evaluated in the context of past exchanges (Lawler 2001). Moreover, there is some
empirical evidence that, while the expenditures and efforts incurred by a selling firm to
build and codify a relationship may initially be perceived as valuable to a buyer, that
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value diminishes over time (Hibbard et al. 2001). That is, relationship-building efforts
that extend beyond core activities may produce short-term, affective commitment on the
part of the buyer, but the effect of that commitment diminishes over time, even when the
additional relationship-building efforts continue (Gruen, Summers, and Acito 2000).
Therefore, based on the number and complexity of interactions,
H7: The interaction of the relationship stage and the RM event level will create
differing levels of:
a) perceptions of manipulative intent
b) personal importance
c) perceptions of TEC
d) Felt gratitude
e) behavioral intentions
Accountability
Another important area to explore that could play an instrumental role in how
buyers respond to and reciprocate offers of RM events is related to their perceived level
of accountability within their organizations. Accountability has been examined in a
number of research streams and consistently shown to be a motivating force for ensuring
that individuals conform to accepted patterns of behavior (Tetlock, Skitka, and Boettger
1989). Accountability is defined as “any situation in which a decision maker believes that
he must justify to others and that failure to provide a satisfactory justification will cause
the decision maker to suffer negative consequences” (Seidenfeld 2001, p. 1064).
When individuals believe that they will have to explain an action or a decision, as
could be the case when buyers accept entertainment offers from existing or unknown
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vendors, that perception affects their cognitive processing and how they evaluate
alternative actions. Expressed another way, “The social necessity of explaining our
actions shapes our thoughts” (Lerner and Tetlock 1999, p. 270). As a result, people tend
to exert more cognitive effort and use fewer shortcuts or heuristics in their decisions
when they believe that they are accountable for them (Seidenfeld 2001). When
individuals have to justify an outcome that they influenced, it tends to erode the use of
self-serving biases (Sedikides et al. 2002).
Conversely, when there is freedom, independence, and discretion in decision
making and the process by which buyers evaluate potential purchases, their personal
preferences and personality play a larger role in their job behavior (Fuller, Hester, and
Cox 2010). As it relates to RM investments, individuals in situations of low
accountability would not be completely free from all oversight for their decisions on
vendor selection. There would likely be some oversight and guidelines, but not at a
detailed level that prohibit flexibility in conducting job duties (Roloff and Ablander
2010). At the other end of the continuum, individuals in a job environment that is
accompanied by high accountability are more likely to be constrained by a variety of
factors, including close supervision, regular reporting of activities, and detailed work
rules (Fuller, Hester, and Cox 2010). This type of oversight and level of accountability
would likely make it difficult for customers to respond to salespeople favorably with
reciprocal behaviors for entertainment events. Doing so might create an appearance of a
conflict of interest, even if the salesperson’s product offering were superior to all others
(Fisher 2007).
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In the domain of B2B buyers, higher levels of accountability have been shown to
motivate purchasers to accumulate more information about alternatives, and engage in
more complex analysis as opposed to a context where oversight of their decision is absent
(Doney and Armstrong 1995). When it comes to customer entertainment, the level of
accountability that is divested into people who make and influence buying decisions can
be quite diverse and may be based on the industry, job title, or position (Lindgreen et al.
2013). For example, within the same company, some people may have the freedom to
accept offers for expensive dinners for relationship building with key suppliers, while
other employees might be prohibited from accepting a lower level offer, such as lunch
(Fisher 2007). If buyers know that both their buying decision process and their
interactions with salespeople at entertainment events are transparent to a higher authority
in the organization, as in the case of a high-accountability setting, they will likely feel
pressure to ensure that they can justify their buying decision, irrespective of the benefits
that this purchase might have in comparison with other offers (Ferris et al. 2009).
In a recent meta-analysis on B2B relationships, Rajamma, Zolfagharian, and
Pelton (2011) found that relational exchanges that involve higher ranking employees
tended to act as a moderator for outcome measures, such as performance and
commitment. That is, company executives who tend to be less confined by ongoing
oversight of daily activities could take more unilateral actions as a result of their
perceptions of the relational exchange. This option would seem to be less available to
functional employees who face day-to-day oversight for activities.
Based on this assumption, customers who perceive their jobs to have high
accountability would be seem to feel constrained from acting on felt gratitude that might
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result from interactions with salespeople related to RM investments. Because of this, it is
assumed that, when this condition is present, it will act as a control variable that reduces
buyer behavioral intentions.
Opportunism
Although low accountability in the work environment for decision makers and
influencers might be associated with higher reciprocal buying behavior, this may not be a
universal asset to salespeople. This is because of the possibility of opportunism related to
RM investments on the part of the buyer. Opportunism is commonly defined as “selfseeking interest with guile” (Williamson 1975, p. 6). While the marketing literature is
replete with empirical studies on this phenomenon, the unit of analysis is almost always
conducted at the firm level. As such, the opportunistic behavior tends to include a wide
range of issues that might include things like goal congruence, contractual issues, and
non-recoverable assets. These are all issues that would fall outside of the individual
interactions in the buyer-seller dyad. For a full review, see Hawkins, Wittmann, and
Beyerlein (2008).
One of the foundations of reciprocal exchanges in the SET framework is that both
parties bear some degree of risk (Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000). That is, an action
might not be reciprocated. As previously stated, there tends to be more of a propensity for
a lack of reciprocation when one party has more power, which often stems from a higher
level of resources (Bonacich and Bienstock 2009; Molm, Schaefer, and Collett 2009).
Because of this, an examination of the efficacy of interpersonal RM investments from the
seller’s side should prove meaningful. Like any other marketing investment, there is an
implicit level of accountability to show that these expenditures are strategic and produce
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measurable results for the firm (Rust et al. 2004). This could be especially important with
the strategic use of entertainment venues because, like a service, these types of RM
investments are accompanied by opportunity costs. That is, if a client is targeted
incorrectly, the RM investment cannot be subsequently redeployed for a better
opportunity.
Research on customer relationship management programs that target consumers
provides a useful foundation for clarifying opportunistic behavior in the domain of
customer entertainment. As Cao and Gruca (2005) described, the success of a CRM
program often hinges on a firm’s ability to attract customers who will remain loyal while
avoiding those who will be unprofitable due to their perpetual pursuit of deep discounts.
Marketing expenditures that include financial incentives are sometimes seized by
consumers on a temporary basis, with the intent of switching back to their original brand
as soon the preferential treatment ceases. These individuals have been referred to as
“price butterflies” and are known to be the source of a significant erosion of profits with
several online service providers and long-distance carriers. This opportunistic behavior is
known as “adverse selection” (Cao and Gruca 2005, p. 219).
In the domain of customer entertainment, opportunism may pose a larger threat to
the salesperson instead of the customer. This is based on the assumption that customer
entertainment is a finite resource; there is a limit to events and funds that can be
expended. From a SET perspective, an offer of customer entertainment represents a risk
to the salesperson. It may not be reciprocated, and it also carries an opportunity cost. By
its nature, customer entertainment is intangible and, therefore, essentially a “service” by
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traditional marketing standards, as it is embodied by perishability (Zeithaml,
Parasuraman, and Berry 1985).
In a fashion that is similar to the CRM application of adverse selection, an
engagement of customer entertainment represents a perishable investment of the
salesperson, and it cannot be redeployed. As such, adverse selection could serve as a
specific description of how opportunism could be manifested in the buyer-seller dyad as
it relates to the use of customer entertainment. Here, adverse selection would be defined
as “clients who seek entertainment activities from the salesperson with no intention of
reciprocating with any behaviors that might be favorable to the salesperson.” For the
remainder of this manuscript, the term adverse selection will relate specifically to
opportunistic behavior on the part of the customer in the domain of customer
entertainment. In that sense, they will be used interchangeably.
The act of feigning interest in a salesperson’s product offering for the purpose of
securing entertainment offers has some foundation in the literature. Deceptive behavior
on the part of buyers was recently identified as the second most frequently examined
phenomenon in the purchasing literature, and it came right behind the inappropriate
acceptance of corporate hospitality and gratuities from a selling firm (Preuss 2000).
Long-term relationships that develop over time and produce normative rules that are
infused with affective bonds tend to produce optimal financial returns for the selling firm
(Fink et al. 2008; Palmatier et al. 2006), generate a level of solidarity that creates a
defense against competitive threats (Cannon and Perreault 1999; Smith 1998; Sweeney
and Webb 2007), and can present opportunities for collaboration and joint innovation
(Smith and Colgate 2007; Ulaga 2001). However, it is important to remember that the
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underpinnings of these relationships are predicated on economic ties. As such, the forces
in the external environment have the potential to wreak havoc on established procedures
between firms. Further, the interpersonal connections between buyer and seller are
equally ephemeral; contacts and allies in this dyad can change with a moment’s notice
(Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012).
Although offering entertainment to customers at upscale venues, such as
hospitality suites at sports sponsorship events, would tend to be a useful strategy in
building gratitude with buyers, these investments are costly (Walraven, Koning, and van
Bottenburg 2012). Moreover, recent research on buyer attitudes suggests that there may
reason to believe that some portion of customers who participate in these and other types
of entertainment activities that might include lunches, golfing, or trips do so for their own
personal benefit and with no intention of allowing the interaction to be a foundation for
furthering the relationship (Houston, Blocker, and Flint 2012). Moreover, as firms face
stiffer global competition, they tend to reevaluate their relationship strategies. As
business retrench from a traditional view of maintaining close ties with suppliers to a
transactional focus, the resulting framework tends to lead to a propensity for exploitive
behavior that is short-term in nature on the part of the actors (Forkmann et al. 2012).
Although there are no standardized roles for the actors in successful RM (Hibbard
et al. 2001), there is often a common thread that remains rooted in much of the vernacular
of the B2B domain and centers on the use of such terms as “trust, “commitment,” and
“relationships,” irrespective of the behavior of the actors (Blocker, Houston, and Flint
2012; Blois 2003). That is, even though buyers may use these terms freely in describing
vendor relations, they often mask the buyer’s propensity to view the interactions with
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salespeople as instrumental in serving their own personal and business needs in their
work environment (Blocker, Houston, and Flint 2012). Therefore, when this condition is
present, it is expected to act as a control variable that reduces buyer behavioral intentions.
Figure 2-5 depicts the proposed relationships between variables and the
interaction effects of the relationship stages.

Figure 2-5. Relationship stages, characteristics, and effects on conceptual model.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
In this chapter, details of the various methodological tools used for this study will
be presented. Specifically, this section will identify the qualitative and quantitative
methods of inquiry and describe the scales that were used to measure felt gratitude, buyer
reciprocal behavior intentions, perceptions of manipulative intent, personal importance
value, accountability, customer satisfaction, and the perceived level of costs that were
made in the interpersonal relationship investment. Also presented in this chapter are the
pre-tests and manipulation checks that provided support for the subsequent quantitative
study, which is described in Chapter 4. Additionally, the statistical analysis and
procedures used in hypothesis testing for the main study are described in this chapter.
Study 1
To gain clarity of the underlying issues that drive behavior in this domain,
qualitative data were initially gathered. This interpretive methodology is a useful starting
point when there is a void of knowledge in a given area because it can provide a deep
understanding of behavior and the motivations of the actors (Eisenhardt 1989). The
contextual nature of the data that are gathered by qualitative interviewing helps to better
understand the phenomena that is under examination and serves as foundation for
designing future studies that can link theoretical frameworks to relevant managerial
issues (Granot, Brashear, and Motta 2012).
For this study, a phenomenological ethnographic interview method was
employed. In-depth interviews in which participants reflect on an experience can reveal
thoughts about values, goals, motivations, and attitudes. This method of inquiry seeks to
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examine the “lived experience” as it relates to the participant (Seidman 1998). In doing
so, it allows global themes to emerge that can serve as a springboard for more analyses
and in-depth inquiries (Thompson, Locander, and Pollio 1989).
This study utilized the phenomenological ethnography framework that was
adapted by Granot, Brashear, and Motta (2012) for B2B qualitative studies. The
modifications made to this three-stage approach incorporated practical guidelines for data
collection in a B2B setting. The three stages that are examined include: “How did you get
here?” “What is it like being you?” and “What meaning to you make of it?” Additionally,
this process can be adjusted so that a deeper examination of specific topics that seem
especially relevant or consistent can be made. Due to a researcher’s need for specificity
in the domain of marketing, Granot, Brashear, and Motta (2012) recommend
incorporating “informed assumptions” as a directional guide for some of the topics. Other
open-ended questions can be integrated into their prescribed format that allows the
researcher to gain a deeper understanding of a particular phenomenon.
The respondents were interviewed in one-on-one settings and evenly split
between salespeople and buyers who have participated in customer entertainment
activities. In some cases, executives who have worked in both roles were interviewed. In
addition, one individual who worked for a large Fortune 500 firm and was responsible for
executing major customer entertainment events that were related to sponsorship events
was included as a respondent. Prior to that, she worked for several years as a managing
sales director for two well-known Fortune 500 firms. Overall, participants represented a
variety of industries and had diverse backgrounds. A profile of this information is
depicted in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1
Interview Summary

Pseudonym

Age,
Gender,
Ethnicity

Title

Firm

Buyer,
Seller, or
Both

George

65, M, W

CEO

Food services

Both

John

70, M, W

Director

Logistics, payroll

Buyer

Joe

58, M, W

EVP

Insurance

Both

Linda

55, F, W

VP

Financial

Seller

Darrin

50, M, W

CEO

Software

Both

Mike

51, M, W

SVP

Financial

Seller

Gloria

65, F, B

Director, VP

Transportation

Seller

Ben

58, M, W

VP

Insurance

Both

In-depth interviews were conducted that lasted between one and two hours each.
Once the information gleaned reached a point of saturation on the topic, the sample size
was deemed sufficient (Glaser and Strauss 1967). In addition to discussing their work
experience and positions held, participants were encouraged to share various dimensions
of their personal background. Gaining this understanding was helpful in guiding some of
the subsequent questions related to personal preferences for engaging in these activities.
As the subjects reflected on their experiences, prompts were provided to facilitate a
deeper understanding of some of the specific dimensions of their perceptions. The goal
was to provide a validation of attitudes and behaviors that relate to the other party in the
buyer-seller dyad.
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Results
A summary of the common themes that emerged follows below. Transcriptions of
key points that were made by the subjects are found in Appendix C and grouped by
subject.
Emerging themes
A number of consistencies were revealed through the process of conducting these
in-depth interviews. Specific comments that were made by the participants are organized
around each theme and found at the end of this section.
1. The main purpose for the use of customer entertainment was to gain and grow
business. It was seen as less useful in maintaining large accounts when their
revenues become static. However, it was recognized as a necessary cost for some
of these large “cash-cow” accounts, but the strategy was used sparingly.
2. From a selling perspective, lunch was preferred by females as a tool for initiating
a relationship. Men were more open to using expensive dinners or a sporting
event.
3. From a buyer’s perspective, different feelings were revealed. Ironically, some of
the men who had held roles as a buyer and seller adopted a different stance on the
use of an expensive event when they were the customer. They expressed
reluctance to accept expensive entertainment when they did not have a
relationship with the salesperson because they wanted to avoid feelings of
indebtedness, especially to someone whom they did not know. To seriously
consider the offer in this situation, there were three necessary conditions:
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a. The salesperson’s product or service was critical to the success of their
firm.
b. The venue was something that they personally cared about and would
enjoy. The event had to be specific to their individual wants.
c. The salesperson seemed genuine.
4. Through the socialization that surrounds customer entertainment activities, they
develop personal friendships over time. These bonds have remained in place even
after the economic relationship disappeared and there was no ongoing business
conducted between their firms. The respondents gave several examples that
demonstrated the personal bond that prevailed after they had moved on to other
companies.
5. Somewhat related to the previous point, some buyers seemed to recognize the
negative feelings associated with indebtedness and took active steps to avoid
them. For example, in responding to a question about attending a sporting event
with a salesperson whom the buyer did not know, his response was: “They have
no basis to take me to this kind event. You [they] are not going to create a sense
of reciprocity with me.”
6. Despite the prevalence of friendship, it had a boundary when business was
ongoing.
7. The benefits to buyers are hedonic and include an element of prestige. In addition,
there seemed to be a sense of “fit” with respect to title and rank. That is, the
opportunity for executives to mingle with executives from other firms was both
utilitarian via its networking opportunity, and prestigious.
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8. Education is increasingly being infused to some entertainment venues, such as
sports sponsorship events or large industry consortiums that are held in
prestigious settings.
9. Even though they are not seriously considering purchasing something from a
salesperson, some individuals will proactively seek entertainment offers under the
pretense that they are highly interested in selling firm’s product line. These buyers
were characterized as being motivated by the disparity between their income and
that of the salesperson.
10. Accountability is increasingly important. Due to increasing levels of corporate
transparency, entertainment activities need to be aligned with education or other
strategic initiatives. Oversight is less in privately owned firms.
Levels of relationship investments
Several important findings of these interviews were useful to Main Studies 1 and
2, described in the next chapter. Customers tended to assess the cost and duration of the
entertainment interaction and make attributions regarding the perceived costs and the
salesperson’s intentions. Lunches are generally perceived to be low cost, require a short
amount of time, and usually not accompanied by manipulative intent. At the other end of
the spectrum, all-expense-paid trips that take place over several days are seen as very
costly to the seller. They also invoke great appreciation under some circumstances and
high levels of suspicion in others. Knowing the salesperson well, having a long-term
existing relationship, or having a legitimate business need tied to the event tends to
ameliorate suspicions of the salesperson.
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The participants also identified a middle level of investment costs that centered on
single day events that last three to five hours. These might be a local sporting event, a
dinner, or a cultural event. These interactions often involved the spouses of the buyer and
seller, and tended to be purely social in nature. As such, some previous contact between
the parties usually had taken place, although that was not universally the case.
Theoretical Implications
The results of this interpretive study present a number of important theoretical
implications. First, they extend the framework of SET that is focused on reciprocal
exchanges into the domain of B2B interpersonal relationship investments. Despite the
economic underpinnings of these relationships, the actors developed long-term, affective
ties. This was demonstrated by the propensity of buyers and sellers to continue to
communicate with each other and even socialize on occasion long after they were
representing their respective firms.
This also supports the profound effect that interpersonal relationship investments
can have in a business relationship. Moreover, it helps to explain some of the earlier
empirical findings that linked investments that targeted personal interaction between the
individual buyer and seller with firm performance. For example, RM investments that
created socialization venues for the buyers and sellers outperformed ones that were made
to establish either structural ties or lower pricing incentives for customers. Specifically,
these researchers found that “social expenditures have a direct and significant impact on
profit and thereby reaffirm the notion that such investments are worthwhile and translate
to goodwill among B2B customers” (Palmatier, Gopalakrishna, and Houston 2006, p.
488). This confirms early research that suggested that the social interactions that surround
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customer entertainment help to serve as a catalyst for advancing the relationship bonds
and afford the seller some protection from customer churn in the event of a moderate
level of a service failure (Geiger and Turley 2005).
Second, the findings lend support to the positive and long-term effect of feelings
of gratitude in a relationship as compared to feelings of indebtedness. This study adds to
the mounting evidence that people associate indebtedness with uncomfortable emotions
and will take steps to avoid it. As such, indebtedness might be useful in a transactional
selling environment but would be at odds in the domain of relationship selling.
In fact, the factors that surfaced in this study bore a close resemblance to the
effective use of these relationship investments and the conditions required for feelings of
gratitude to develop. These included the fact that the exchange needed to center on
something that was personally important to the recipient and that it was extended with
benevolent intentions, with no manipulative intent present (Tsang 2006). Moreover,
consistent with the framework of SET, the parties involved in the exchanges realized both
utilitarian and symbolic benefits. The symbolic benefits may well be proxy for gratitude,
which could further expand the scope of the theoretical implications.
Pre-tests: RM Event Levels
Experiment 1
Based on the findings from Study 1, a pre-test was conducted to establish
categories for the perceived levels of the costs of relationship investments. Throughout
the qualitative process, a common theme emerged regarding this construct that made it
amenable to establishing three levels of perceived investment cost, i.e., high, medium,
and low. High levels are usually associated with multi-day, all-expense-paid trips that
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center on interaction with executives from the hosting company. Medium levels tend to
occur in a single day and require no travel. Their duration tends to be a few hours in
length, as in the case of dinners or local sporting events. Low levels are shorter in
duration and tend to center on such interactions as lunches, cocktails, and breakfast
meetings.
For the pre-test, an online Qualtrics survey was designed and distributed to
working adults through the Mechanical Turk web service (M-Turk). Individuals who
participate in surveys receive compensation through Amazon.com. Nine scenarios were
developed that were composed of three different interaction events for each level of
perceived investment, i.e., high, medium, or low. Each participant read one scenario from
each of the three levels, and none of the levels was identified or labeled as high, medium,
or low. After each scenario, participants responded to a 5-question, 7-point Likert scale
(strongly disagree to strongly agree) that was adapted by Campbell (1995) from
consumer behavior to measure the perceived amount of TEC that was invested in the
interaction. A copy of the original and adapted scale is included at the end of this chapter.
After they responded to the first scenario, participants moved to the second
scenario and responded to the same scale. The subject pool then read a third and final
scenario and responded to the same questionnaire. To prevent response item bias that
might develop from the order of the scenarios, they were assigned in random order.
Specifically, the possible randomly assigned orders of scenarios was:
High-Medium-Low
High-Low-Medium
Low-High-Medium
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Low-Medium-High
Medium-High-Low
Medium-Low-High
The scenarios that were used included the following information:
High: The salesperson will host you and a guest at a multi-day, all-expense-paid
trip to attend a major championship game in another city for a popular sport. You will
stay at a top ranked resort and be hosted in the corporate suite for the game, with
excellent seating.
Medium: The salesperson will host you and a guest for dinner at one of the most
exclusive restaurants in the area. Food and beverages will be provided, and the table
offers ideal seating.
Low: The salesperson will host you for lunch at a moderately priced, local
restaurant.
Results: Experiment 1
For Experiment 1, the sample size for the online survey instrument was initially
120. Of that amount, 7 were eliminated for missing data, which resulted in N = 113,
which is 94% of the original sample population. Because each participant evaluated three
different scenarios with the same scale, the total was N = 339. The results were analyzed
using a one-way ANOVA program through SPSS Version 22. The descriptive statistics
presented below show noticeably different means regarding the measure of perception of
the overall cost of the relationship investment: High = 6.1, Med = 4.4, Low = 2.7. The
ANOVA results confirmed statistically significant differences, F = 358.87, p < .0001. A
post-hoc comparison further showed that there were statistically significant differences
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between all possible group comparisons, p < .001. The scale employed showed good
reliability, with a Cronbach’s alpha of .962.
Information on the means and standard deviations are found in Table 3-2 and
depicted in Figure 3-1.

Table 3-2
Means for Perceptions of TEC of RM Investment
Relationship Stage

N

M*

SD

High (multi-day trip, guest,
championship game)

113

6.11

.82

Medium (local sporting event, guest)

113

4.44

1.09

Low (lunch, moderately priced
restaurant)

113

2.70

.93

Total

339

4.42

1.69

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.

120

7
6.5

6.11

Perceptions of TEC

6
5.5
5
4.44
4.5
4
3.5
3

2.70

2.5
2
Lunch
(low)

Day Game
(medium)

Trip/Game
(high)

Level of RM Event

Figure 3-1. Means for TEC based on RM event level.

Experiment 2
A second pre-test was conducted with the same pool of respondents as an
additional validity check. In this section, three different entertainment scenarios were
presented together on a single screen. Respondents were introduced to new events in this
section. The subjects were then asked to allocate 100 points between the three events,
based on their perceptions of the amount of TEC that was invested in them. This created
a zero-sum situation. There were three of these exercises, each with three scenarios. This
also exposed the subjects to other descriptions of events that they were not presented in
the first validity check. Again, random question order was employed to minimize any
response item bias. Copies of the questions are presented in Appendix D.
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Results: Experiment 2
All three comparisons produced statistically significant results that supported
three logical categorizations of relationship investments into high, medium, and low
levels. It is important to note that the common denominator in these classifications
created by respondents was not aligned with a specific event, as differing ones were used.
Instead, the customers’ cognitive evaluations seemed to be predicated on the amount of
TEC involved in the RM investment, irrespective of the specific venue.
For comparison 1, the results of the ANOVA was significant; F = 416.36, p <
.001. Tables 3-3 through 3-5 summarize these findings. Comparison 2 presented a similar
outcome that supported profound statistically significant differences; F = 425.18, p <
.001. Finally, the third comparison followed the same pattern, whereby individuals
ranked the TEC of the selling firm in a similar fashion; F = 365.30, p < .001.

Table 3-3
Comparison 1: Means for Perceptions of TEC of RM Investments
RM Event and Level

N

M

Championship event & multi-day trip,
guest, resort lodging; (high)

113

60.64

15.82

Local game. guest, premium seating
(medium)

113

25.00

9.25

Lunch, moderately priced restaurant
(low)

113

14.19

12.04

Total

339

4.42

1.69

Note. Based on an allocation of 100 total points between events.
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SD

Table 3-4
Comparison 2: Means for Perceptions of TEC of RM Investments
RM Event and Level

N

M

SD

Pro golf championship event and multi-day
trip, guest; (high)

113

60.69

15.74

Dinner, upscale restaurant, guest; (medium)

113

26.79

11.13

Cocktails at a local restaurant; (low)

113

13.02

10.39

Total

339

33.50

23.69

Note. Based on an allocation of 100 total points between events.

Table 3-5
Comparison 3: Means for Perceptions of TEC of RM Investments
RM Event and Level

N

M

SD

Business symposium and multi-day
stay at resort, guest (high)

113

59.18

15.12

Local musical concert, well-known
performer, guest (medium)

113

28.40

11.67

Breakfast at a local restaurant (low)

113

13.25

11.96

Total

339

33.62

23.12

Note. Based on an allocation of 100 total points between events.

Main Studies: Design and Measurement
Based on the findings from the qualitative study and the pre-tests that supported
consistent perceptions of identifiable categories of RM investments, a quantitative
analysis was completed that measures the constructs that were defined in Chapter 2. The
study design used scenarios that were presented to buyers who have been hosted at
multiple customer entertainment events. After reading the scenario, they responded to a
number of questions on the constructs of interest.
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To analyze the constructs of interest, the researcher utilized established scales. In
some cases, the scales were adapted to the specific topic of interpersonal relationship
investments. A list of the constructs and their operationalization method follows.
Independent variables
The RM event levels of low, medium, and high are based on the analysis
described in this chapter that created these classifications. This was accomplished by
measuring the amount of TEC that buyers perceive the selling firm expended. Each
participant read one scenario from each of the three levels, and none of the levels was
identified or labeled as high, medium, or low. A second experiment in that study further
verified the perceptions of distinct RM event levels. A copy of the scenarios is found in
Appendix C. In addition, a manipulation check using the scale was conducted as a part of
the main study to ensure that the perceptions of the respondents matched those of the
general population.
To control for the stage of the relationship, the researcher used three of the five
stages identified by Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh (1987). The five stages included awareness,
exploration, expansion, commitment, and dissolution. For purposes of this study,
awareness and dissolution were omitted, based on the author’s original conceptualization.
This was based on the assumption that, as, by definition, relationships either have not
commenced or are dissolved, there would not be any significant interpersonal relationship
investments that occur.
Dependent variables and control variables
To measure the customer’s perceived importance of the relationship investment,
the researcher adapted a 6-item, 6-point bipolar scale from a measure for assessing
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perceived customer importance of marketing messages. This measure was originally
created by Olney, Holbrook, and Batra (1991).
Perceptions of manipulative intent was operationalized by the use of a 3-item, 7point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree) that was created by Dorsch and
Kelley (1994) in a study they conducted on salesperson gift giving to purchasing agents.
A second scale that these researchers used in the aforementioned study was incorporated
to measure buyer behavioral intentions. This is a 7-item, 7-point Likert scale (strongly
disagree to strongly agree) that was used to assess reactions of customers to business gifts
offered by salespeople in a B2B industrial setting.
To assess the customers’ perceptions of the TEC of the RM investment, the
researcher adopted Campbell’s (1995) measure for perceptions of TEC of marketing
messages in a 3-item, 7-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree).
To measure felt gratitude of the customer, the researcher utilized a 3-item, 7-point
Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree) that was adapted by Palmatier et al.
(2009) to measure the same construct in a study that focused on all relationship
investments.
The previously mentioned study that was conducted on corporate gift giving by
Dorsch and Kelley (1994) was also the source for measuring buyer behavioral intentions.
The 8-item, 7-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree) was slightly
modified to reflect the focus on relationship investments as opposed to that of gift giving.
As a control variable, the customer’s perceptions of their felt accountability was
determined with the use of a scale developed by Frink and Ferris (1998). The measure
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required no modifications and was based on a 3-item, 7-point Likert scale (strongly
disagree to strongly agree).
The control variable of opportunistic intentions was adapted from Ping’s (1993)
scale that was originally used for the purpose of measuring opportunistic behavior and
addressed the practice of exaggerating sales potential or need for the purpose of
advancing the buyer’s own position. This measurement tool is a 3-item, 7-point Likert
scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree).
Finally, demographic information that might reveal interaction effects or act as
control variables was gathered. This included age, gender, ethnicity, work experience,
position or title, type of industry, and corporate governance (public or private).
Analytical tools
Two main studies were conducted. The first tested the relationships between the
continuous variables that measure the dimensions of felt gratitude and its mediating effect
on buyer behavioral intentions using multiple linear regression. The second study was a 3
x 3 experimental design that utilized MANOVA as well as individual ANOVAs. Figure
3-2 outlines the design for Study 2, along with all variables that were measured. Control
variables were analyzed as covariates that include accountability and opportunism.
Additionally, other factors related to demographics and firm ownership (private firms
versus private) were assessed as potential control variables. SPSS version 22 served as
the analytical tool. Scenarios were manipulated based on the independent variables of the
three levels of the relationship stage (exploration, expansion, and commitment) and the
three levels of RM events (low, medium, and high) that were established in the pre-test
described above.
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RM
Investment
Level

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
High Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Medium Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Low Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Time, Effort, Cost
Personal Importance
Manipulative Intent
Felt Gratitude
Behavioral Intentions

Stage of Relationship
Control Variables
Accountability
Opportunistic Intentions
Demographics
Firm Ownership, Size,
and Industry

Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Figure 3-2. Main study MANOVA design.

To ensure adequate statistical power via G*Power, the researcher used a sample
size of 225, composed of 9 equal cell sizes of 25 respondents each. Through the use of a
specialized survey panel through Qualtrics, the participants were limited to buyers who
make or influence buying decisions in a B2B environment and have extensive experience
related to the entertainment interactions that are the product of interpersonal relationship
investments. It was expected that, by selectively focusing on a sampling frame who has
experience with this phenomenon, the findings related to attitudes and buying intentions
would have strong external validity.
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Survey administration
The main study was administered online through the use of Qualtrics software, an
industry leader in this field. They also provided a survey panel of appropriate
participants. The sampling frame for the main study were individuals who make or
influence buying decisions and have a history of being hosted at customer entertainment
events.
Qualtrics maintains broad groups of different segments of the U.S. population that
can be used for empirical studies. In addition to the benefit of targeting this specific
population, there was a high degree of anonymity between the researcher and the
participants, as Qualtrics acts as the medium. An additional benefit of this anonymity was
that it minimized any potential social desirability effects.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
This chapter builds on the two studies described in Chapter 3, which included a
qualitative analysis and an experimental design to establish three levels of RM events,
i.e., low, medium, and high. Chapter 4 presents results from a face validity check, a
manipulation check for relationship stages, a pre-test of the dependent variables, a Main
Study 1, which establishes a conceptual model, and a Main Study 2, which examines the
relationships and interactions on dependent variables based on the relationship stage and
the RM event level. A summary of all the analyses that are described in Chapters 3 and 4
can be found at the end of this chapter.
For the main study, detailed characteristics of the sample are provided, along with
a description of the survey instrument. Measurement reliability is assessed, and the
results of hypothesis testing are provided.
Face Validity Check
A pen-and-paper survey instrument that incorporated the previously described
scales was administered to 16 subject matter experts. Following each survey, the
researcher reviewed the responses with the participants to ensure that the questions were
not ambiguous and to discuss attitudes about the scenarios and reasons for specific
responses. This sampling frame was composed of two Business PhD students, nine
logistics professionals who have experience in sales and buying decisions, one full-time
adjunct marketing professor with extensive sales experience, one sales researcher and
marketing professor, one marketing practitioner, one former buyer for a national grocery
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chain store, and one sales professional for a software firm who has a history in both
providing entertainment and being entertained by potential business partners.
The means for key dependent variables are depicted in Figure 4-1. Most measures
are directionally as expected, but some irregularities appeared, based in part on the postsurvey discussions with participants. First, the manipulative intent scale (Dorsch and
Kelley 1994) had a reverse-coded item that was often answered in an inconsistent
manner. That is, participants often selected responses on the same side of the scale
neutral point for both reversed and non-reversed items. Increasingly, the use of reversecoded items is being recognized as problematic and a threat to validity (Herche and
Engelland 1996). These measures have been linked to inconsistent and unexpected factor
structures (Babakus and Boller 1992). One recent study that involved four experiments
demonstrated that the propensity for “misresponse” on reverse coded items averaged
20%, which creates highly problematic findings (Swain, Weathers, and Niedrich 2008).
As a result of the growing evidence of the potential erosion to validity and reliability with
which these types of measures are associated, this individual item was changed to a nonreverse format.
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High RM
Investment

Manipulative Intent: 5.24
Personal Importance: 4.18
T.E.C: 5.92
Felt Gratitude: 5.78
Behavioral Intentions: 5.71
N=6
Manipulative Intent: 5.30
Personal Importance: 3.60
T.E.C: 5.12
Felt Gratitude: 5.35
Behavioral Intentions: 4.12

Medium RM
Investment

N=5
Manipulative Intent: 4.67
Personal Importance: 3.55
T.E.C: 4.3
Felt Gratitude: 4.67
Behavioral Intentions: 4.45

Low RM
Investment

N=5
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Stage of Relationship

Figure 4-1. Face validity check: Dependent variables means, based on a 7-point Likert
scale, by stage of relationship and level of RM investment.

Second, an inconsistent finding stemmed from the absence of an inverse
relationship between perceptions of manipulative intent and felt gratitude. That is, both
measures appeared on the same side of the scale, which would indicate that manipulative
intent was not eroding felt gratitude. However, due the combination of the small sample
size, and because studies that posited this inverse relationship were based on
undergraduate students and not B2B buying decision makers, an assumption was made
that this did not present an obstacle to the study.
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Third, the 6-item scale for personal importance was deemed redundant and was
reduced to 4 items. In addition, although not seen in this table, the scale for accountability
was generally perceived as ambiguous among participants. As a result, the items were
reviewed and rewritten for clarity. Finally, because some participants seemed unclear on
the elements of the relationship stage, a manipulation check to ensure validity for this
variable was designed.
Manipulation Check: Relationship Stage
To address the finding regarding the need to make the differences in the stages of
the relationships more apparent and a factor for evaluating the entertainment offer that
was mentioned above and resulted from the analysis summarized in Figure 4-1, the
researcher rewrote scenarios. Based on the feedback received in the face validity check,
the purpose was to incorporate more concrete information regarding the relationship
stage that would ensure that respondents viewed this manipulation differently.
An online survey instrument was designed using Qualtrics software. Subjects
were recruited through M-Turk, which pays individuals a nominal fee for taking surveys.
Initially, 120 participants attempted the survey. Of those, some were incomplete or had
missing data. After data screening, there were 105 usable responses, which represents
87.5% of the original sampling frame. The participants were 56% male and 44% female.
Age groups were as follows: ages 21–25: 27%; ages 26–35 46%; ages 36–45: 17%; ages
46–55: 7%; and ages 56–65: 3%. Respondents had an average of 9.7 years of full-time
work experience; 27% worked for public corporations, while the remaining 73% were
from a privately owned firm.
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Based on both literature support and empirical analyses for the propensity for trust
and commitment to increase in parallel fashion with the advancement of the relationship
stages (Anderson and Weitz 1992; Doney and Cannon 1997; Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh
1987), two dependent measures were used: “trust” and “commitment.” These measures
were taken from existing literature (Anderson and Weitz 1992; Doney and Cannon 1997).
The trust scale was an 8-item, 5-point Likert scale (strongly disagree to strongly agree);
the 4-item commitment scale followed the same format. The assumption for the use of
these constructs is that, if the scenarios in this study are consistent with the existing
literature, trust and commitment should be perceived as higher as the stages advance.
The alpha for the trust scale was .842, and, for the commitment scale, was .865.
To test for perceived differences in the dependent measures for each of the relationship
stages independent variables, the researcher completed a one-way ANOVA that
demonstrated statistically significant differences for both scales. For the trust scale, the
results were N = 105, df = 2, 102, F = 7.291, p = 0.001. The analysis for the commitment
scale had similar results: N = 105, df = 2,102, F = 10.251, p < .0001. Descriptive statistics
are presented in Tables 4-1 and 4-2.

Table 4-1
Manipulation Check Stage of Relationship; Dependent Variable: Trust
Relationship Stage

N

M*

SD

Exploration Stage

34

3.16

.60

Expansion Stage

37

3.55

.46

Commitment Stage

34

3.64

.55

105

3.45

.54

Total

Note. *Based on a 5-point Likert scale: S –SA.
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Table 4-2
Manipulation Check Stage of Relationship; Dependent Variable: Commitment
Relationship Stage

N

M*

SD

Exploration

34

3.11

.80

Expansion

37

3.75

.71

34
105

3.89
3.58

.72
.81

Commitment
Total

Note. *Based on a 5-point Likert scale: SD–SA.

Post-hoc analysis showed that, while the mean for the exploration stage was
significantly different from the other stages, the differences in trust and commitment
were not statistically significant for these dependent variables when a comparison of the
expansion and the commitment stages was made. However, they were directionally as
expected, with the commitment stage’s having a higher mean than the expansion stage.
Further, this analysis did have the limitation of a small sample size.
As a result, one final change was made to the relationship descriptions in the
scenarios to make them noticeably distinctive. Using the Dorsch and Kelly (1994) study
as a guide, the researcher incorporated specific time lines and purchase volumes into each
relationship stage (Exploration Stage: No previous meetings and no purchase history;
Expansion Stage: One-year relationship with purchase history of 30%; Commitment
Stage: Five-year relationship with purchase history exceeding 70%).
To summarize, a manipulation check was conducted that incorporated changes
that were based on the feedback from the subject matter experts from the initial face
validity check. Once these recommendations were incorporated into the scenarios, an
empirical analysis supported that they created significantly different perceptions that
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speak to differing relationship stages. Additionally, more data on buyer spending was
added to the scenarios for further improvement.
Pre-test: Dependent Variables Outcomes
A final pre-test was conducted to measure relationships between key independent
and dependent variables. The survey instrument was adjusted to reflect the previous
findings and was administered to a general population of adult, full-time workers. In
addition to supplying software for online surveys, Qualtrics also provides panels. For this
study, they recruited a sampling frame that was composed of full-time working adults in
business occupations. The population for this survey was set to a sample size of 77,
which was spread fairly evenly among five of the nine cells that were used in the final
study. Initially, 113 respondents attempted the survey, but 36 were either eliminated or
dropped out before completing, leaving a total population of 77, or 68% of the original
total. Some participants were eliminated by attention filters (i.e., “If you are reading this,
select ‘strongly agree’”) or because they opted out of the survey before completion.
Table 4-3 displays the reliability analyses for all measures, along with a
description of each one. Independent variables were the relationship stage and RM event
level. TEC was not measured, as the associated scale had already demonstrated high
reliability. To ensure that the adjustments made to the scale for accountability resulted in
a more precise and consistent measure, the researcher analyzed this scale for reliability. It
proved to be a satisfactory measure; α = .796. Opportunistic intentions was not included
in this test. Demographic information on the sample is provided in Table 4-4. There were
no missing data, as the survey instrument required that all questions be addressed.
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Table 4-3
Scale Reliabilities
α

No. of Items

Personal Importance

.929

4

6-point bipolar

Manipulative Intent

.737

3

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Felt Gratitude

.894

3

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Behavioral Intentions

.880

7

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Accountability

.796

4

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Construct
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Description

Table 4-4
Pre-test: Individual Sample Characteristics (N = 77)
n

%

Female
Male

43
34

53.2%
46.8%

20–25
26–35
36–45
46–55
56–65

3
36
19
11
8

3.9%
46.8%
24.7%
14.3%
10.3%

Tenure (M = 16.49 years, SD = 11.09)
1–9 years
10–20 years
21–30 years
31–40 years

25
28
15
9

32.5%
36.3%
19.5%
11.7%

Education (highest level obtained)
High school
Attended college; no degree
College graduate; 4-year degree
Master’s/graduate degree
PhD, legal, or medical degree

12
25
28
10
2

15.6%
32.5%
36.4%
13.0%
2.5%

Entertainment history (events in 12 months)
Never
Occasionally
Sometimes
Frequently

17
29
25
6

22.5%
37.6%
32.5%
7.8%

Corporate governance
Public firm
Private firm

36
41

46.8%
53.2%

Gender

Age
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Results of pre-test for dependent variable outcomes
Correlations between key constructs that generated felt gratitude and buyer
behavioral intentions are found in Table 4-5. As expected, felt gratitude had a strong
correlation with behavioral intentions to reciprocate (.706, p < .0001). The relationship
between manipulative intentions and felt gratitude was significant, surprisingly in the
opposite direction that was expected. One possible explanation is due to the small sample
size (N = 77) that was spread out across five different cells. However, this finding also
mirrored the initial face validity check findings (see Figure 4-1), which runs counter to
the findings social science research streams. However, as previously described, these
earlier models of gratitude utilized student samples as opposed to working adults.
Entertainment events that matched an individual’s expectation had the strongest
correlation with felt gratitude (r = .747, p < .001), followed by personal importance (r =
.491, p < .001).
As expected, accountability had an inverse relationship with both gratitude (r =
-.489) and buyer behavioral intentions (r = -.396), both at the p < .01 level. This suggests
that, when decision makers have less oversight by management in their jobs and are free
to act in an autonomous fashion, they may be more apt to not only participate in the
interactions that stem from RM investments, but to also feel gratitude and act on that
attitude in a beneficial manner to the salesperson. Although no relationship was
hypothesized for the main study, the inverse relationship between accountability and
manipulative intent was somewhat unexpected (r = -.273, p = .018). This finding might
suggest that high levels of accountability may not necessarily be a factor that influences a
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buyer to be more prone to attitudes of manipulative intent when RM offers are made by
salespeople.
Table 4-5
Correlations: Significance Levels (N =77)

Personal
Importance
Manipulative
Intent

Personal
Importance

Manipulative
Intent

Felt
Gratitude

Behavioral
Intentions

Accountable

1

.377
(.001)

.566
(.000)

.424
(.000)

-.125
(n.s.)

1

.304
(.008)

.269
(.021)

-.273
(.018)

1

.728
(.000)

-.489
(.000)

1

-.396
(.000)

Felt
Gratitude
Behavioral
Intentions

1

Accountable

Means for the dependent variables that were based on the independent variables
of relationship stage and level of RM investment are depicted in Figure 4-2. For many of
the variables, the means were directionally consistent with expectations. For example,
perceptions of manipulative intent were higher when high level entertainment venues
were offered as compared to less expensive ones. This is evidenced in the exploration
stage, where a business lunch triggered manipulative intent at a level of 4.42 on a scale of
1 to 7, but then rose to 4.69 when a more elaborate event was offered. Likewise, the same
direction was observed in a stronger manner when the same two events were compared in
the commitment stage; manipulative intent rose from 4.31 to 5.02. Still, when the results
for these two relationship stages are compared, the findings are somewhat
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counterintuitive as it was expected that being in the commitment stage would lower
attitudes of manipulative intent.

High

Personal Importance: 4.28
Manipulative Intent: 4.69
Felt Gratitude: 5.25
Behavioral Intentions: 5.01
N = 15 (male = 8; female = 7)
Personal Importance: 4.38
Manipulative Intent: 4.70
Felt Gratitude: 4.93
Behavioral Intentions: 4.68
N = 18 (male = 6; female = 18)

Medium
RM
Event
Level

Low

Personal Importance: 4.30
Manipulative Intent: 5.02
Felt Gratitude: 4.65
Behavioral Intentions: 4.64
N = 15 (male = 7; female = 8)

Personal Importance: 3.88
Manipulative Intent: 4.42
Felt Gratitude: 5.00
Behavioral Intentions: 4.84
N = 15 (male = 10; female = 5)

Personal Importance: 4.39
Manipulative Intent: 4.31
Felt Gratitude: 4.98
Behavioral Intentions: 4.62
N = 14 (male = 3; female = 11)

Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Stage of Relationship

Figure 4-2. Means for key dependent variables (based on 7-point Likert scales: SD–SA).

Other findings tended to demonstrate the link between felt gratitude and
behavioral intentions, as well as the importance of meeting an individual’s expectation
toward a given event. However, the level of behavioral intentions across the interaction
of the relationship stage and the level of the relationship investment were not consistent
with expectations. For example, behavioral intentions were almost identical in the
scenarios for the commitment stage that offered either a lunch, or a multi-day, all expense
trip to a championship game and stay at a resort (mean = 4.62 for lunch versus 4.64 for
trip). This finding could be initially explained by the differences in perception of
manipulative intent.
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Main Studies 1 and 2
To test the proposed hypotheses and model, an online survey panel was recruited
through Qualtrics, which is one of the industry leaders in this field. Because buying
decisions in the B2B environment often involve a number of different employees or
stakeholders in a firm (Bonoma 2006; Kotler and Keller 2009; Lamb, Hair, and
McDaniel 2010), the participants were comprised of individuals who either make or
influence buying decisions in their respective firms. Equally important, the respondents
in the sample population were required to have experience in being hosted at customer
entertainment events. Qualtrics screened their respondent pool for this requirement.
To further ensure generalizability, the sample was stratified so that the respondent
population included a minimum and maximum of 35%–45% females in the survey. This
is based on recent figures from the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (2011a)
which shows that women comprised 46% of the labor force in 2012. Moreover, despite
the dearth of female executives at senior executive levels, as exemplified by representing
only 16.9% of the Board of Directors for Fortune 500 firms (Catalyst 2013), women are
increasingly visible in business positions. In 2012, females accounted for 43.6% of all
management, business, professional, and financial occupations in the U.S. (Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 2013b).
Individual respondent demographics information is presented in Table 4-6. Much
of the demographic information in this study is fairly representative of the U.S.
workforce. For example, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics (2013a,b), the
age groups for working adults in 2012 for these age groups were as follows: ages 20–30:
20.3%, ages 31–40: 21.7%, ages 41–50: 23.5%, ages 51–60: 22.3%, and age 61 and
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above: 12.2%. As the study population likely works in white-collar, professional
positions, they were slightly more educated than the general population. For example,
only 5.8% of survey respondents had a high school degree as their highest level of
education attainment compared to 34% of the U.S. population in 2012. The category for
attending college was fairly close for both groups: 27.6% for the sample and 30.2% for
the overall population. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2013b) combined individuals who
had bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and other upper level post-graduate degrees
into a single category, which equated to 35% of the entire population. When those same
groups are combined for the sample population, the result is 66.7%.
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Table 4-6
Individual Sample Characteristics (N = 225)
n

%

143
82

63.5%
36.5%

Age (M = 47.4 years, SD = 11.6)
20–30
31–40
41–50
51–60
61+

21
43
64
68
29

9.3%
19.1%
28.5%
30.2%
12.9%

Tenure (M = 25.4 years, SD = 12.1)
1–9 years
10–20 years
21–30 years
31–40 years
41 years +

24
62
64
53
22

10.7%
27.6%
28.5%
23.5%
9.7%

Education (highest level obtained)
High school
Attended college; no degree
College graduate; 4-year degree
Master’s/graduate degree
PhD, legal, or medical degree

13
62
96
49
5

5.8%
27.6%
42.7%
21.8%
2.2%

16
12
180
12
1
4

7.1%
5.3%
80.0%
5.3%
0.4%
1.8%

Job Title
Professional
Manager (supervises employees)
Director (supervises managers)
Vice-President, CEO
Owner, Partner

32
97
28
14
54

14.2%
43.1%
12.4%
6.2%
24.0%

Entertainment History (events in 12 months)
3-6
7-14
15 +

91
68
66

40.4%
30.2%
29.3%

Gender
Female
Male

Ethnicity
African American
Asian
Caucasian
Hispanic
Indian
Other
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A comparison of ethnicity between the sample and general population revealed
similar statistics. Caucasians accounted for 80% of the study sample versus 70.4% of the
overall population; African Americans were 7.1% versus 10.5%; Asians were 5.3%
versus 5%. In the study, Hispanics were slightly under-represented at 5.4% versus their
presence in the workforce at 14.1%.
To summarize, this survey population shares a number of characteristics with the
overall workforce in the U.S. related to gender, age, education, and ethnicity. Because the
study participants seem to be representative of the larger population, the results of this
study should be generalizable across a number of B2B domains.
Firm characteristics related to corporate governance (public or private), size of the
firm worked in, and the type of industry are presented in Table 4-7. This information
shows that the sampling frame is fairly evenly distributed across several different sizes of
companies.
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Table 4-7
Company Sample Characteristics (N = 225)
Characteristic

n

%

143
82

63.5%
36.5%

Size of firm (number of employees)
Fewer than 100
100–999
1,000–4,999
5,000–9,999
10,000–49,999
50,000–100,000
More than 100,000

88
67
37
13
12
3
5

39.1%
29.8%
16.4%
5.8%
5.3%
1.8%
2.2%

Industry
Manufacturing
Services
Government/public sector
Food and beverage
Transportation
Information technology
Distribution
Construction
Retail
Other

39
55
8
12
7
16
5
16
13
54

17.3%
24.4%
3.6%
5.3%
3.2%
7.1%
2.2%
7.1%
5.8%
24.0%

Corporate governance
Public firm
Private firm
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Survey Instrument
A survey instrument was developed that was based on the previous qualitative
interviews and pre-tests. The survey was deployed online through a Qualtrics survey
panel to a cross-section of B2B professionals who make or influence buying decisions
and who have had varying levels of experience in being hosted at customer entertainment
events. Following the screening and selection process that was conducted by Qualtrics, a
population of panel participants who met the requirements related to buying decisions
and had an adequate history of being hosted at entertainment events was created. In total,
304 participants attempted the study. Of those, 28 either did not complete the survey, or
opted out in the beginning. Another 51 respondents were eliminated by attention filters
that were positioned in the survey instrument. These devices are recommended as a
means to minimize the number of respondents that fail to read survey questions and
instead respond automatically. Specifically, questions were positioned toward the end of
a screen page that called for the respondent to either select “strongly agree” or “strongly
disagree” to continue with the survey. As a result, a total of 225 completed responses
were collected, which is a total of 74% of the original sampling frame.
To accommodate the original study, a 3 x 3 design that contained nine scenarios
were created that were based on every combination of three levels of RM investment
(low, medium, high), and three stages of working B2B relationships (exploration,
expansion, commitment). As equal cell size is an important factor in ensuring the
statistical properties of the analysis (Hair et al. 2010), steps were taken to accommodate
this need through the combined use of quotas for each of the nine cells (N = 25) and
random assignment. As a result, the final breakdown of respondents per scenario was
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nearly a perfect match. Of the nine cells, seven of them had exactly 25 respondents.
There were only two minor deviations: The exploration/low RM event had 24
respondents, and the exploration/high RM event had 26 participants.
Several steps were taken to minimize common method bias. First, in the validity
checks and pre-tests that were previously described, survey completion time of the
participants was measured. This was useful in ensuring that respondents could
consistently complete the survey in a timely manner so that fatigue was not a factor in
their responses. For the final survey, the average time was slightly over 13 minutes,
which was less than the 15-minute average that Qualtrics recommends. Second, as
previously described, the survey instrument was developed with reviews from subject
matter experts along with a validity check and a pre-test for the purpose of removing
ambiguous items. As described earlier, when the relationship stage information in the
earlier scenarios identified an item that was potentially unclear, changes were made. It
was subsequently tested empirically to ensure that respondents understood the different
dimensions of the stages of a B2B relationship. Additionally, the pre-tests resulted in the
replacement of two scales with ones that reflected more precision and higher reliabilities.
Third, to minimize social desirability, respondents were assured that their
anonymity was protected. Consistent with the recommendations of Podsakoff et al.
(2003), participants were advised that there were “no right or wrong answers.” Moreover,
by utilizing a survey panel that was provided by Qualtrics, the researcher has no direct
contact with the respondents, which likely increases their perception of anonymity.
Fourth, scale endpoints, question formats, and anchoring effects were varied to
minimize response bias. The use of common scale formats and anchors throughout an
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entire survey can be a source of common method bias that tends to consistently influence
response outcomes (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Therefore, steps were taken to vary some
question presentations in this regard. For example, some scales employed a 7-point Likert
(strongly disagree to strongly agree), while others used a 6-point bipolar format. These
were presented with the choices of responses in a horizontal format. One question was
created for the survey to measure “personal preference” for the entertainment event, and
used a 1-to-10 ranking on a horizontal sliding scale. This question was intended to also
help to vary the question formats and anchors, as well as serve as a validity check. Initial
questions regarding the participant’s entertainment experience were formatted with
responses in a vertical direction. Information on the scales is summarized in Table 4-8.

Table 4-8
Scale Analysis
α

No. of Items

Time, Effort, & Cost of Event

.848

3

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Personal Importance

.954

4

6-point bipolar

Manipulative Intent

.735

4

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Felt Gratitude

.947

3

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Behavioral Intentions

.924

7

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Accountability

.752

4

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Opportunistic Intentions

.705

3

7-point Likert (SA–SD)

Construct

Description

Fifth, survey attention filters were utilized. As previously described, these are
questions that state, “If you are reading this, select ‘strongly agree’ to continue.”
Participants who selected any of the other six responses were immediately exited from
the survey, and their responses were discarded. Two of these filters were used, one
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requiring “strongly agree” and one requiring “strongly disagree.” The first filter came just
before the midpoint of the survey, and the second one appeared three screens later. Both
were positioned toward the bottom of different screens and resulted in the elimination of
63 respondents.
To test for the existence of common method bias, the data were analyzed through
the use of Harmon’s single factor test. Although this statistical tool does not always
ensure that common method variance is not present, it often serves as a baseline and is
one of the more widely accepted techniques for diagnosing these types of problematic
responses (Podsakoff et al. 2003). For this study, all variables were loaded into
Exploratory Factor Analysis via SPSS version 22 using the Principal Components
Analysis selection process with no rotation method. No single factor emerged, and Factor
1 accounted for 31.5% of the variance, which was well the below maximum level of 50%
that Podsakoff et al. (2003) recommends as a guideline. In this case, the unrotated
solution recommended five factors that explained approximately 70% of the variance.
Therefore, the survey responses were assumed to be relatively free of common method
bias.
In addition to presenting the format and measurement methods, Table 4-8 also
includes reliability statistics. As previously mentioned, a manipulation check scale
(Campbell 1995) for the level of relationship investment by the salesperson (low,
medium, or high) was included, which was used to initially develop these categories for
the analysis described in Chapter 3. In addition, one item was added to the initial scale by
Dorsch and Kelley (1994) that measured perceptions of manipulative intent. It was taken
from a scale developed by Campbell and Kirmani (2000) that was introduced in the pre-
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test and directly measured whether the respondent perceived manipulative intent on the
part of the salesperson.
Manipulation check
A manipulation check was included to ensure that respondents made cognitive
evaluations about the differing amounts of TEC that the selling firm invested in the three
entertainment events and that these evaluations were consistent with the previous study
described in Chapter 3. That is, they needed to fit into distinct categories of low, medium,
and high that were statistically significantly different from each other. After survey
participants read the scenario to which they were randomly assigned, they responded to
questions that measured their perception of the amount of time, effort, and money that
was associated with the RM event. Each respondent received only one description of an
RM investment in their assigned scenario.
The results of this analysis supported the propensity for customers to perceive the
entertainment events in distinct terms related to the selling firm’s investment. That is, the
perceived RM investment of time, effort, and money matched the levels of low, medium,
and high, which served as independent variables (N = 225, df = 2,222, F = 71.018, p <
.0001). Moreover, post-hoc analysis using Tukey HSD and LSD further supported the
prevalence of statistical differences across all comparisons of events, at either the p <
.001 or the p = .005 level, and in the direction proposed. Table 4-9 displays the means,
standard deviations, and factor sizes, while Figure 4-3 depicts these data graphically.
Additionally, a bivariate correlation analysis was completed that compared all continuous
variables. These resulting correlations and significance levels are found in Figure 4-4.
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Table 4-9
Manipulation Check for RM Investment Levels (Low, High, and Medium); Means for
Perceived Time, Effort, and Cost of Event Scale

n

Perceived Cost of
Event M*

SD

Lunch (low-level TEC)

74

3.73

1.37

Single-day sporting event with guest
(mid-level TEC)

75

5.28

1.06

Multi-day trip to championship game
and resort stay (high-level TEC)

76

5.87

.93

225

4.97

1.44

Customer Entertainment Event

Total

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.

Perceived Time, Effort, Cost of Event

6.5
5.89

6
5.5

5.24

5
4.5
4

3.71

3.5
3
2.5
Lunch

Day Game Trip/Game

RM Levels (low, medium, high)

Figure 4-3. Manipulation check for RM levels: Means for perceptions of TEC.
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Perceived
Time, Effort,
& Cost
Perceived Time,
Effort, & Cost
Personal
Importance
Manipulative
Intent

1

Personal
Importance

Manipulative
Intent

Felt
Gratitude

Behavioral
Intentions

.365
.000

.484
.000

.178
.007

.263
.000

.003
N.S.

.179
.007

1

-.027
N.S.

.526
.000

.426
.000

-.094
N.S.

-.001
N.S.

1

-.231
.000

-.105
N.S.

-.002
N.S.

.063
N.S.

1

.755
.000

-.116
N.S.

.092
N.S.

1

-.182
.006

.210
.002

1

.010
N.S.

Felt
Gratitude
Behavioral
Intentions

Perceived Opportunistic
Accountability Intentions

Perceived
Accountability
Opportunistic
Intentions

1

Figure 4-4. Bivariate correlations and significance levels (N = 225).

Assessment of Reliability, Convergent Validity, and Discriminant Validity
Scale reliabilities were assessed through measures of Cronbach’s alpha through
SPSS version 22. All measures were above the recommended level of .70 and can be
found in Table 4-10. The remaining scale analyses were completed using MPlus software
version 7.11. Convergent validity was assessed by examining the standardized loadings
for each individual measure and calculating the average variance extracted for each
construct. Both of these results are also depicted in Table 4-10.
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Table 4-10
Reliability and Convergent Validity Assessment

Construct/Item
Measures
TEC
tec1
tec2
tec3
Personal importance
pi1
pi2
pi3
pi4
Manipulative intent
mi1
mi2
mi3
mi4
Felt gratitude
gr1
gr2
gr3
Behavioral intentions
bei1
bei2
bei3
bei4
bei5
bei6
bei7
Accountability
acct1
acct2
acct3
acct4
Opportunistic intentions
opt1
opt2
opt3

α

Factor
Loadings

.848
.818
.911
.719
.954
.899
.932
.947
.912
.735
.487
.732
.884
.735
.947
.902
.891
.867
.924
.775
.838
.826
.909
.830
.761
.661
.752
.735
.656
.760
.716
.705
.873
.770
.391
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Average Variance
Extracted (AVE)
.672
.669
.830
.517
.851
.808
.869
.897
.832
.524
.237
.536
.782
.540
.857
.814
.891
.867
.641
.606
.702
.683
.826
.689
.579
.437
.515
.540
.430
.578
.513
.503
.762
.593
.153

Construct
Reliability
.859

.958

.958

.947

.925

.890

.735

All factor loadings exceeded the minimum threshold of .50, with the only
exceptions being a measure for opportunistic intentions and one for manipulative intent.
However, nearly all of the remaining loadings were above the preferred level of .70.
Given the nomological validity of the two questionable measures, they were included in
the analysis. More importantly, the average variance extracted for all constructs exceeded
the rule of thumb level of .50.
To establish discriminant validity, the average variance estimates for each
construct was compared with the squared value of the between construct correlations for
each pair of constructs. Figure 4-5 depicts this analysis. The unshaded values in the upper
section of this table that fall above the diagonal represent the inter-construct correlations.
The shaded values in the lower section that fall below the diagonal are the squared values
of these inter-construct correlations. As an assessment of discriminant validity, the
squared values in the lower section should be less than the previously calculated average
variance extracted estimates for the corresponding constructs. Individual comparisons
reveal that the squared inter-construct correlations are all less than the average variance
extracted for their respective construct pairs, thus supporting discriminant validity.
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T.E.C.

Personal Manipulative
Importance
Intent

Felt
Gratitude

Behavioral
Intentions

Accountable

Opportunistic
Intentions

T.E.C

1

.357

.532

.159

.259

.012

.213

Personal
Importance

.127

1

-.136

.560

.449

-.143

.000

Manipulative
Intent

.283

.019

1

-.311

-.162

.020

.020

Felt
Gratitude

.025

.314

0.097

1

.787

-.142

.164

Behavioral
Intentions

.068

.067

.026

.619

1

-.214

-.351

.000

.020

.000

.020

.046

1

.046

.045

.000

.000

.027

.123

0.00

1

Accountable

Opportunistic
Intentions

Note: Values above the diagonals are correlation estimates among constructs. Values below the diagonals that are
shaded are the squared correlations.

Figure 4-5. Discriminant validity assessment: Construct correlation matrix
(standardized).

Main Study 1 Results: Conceptual Model
To test the conceptual model for creating gratitude in a B2B setting, the
researcher, through Main Study 1, examined the relationships between the continuous
variables that were posited in Chapter 2. All data were aggregated to allow for an initial
linear regression analysis that could test the overall hypotheses related to felt gratitude
and buyer behavioral intentions.
It is important to first distinguish between two constructs that are conceptually
and empirically similar but used separately in the two studies. In Main Study 1, customer
perceptions of the amount of TEC that is associated with a given entertainment offer, also
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known as an RM investment, were measured using a continuous scale that was adapted
from Campbell (1995) and pre-tested twice before the main study. It was used to
establish the propensity for individuals to classify typical entertainment events into three
categories: low, medium, and high. As Main Study 1 examines relationships between
continuous constructs, the continuous outcomes from this scale is used and is referred to
as “perceived TEC of the RM investment.”
In Main Study 2, an experimental methodology was employed. The purpose of
this was to examine how the independent variables of relationship stage and RM event
level affected the outcomes of five dependent variables that included manipulative intent,
personal importance, TEC, felt gratitude, and buyer behavioral intentions. Results from
this were expected to be meaningful, as salespeople likely have control over which event
they offer to their various customers, who could occupy different relationship stages with
the seller. Therefore, to allow for manipulations as an independent variable, three specific
RM levels events were used that created categorical variables and included: low—lunch
at a moderately priced restaurant; medium—attendance for the customer and guest at a
day sporting event that is local; and high—all-expense-paid, multi-day trip to a
championship event for the customer and guest, which includes lodging at a top-ranked
resort. In Main Study 2, this construct was referred to as an “RM event level,” with
reference to its being either low, medium, or high.
In addition to the previously described correlation analysis that supported posited
relationships, histograms were completed on all continuous variables. For the most part,
all distributions appeared to be normally distributed. The only exception was personal
importance, which appeared to be somewhat negatively skewed, based on a fairly high
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frequency of high scores. The skewness statistic for this measure was -1.29, which
exceeds the generally accepted maximum level of +1 or -1 (Warner 2008). However,
given the exploratory nature of the study, the values were retained and no adjustments
were made.
Scatter plots were run for all pairs of variables. Some outliers were identified, but,
upon further examination of other responses, they were found to be consistent with the
proposed direction. For example, two respondents ranked personal importance very high
and felt gratitude very low. This may seem counterintuitive on the surface, but, when the
same respondents also reported high perceptions of manipulative intent, this is posited to
erode gratitude. When outliers may represent a portion of the general population,
including them in the study can make it more generalizable (Hair et al. 2010). Therefore,
given the consistency of these responses and the fractional component that they
represented of the total sample size, no observations were excluded, and normality was
deemed to be acceptable.
H1 posited a positive relationship between felt gratitude and buyer behavioral
intentions. However, it was also predicted to serve a mediation role between the
antecedents to felt gratitude and behavioral intentions. Therefore, H2 and H3 were first
tested so that the causal factors to gratitude could be determined. Then, H1 was examined
for both its relationship to behavioral intentions and its mediating role.
Thus, to first test for the effects of the three predictor variables that included
personal importance, manipulative intent, and the perceived TEC of the event on felt
gratitude (H2–H4), a multiple linear regression analysis was conducted. Felt gratitude
was used as the dependent variable, with the personal importance and manipulative intent
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entered as two independent variables. For the third continuous variable, the scale that was
utilized in the manipulation check to establish the three levels of RM investments, which
measured the perceived TEC of the event, was also used. The overall regression,
including the three predictor variables, was significant: R² = .338, adjusted R² = .329,
standard error of the estimate = 1.039, F (3, 221) = 37.616, p < .001. Thus, this model
performed moderately well and explained approximately 33% of the variance in the
levels of felt gratitude that was evoked by the use of RM investments.
All variables were significant in this analysis; thus, H2 to H4 were all supported.
Tables 4-11 and 4-12 depict the results in detail, including the regression coefficients, t
values, statistical significance of the predictor variables, and multicollinearity statistics.
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Table 4-11
Regression Coefficients and Significance Levels: H1–H4

Unstandardized B

Standard
Error

1.530

.192

.623

.036

3.334

.418

Perceived TEC
(H2)

.134

.062

Personal
Importance
(H3)

.520

-.313

Variable
(Constant)
Felt Gratitude
(H1)
(Constant)

Manipulative
Intent (H4)

Standardized B

t Value

Sig.

7.969

.000

17.186

.000

9.762

.000

.150

2.160

.032

.068

.464

7.637

.000

.069

-.291

-4.504

.000

.755

Table 4-12
Collinearity Statistics
Variable

Tolerance

VIF

Perceived TEC of RM
Investment (H2)

.693

1.443

Personal Importance (H3)

.703

1.423

Manipulative Intent (H4)

.738

1.355

As can be observed from these tables, all variables were statistically significant at
levels that ranged from p < .001 to p < .05. Equally important, the direction of the
relationships followed the predicted patterns, with manipulative intent’s displaying a
negative effect on gratitude. Based on the information in Table 4-12, multicollinearity
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does not appear to have been problematic. The VIF values fell well below the maximum
ceiling of 10, and the tolerance values ranged from .622 to .812, which means that
between 38% and 19% of their variance was accounted for by other variables (Hair et al.
2010).
In returning to the premise of H1, a positive relationship between felt gratitude
and buyer behavioral intentions was posited. Additionally, gratitude is presumed to act as
a mediator between the three causal factors of gratitude that were tested in H2–H4. The
results of linear regression supported a positive relationship between gratitude and buyer
behavioral intentions. The linear regression computed an R² = .570, an adjusted R² of
.568, a standardized beta coefficient of .623, and a t value of 17.186; p < .001. To test for
the mediating role of gratitude on buyer behavioral intentions, an analysis was completed
based on recommendations by Baron and Kenny (1986) and MacKinnon et al. (2002) that
examined the causal paths of the three related independent variables, with Sobel tests
included. A description of the mediation analysis follows.
First, felt gratitude was regressed on the perceived TEC of the RM event, which
was significant at p = < .01 with an unstandardized beta of .159. Next, behavioral
intentions was regressed on the perceived TEC of the RM event, and was significant at p
< .001, with an unstandardized beta of .194. Finally, behavioral intentions was regressed
on both felt gratitude and the perceived TEC of the RM event. Felt gratitude was
significant at p < .001 with an unstandardized beta of .604, as compared to the outcome
for the perceived TEC of the RM event, which was significant at p = .003 with an
unstandardized value of .098. The Sobel test statistic was 2.661 and significant at p =
.0078. However, the significant outcome of TEC on felt gratitude suggested partial
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mediation, which was analyzed further after completing the mediation analysis for the
remaining variables.
Next, the same analysis was applied to each variable. Felt gratitude was regressed
on personal importance, which was significant at p = < .001, with an unstandardized beta
of .590. Next, behavioral intentions was regressed on personal importance, and were
significant at p < .001, with an unstandardized beta of .394. Finally, behavioral intentions
was regressed on both felt gratitude and personal importance. Felt gratitude was
significant at p < .001 with an unstandardized beta of .606, as compared to the outcome
for perceived importance, which was not significant (p = .449), with an unstandardized
value of .036. The Sobel Statistic was 7.715, which was significant at p < .0001. This
suggests full mediation.
Perceptions of manipulative intent was the third variable to be examined via a
mediation analysis. Felt gratitude was regressed on manipulative intentions, and was
significant at p = < .001, with an unstandardized beta of -.505. Next, behavioral
intentions was regressed on manipulative intent, and was significant at p < .001, with an
unstandardized beta of .345. Finally, behavioral intentions was regressed on both felt
gratitude and manipulative intentions. Felt gratitude was significant at p < .001, with an
unstandardized beta of .608, as compared to the outcome for manipulative intentions,
which was not significant (p = .414), with an unstandardized value of -.036. The results
for the Sobel Test resulted in a test statistic of -3.470 and a p value of .0005. This
suggests full mediation.
Figure 4-6 depicts the mediation results and Sobel test outcomes. A diagram of
the model for felt gratitude and behavioral intentions that includes the standardized beta
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coefficients and adjusted R² values is depicted in Figure 4-7. However, this model is
predicated on full mediation, which may not be the case for the TEC behavioral
intentions link.

Gratitude
(Mediator)
IV's
TEC
Pers.Imp.
Manip. Int.

Behavioral
Intentions
Step 4

IV
TEC
Gratitude

DV
Beh Int
Beh Int

Pers. Imp. Beh Int
Gratitude Beh Int

Manip. Int. Beh Int
Gratitude Beh Int

Unstandard
Beta
T-Values
.098
3.030
.604
16.680
.036
.306

.065
.637

.760
14.200

1.620
17.160

p-value
.003
.000

Sobel Test p-value
Statistic
Sobel

Mediation
Outcome

2.661

.008

Possible Partial

7.715

.000

Full Mediation

-3.470

.001

Full Mediation

.449
.000

.106
.000

Figure 4-6. Summary of mediation analyses results for felt gratitude (Baron and Kenney
1986).
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Time, Effort,
& Cost (TEC)

H2
.150
(positive)

Personal
Importance

Manipulative
Intentions

(positive)

H3
.464

Felt
Gratitude

H1
(positive)
.747

Behavioral
Intentions
Adj. R² = .568

H4
-.291
(negative)

Figure 4-7. Conceptual model: Regression standardized coefficients.

To address the question of partial mediation of felt gratitude for TEC, the
researcher used a path analysis with MPlus Software 7.11. This statistical tool provided a
specific measure for indirect paths, which was useful in determining the presence and
magnitude of partial mediation.
First, felt gratitude was regressed on TEC, manipulative intent, and personal
importance. Next, behavioral intentions was regressed on felt gratitude as well as TEC,
manipulative intent, and personal importance. The results showed that the paths from
manipulative intent and personal importance to behavioral intentions were not significant
p = .972, p = .862, respectively), which supported the earlier findings of full mediation of
gratitude for these two constructs. However, both the TEC to felt gratitude path and the
TEC to behavioral intentions were significant, which confirms partial mediation.
The results of this analysis supported the full mediating role of felt gratitude for
personal importance and manipulative intent on behavioral intentions and confirmed
empirical support for H1–H4. In doing so, it provided a more precise explanation of the
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partial mediation TEC through felt gratitude. Specifically, the standardized coefficient for
the indirect effect of TEC on behavioral intentions was .078, and the direct effect was
.084, for a total effect of .162.
Control variables
To assess the effects of the control variables that include felt accountability and
opportunistic intentions, the researcher again used a linear regression. Behavioral
intentions was regressed on felt accountability and opportunistic intentions, along with
felt gratitude and TEC (due to the partial direct effect that was previously identified).
Results of the analysis showed that both control variables had a significant effect on
behavioral intentions. For accountability, the standardized coefficient was -.102, t value =
-2.402, with p = .017, and for opportunistic intentions, the standardized coefficient was
.125, t value = -2.928, with p = .004. The addition of these control variables enhanced the
model and raised the explained variance in behavioral intentions to an adjusted R² of
.605.
The standardized coefficients are depicted in Figure 4-8. This diagram also
reflects a slightly lower standardized coefficient for the gratitude to behavioral intentions
link, based on the findings of the partial mediation, in which TEC had a small and direct
effect on behavioral intentions.
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Time, Effort,
& Cost (TEC)

.084 (positive direct)
(positive) H2
.150

Personal
Importance

(positive)

H3
.464

Felt
Gratitude
H4
-.291

Manipulative
Intentions

H1 (positive)
.711

Behavioral
Intentions
R² = .605

-.102
Accountability

(negative)
-.125
Opportunistic
Intentions

Figure 4-8. Gratitude model with controls variables and partial mediation.

Other control variables
As mentioned in Chapter 3, a number of control variables were analyzed to
determine whether they had material effects on the variance of the outcome measures.
These included gender, company ownership (public or private), age, education, and
individual opportunistic behavioral intentions as they related to RM events. No
significant results were uncovered.
Main Study 2 Results: Experimental Model
The design for Main Study 2 was experimental, designed to test the effects and
the interactions of two independent variables of RM event level and relationship stage on
five dependent variables, which included manipulative intent, personal importance, TEC,
felt gratitude, and behavioral intentions. These included three stages of the business
relationship (exploration, expansion, and commitment), and three levels of RM events
that were offered (low—lunch at a moderately priced restaurant; medium—local, single165

day sporting event for customer and his or her and guest; and high—multi-day, allexpense-paid trip to championship game/major sporting event for customer and his her
guest, along with a resort stay). This study utilized MANOVA and ANOVA through
SPSS version 22. Figure 4-9 depicts the means for the dependent variables across all
levels of the 3 x 3.

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 26)

5.37
5.06
5.47
5.54
4.95

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

5.23
5.00
5.07
5.24
4.97

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

5.26
5.18
5.18
5.40
4.76

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Medium Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

5.13
4.95
5.35
5.32
4.87

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

4.99
4.67
5.08
5.14
4.83

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

5.01
4.41
5.03
5.02
4.59

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 24)

4.62
4.50
4.85
4.70
4.56

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

4.40
3.67
5.10
4.88
4.62

Personal Importance:
Manipulative Intent:
Met Expectation:
Felt Gratitude:
Behavioral Intentions:
(N = 25)

4.59
3.84
5.12
4.96
4.43

High

Level of RM
Investment

Low

Stage of Relationship
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Figure 4-9. Means for dependent variables, based on relationship stage and level of RM
investment.

MANOVA results
To test the proposed hypotheses for group differences and the interaction effects,
the researcher used a MANOVA with SPSS version 22 as the analytical tool to determine
whether there were significant differences in key dependent variables. The independent
variables were the RM event level (low, medium, and high), and the relationship stage
(expansion, exploration, and commitment).
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The data were examined to ensure that there were no violations of the
assumptions for MANOVA. Observations were made by independent responses via an
online survey tool that allowed only one attempt per person. To accurately credit their
panel members for survey completion, Qualtrics maintains records of respondents and
prevents them from repeating the survey. Further, if participants were eliminated though
an attention filter or dropped out of their own volition, they were unable to retake the
survey. Therefore, it is assumed that these observations were independent responses.
Univariate normality was examined by running descriptive statistics and box plots
for each dependent variable individually. This analysis identified a small number of
outliers for each variable that ranged from a high of 10 responses (4% of sample) for felt
gratitude, to a low of two responses (0.8% of sample) for manipulative intent. The
outliers were all characterized by responses that were on the low end of the Likert scales
(strongly disagree).
Closer scrutiny of these respondents’ related measures revealed a common theme
that actually supported the proposed theoretical links between several of the constructs.
That is, participants who recorded low measures for the construct of felt gratitude tended
to give similar responses for buyer behavioral intentions. Equally important, low
measures of felt gratitude could be traced to low measures on one of the causal constructs
that included manipulative intent or personal importance. When outliers may represent a
portion of the general population, including them in the study can make it more
generalizable (Hair et al. 2010). Therefore, given the consistency of these responses, and
the fractional component that they represent of the total sample size, no observations
were excluded, and normality was deemed to be acceptable.
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A final assumption of MANOVA is related to homoscedasticity, whereby the
variance-covariance matrices of the various groups are presumed to be equal. First, to
examine univariate homogeneity of variance, the researcher completed a Levene test. The
results showed that, with the exception of TEC, all variables were not statistically
significant, which was the first step in assessing overall homogeneity. Next, the variancecovariance matrices were tested for homogeneity across all dependent variables using
Box’s M test. While a non-significant finding was desired, this analysis resulted in a
significant finding; p = .002. However, given that the Box M test is especially sensitive
to higher number of differing conditions and dependent variables, as was the case in this
study, levels more conservative than .01 may be acceptable (Hair et al. 2010). An
additional analysis, Bartlett’s test of sphericity, was completed to assess whether the
dependent variables have significant inter-correlations, which is a desired condition for
MANOVA. The findings indicated that there was a significant amount of correlation
between the variables, p < .0001. The results for various tests that examined the
homogeneity of the variance-covariance matrices are found in Figure 4-10.
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Variable
Manipulative
Intent
Personal
Importance
TEC

Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variances
F
df1
df2
.759
8
216

Sig.
.640

.478

8

216

.871

2.115

8

216

.036

Gratitude

1.376

8

216

.208

Behavioral
Intentions

.952

8

216

.475

Box’s M
F
df1
df2
Significance

Box’s M Test of Equality of Covariance Matrices
186.142
1.420
120
52285.951
.002

Likelihood Ratio
Approximate Chi-Square
df
Significance

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity
.000
344.005
14
.000

Figure 4-10. Analysis of MANOVA assumptions.
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Overall MANOVA results
The relationship stages and RM events were entered as independent variables,
which are “fixed factors” in SPSS. Manipulative intent, personal importance, TEC, felt
gratitude, and behavioral intentions were entered as dependent variables. The outcome of
this analysis showed that all four of the generally accepted techniques for assessing
multivariate differences based on different treatments (Pillai’s trace, Wilks’ lambda,
Hotelling’s trace, and Roy’s largest root) were significant. These results supported the
existence of a main effect that the RM event level had on the various dependent variables.
The results are depicted in Table 4-13. While the presence of overall differences in the
various groups does not ensure that meaningful differences also exist between the groups
(Hair et al. 2010), the results of a univariate analysis that examined between-subjects
effects largely supported the presence of statistically significant relationships, with the
only exception being behavioral intentions at p = .112. The outcome of this analysis is
seen in Table 4-14.

Table 4-13
Test of Main Effect Based on RM Event Level*

F

Hypothesis
df

Error
df

Sig.

.431

11.718

10.000

426.000

.000

.216

Wilks’ Lambda

.570

13.738

10.000

424.000

.000

.245

Hotelling’s Trace

.750

15.817

10.000

422.000

.000

.273

Roy’s Largest Root

.745

31.742

5.000

213.000

.000

.427

Analysis

Value

Pillai’s Trace

Note. *Computed using alpha = .05.
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Partial Eta
Squared

Table 4-14
Test of Between-Subjects Effects Based on RM Event Level

Dependent
Variable
Manipulative
Intent
Personal
Importance
TEC
Felt
Gratitude
Behavioral
Intentions

Type III
Sum of
Squares

Sig.

Partial
Eta
Squared

Observed
Power

18.751

.000

.148

1.000

10.852

8.877

.000

.076

.971

2

88.403

70.715

.000

.396

1.000

11.174

2

5.587

3.484

.032

.031

.647

4.783

2

2.392

2.163

.117

.020

.440

df

Mean
Square

F

44.0734

2

22.036

21.704

2

176.807

H5a posited that the level of the RM event would have a direct effect on
perceptions of manipulative intent. Results supported 5Ha; F = 18.751, p < .001, with a
partial eta value of .148. Moreover, an examination of the post hoc analysis showed that
the means for manipulative intent were significantly different for all three levels of RM
investments at p < .05. The means are found in Table 4-15 and depicted graphically in
Figure 4-11.
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Table 4-15
Means for the Effect of RM Event Level on Manipulative Intent
RM Event Level

N

M*

SD

High

76

5.08

1.17

Medium

75

4.68

1.07

Low

74

3.99

1.05

Total

225

4.59

1.18

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD – SA.

Perceptions of Manipulative Intent

5.5

5.08
5
4.68
4.5

3.99
4

3.5
Lunch-low

Day Gamemedium

Trip/Game-high

Level of RM Event

Figure 4-11. Perceptions of manipulative intent based on RM event level (low, medium,
high).
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Based on the theoretical framework of SET, H5b predicted that events with higher
utilitarian or economic value would produce higher affective levels through the
perception of symbolic benefits. The results of the analysis did confirm the presence of
statistically significant differences in personal importance that were predicated on the
level of RM event; F = 8.877, p < .001, with a partial eta value of .076. The means were
in the direction predicted, however, the post hoc analysis revealed that the differences in
means between medium and high level events was not significant; p = .174. Thus, H5b
received partial support. Descriptive information on the means is in Table 4-16 and
illustrated in Figure 4-12.

Table 4-16
Means for the Effect of RM Level on Personal Importance
RM Event Level

N

M*

SD

High

76

5.29

1.03

Medium

75

5.04

1.15

Low

74

4.54

1.10

Total

225

5.00

1.13

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.
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5.5
5.29
5.04

Personal Importance

5

4.54
4.5

4

3.5
Lunch-low

Day Gamemedium

Trip/Game-high

Level of RM Event
Figure 4-12. Perceptions of personal importance based on RM event level (low, medium,
high).

Given the propensity for customers to make attributions about the TEC of an RM
event to the selling firm, H5c predicts that those attributions will align with specific
events. Results from the MANOVA supported this hypothesis; F = 70.715, p < .001, with
a partial eta value of .396. Similar to H5a, the post-hoc analysis supported statistical
differences across all levels of RM events at p < .001, which provides full support for
H5c. Table 4-17 and Figure 4-12 provide specifics on these outcomes.
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Table 4-17
Means for the Effect of RM Level on TEC
RM Event Level

N

M*

SD

High

76

5.87

.93

Medium

75

5.28

1.05

Low

74

3.76

1.33

Total

225

4.98

1.42

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.

Perceptions of Time, Effort, and Cost (TEC)

6.5

5.87

6

5.5

5.28

5

4.5

4

3.76

3.5
Lunch-low

Day Gamemedium

Trip/Game-high

Level of RM Event
Figure 4-13. Perceptions of TEC based on levels of RM event (low, medium, high).
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Based on the previously described factors that tend to be antecedents to gratitude,
H5d predicted that, as the RM event level increased, so would felt gratitude. Results of
the analysis did support the presence of overall statistically significant differences; F =
3.484, p = .032, with a partial eta value of .031. However, results from the post-hoc
analysis showed that statistical differences were found between the low and high level,
but not the medium. Thus, H5d received partial support. The means were directionally as
expected.
Given the theoretical link between gratitude and behavioral intentions, H5e
posited a direct effect on behavioral intentions. The results were not statistically
significant; F = 2.163, p = .117, with a partial eta value of .020. Thus, H5e was not
supported. The results for felt gratitude are outlined in Table 4-18 and Figure 4-14; the
same information is found in Table 4-19 and Figure 4-15 for behavioral intentions.

Table 4-18
Means for the Effect of RM Level on Felt Gratitude
RM Event Level

N

M*

SD

High

76

5.40

1.32

Medium

75

5.16

1.32

Low

74

4.85

1.11

Total

225

5.14

1.27

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.
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5.5

5.40
5.16

Felt Gratitude

5
4.85

4.5

4
Lunch-low

Day Gamemedium

Trip/Game-high

Level of RM Event

Figure 4-14. Felt gratitude based on levels of RM event (low, medium, high).

Table 4-19
Means for the Effect of RM Level on Behavioral Intentions
RM Event Level

N

M*

SD

High

76

4.89

1.16

Medium

75

4.77

1.04

Low

74

4.54

.92

Total

225

4.73

1.05

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.
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Buyer Behavioral Intentions

5.5

5

4.89
4.77
4.54

4.5

4

3.5
Lunch-low

Day Gamemedium

Trip/Game-high

Level of RM Event
Figure 4-15. Behavioral intentions based on RM event level (low, medium, high).

To examine the effects of the relationship stage on the dependent variables
described above, the researcher analyzed the results from the MANOVA. Based on both
past empirical findings and the theoretical framework, it was expected that higher level
relationship stages, such as commitment, would result in lower levels of manipulative
intent, personal importance, and TEC. However, the results of the MANOVA test of
main effect on the dependent variables based on the relationship stage failed to provide
empirical support for statistically significant differences, using four commonly accepted
measures. This information is outlined in Table 4-20.
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Table 4-20
Test of Main Effect Based on Relationship Stage

Value

F

Hypothesis
df

Error df

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

Pillai’s Trace

.066

1.458

10.000

426.000

.153

.033

Wilks’ Lambda

.935

1.453

10.000

424.000

.155

.033

Hotelling’s Trace

.069

1.448

10.000

422.000

.157

.033

Roy’s Largest Root

.044

1.869

5.000

213.000

.101

.042

Analysis

Note. Computed using alpha = .05.

A closer examination of the individual variables on a test of between-subjects
effects provided more details; this information is presented in Table 4-21. Manipulative
intent was the only variable that approached an acceptable level of significance; F =
3.012, p = .051, with a partial eta value of .027. However, the means were only partially
in the direction that was expected. That is, manipulative intent was highest in the
exploration stage (M = 4.85) and then as predicted, dropped lower in the expansion stage
(M = 4.45). However, it slightly increased in the commitment stage (M = 4.48), which
was the opposite direction predicted. The post-hoc analysis did show that the drop in
manipulative intentions from the exploration stage was statistically significant, with p =
.038, giving H6a partial support. This information on the means is depicted in Table 4-22
and Figure 4-16.
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Table 4-21
Test of Between-Subjects Effect Based on Relationship Stage
Type III
Sum of
Squares

df

M

F

Manipulative
Intent

7.080

2

3.540

Personal
Importance

1.043

2

TEC

4.438

Felt
Gratitude

Dependent
Variable

Behavioral
Intentions

Sig.

Partial
Eta
Squared

Observed
Power

3.012

.051

.027

.580

.522

.427

.653

.004

.119

2

22.036

.805

.448

.007

.187

2.635

2

10.852

.119

.888

.001

.068

.165

2

5.587

.972

.380

.009

.218

Table 4-22
Means for the Effect of Relationship Stage on Manipulative Intent
Relationship Stage

N

M*

SD

Commitment

75

4.48

1.24

Expansion

75

4.45

1.26

Exploration

75

4.85

.99

225

4.59

1.18

Total

Note. Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.
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Perceptions of Manipulative Intent

5.5

5

4.85

4.5

4.45

4.48

Expand

Commit

4

3.5
Explore

Level of RM Event

Figure 4-16. Perceptions of manipulative intent based on relationship stage.

Equally surprising, the results did not support H6b, which was related to personal
importance; F = .427, p = .653, with a partial eta value of .004. This hypothesis predicted
that personal importance would be highest in the exploration stage and lowest in the
commitment stage, but a close examination of the means revealed virtually no discernible
differences in direction across the relationship stages. The means are found in Table 4-23
and depicted in Figure 4-17. The results did not support H6c-e. That is, differing stages of
the relationship had no effect on perceptions of TEC, felt gratitude, or behavioral
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intentions. Overall, H6a received partial support, but no other predicted hypotheses were
upheld.

Table 4-23
Means for the Effect of Relationship Stage on Personal Importance
Relationship Stage

N

M*

SD

Commitment

75

4.95

1.15

Expansion

75

4.87

1.21

Exploration

75

5.05

1.04

225

4.96

1.13

Total

Note. *Based on a 7-point Likert scale: SD–SA.

5.5

5.05

Personal Importance

5

4.95

4.87

4.5

4

3.5
Explore

Expand

Commit

Level of RM Event

Figure 4-17. Perceptions of personal importance based on relationship stage.
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H7a-e posited that the interaction of the RM event level and the relationship stage
would create different outcomes across all of the dependent variables. This was predicted,
in part, on the expectation that the relationship stage would play a role in affecting the
perceptions of the entertainment offers, which, as previously described, it did not do. An
examination of the outcome for the four generally accepted measures for statistical
differences in MANOVA results failed to provide any support for H7a-e. A review of
these results is found in Table 4-24 and shows that the dependent variables did not
approach significance.

Table 4-24
Test of Main Effect Based on Interaction of RM Event Level and Relationship Stage

Value

F

Hypothesis
df

Error df

Sig.

Partial Eta
Squared

Pillai’s Trace

.054

.591

20.000

860.000

.921

.014

Wilks’ Lambda

.947

.586

20.000

704.074

.924

.014

Hotelling’s Trace

.055

.582

20.000

842.000

.926

.014

Roy’s Largest Root

.028

1.224

5.000

215.000

.299

.028

Analysis

This outcome was unexpected, based on previous research on relationships and
some of the dimensions of SET. To illustrate how absent the stage of the relationship may
be as it relates to RM events, Figures 4-18 through 4-22 depict these five counterintuitive
outcomes. Then, Tables 4-25 through 4-27 present the summaries of the hypotheses
testing and control variable testing for Main Study 1 and the summaries of the hypotheses
testing for Main Study 2. Table 4-28 presents the summary of all of the studies.
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Means for Manipulative Intent

5.50

5.06
5.00

5.18

4.99

4.95
4.67
4.50
4.41

4.50

Lunch
Day Game

4.00

3.84

Trip/Game

3.67
3.50
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Relationship Stage
Figure 4-18. Interaction of relationship stage and RM event on perceptions of
manipulative intent.
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Means for Personal Importance

6.00

5.50

5.37
5.23

5.00

5.12

4.99

4.63

5.26
5.01

4.59
4.40

4.50

Lunch
Day Game
Trip/Game

4.00
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Relationship Stage

Figure 4-19. Interaction of relationship stage and RM event on personal importance.
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6.50
6.00

5.87

5.79

5.95

5.52

Means for TEC

5.50
5.08

5.24
5.00
4.50
4.01
4.00

Lunch

3.78
3.48

3.50

Day Game
Trip/Game

3.00
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Relationship Stage

Figure 4-20. Interaction of relationship stage and RM event on TEC.
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6.00

Means for Felt Gratitude

5.54
5.50
5.32

5.40

5.24
5.15

5.03

4.88

5.00

4.96
4.71
Lunch
4.50

Day Game
Trip/Game

4.00
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Relationship Stage

Figure 4-21. Interaction of relationship stage and RM event on felt gratitude.
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Means for Behavioral Intentions

5.50

5.00

4.95

4.97

4.88

4.83
4.62

4.56

4.76
4.59

4.50

Lunch
Day Game

4.43

Trip/Game

4.00
Exploration

Expansion

Commitment

Relationship Stage

Figure 4-22. Interaction of relationship stage and RM event on behavioral intentions
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Table 4-25
Summary of Hypotheses Testing: Main Study 1

Independent Variable

Dependent
Variable

Sig.

Test
Statistic

Result

H1

Felt Gratitude

Behavioral
Intentions

p < .001

t = 16.934

Supported

H2

Perceived TEC of
Investment

Gratitude

p = .032

t = 2.160

Supported

H3

Personal Importance

Gratitude

p < .001

t = 7.637

Supported

H4

Manipulative Intentions

Gratitude

p < .001

t = -4.504

Supported

Table 4-26
Summary of Control Variable Testing: Main Study 1

Dependent Variable

Standardized
Coefficient

Sig.

Felt Accountability

Behavioral Intentions

-.102

p = .003

Opportunistic
Intentions

Behavioral Intentions

-.125

p = .003

Control Variable
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Table 4-27
Summary of Hypotheses Testing: Main Study 2
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

Sig.

H5a Levels of RM Events

Perceptions of
Manipulative Intent

p < .001

Supported

H5b Levels of RM Events

Personal Importance

p < .001

Supported

H5c Levels of RM Events

TEC

p < .001

Supported

H5d Levels of RM Events

Felt Gratitude

p = .032

Supported

H5e Levels of RM Events

Behavioral Intentions

p = .117

Not Supported

H6a Relationship Stage

Perceptions of
Manipulative Intent

p = .051

Partial support;
p = .03; 2 stages

H6b Relationship Stage

Personal Importance

p = .653

Not Supported

H6c Relationship Stage

TEC

p = .448

Not Supported

H6d Relationship Stage

Felt Gratitude

p = .888

Not Supported

H6e Relationship Stage

Behavioral Intentions

p = .380

Not Supported

H7a Interaction: RM
Event X Stage of
Relationship

Perceptions of
Manipulative Intent

n.s.

Not Supported

H7b Interaction: RM
Event X Stage of
Relationship

Personal Importance

n.s.

Not Supported

H7c Interaction: RM
Event X Stage of
Relationship

TEC

n.s.

Not Supported

H7d Interaction: RM
Event X Stage of
Relationship

Felt Gratitude

n.s..

Not Supported

H7e Interaction: RM
Event X Stage of
Relationship

Behavioral Intentions

n.s.

Not Supported
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Result

Table 4-28
Summary of Studies
Chap.

Name and Sample

Method

3

Study 1: Interpretive
Buyers and
salespeople who have
been heavily active in
customer
entertainment;
n = 14

Qualitative; Establish
conceptual
Face-tofoundation and
face
identify constructs
interviews

Established
emerging
themes,
direction of
study supported
and enhanced

3

Study 2: Pre-test:
RM Event Levels
Working adults in
business occupations;
two experiments
n = 113
(Total N = 339 with
repeated measures)

ANOVA,
repeated
measures;

Pre-tests: Two
experiments to
establish three
levels of RM
Online
events based on
survey via
customer
M-Turk
perceptions of
TEC
Test TEC
reliability
Pen and
Identify any
paper with questions that
qualitative seem ambiguous,
feedback
ensure clarity in
from
scenario,
respondents directional tests
based on IVs,
determine survey
length

Three distinct
RM levels
supported across
2 experiments

Significantly
different
attitudes of seller
based on
relationship
stage supported

4

Face Validity Check
SMEs including
salespeople, buyers,
professionals, and
academics with related
experience;
n = 15

4

Manipulation Check:
Relationship Stage
Working adults in
business occupations;
n = 120

ANOVA

Pre-Test: Dependent
Variables Outcomes
Working adults in
business occupations;

ANOVA

4

Online
survey via
M-Turk

Online
survey via
191

Purpose

Manipulation
check to establish
respondent’s
differing attitudes
toward seller based
on relationship
stages
Pre-test for five of
the nine cells to
measure differing
attitudes based on

Results

TEC α = .96

DV changes
were directional
but nominal;
some scales
refined, reverse
coded item
removed, needed
to clarify
verbiage for
relationship
stage

Scale reliability
confirmed or
adjusted when
necessary;

n = 77

Qualtrics
panel

RM event level
and relationship
stage

differing levels
of DV’s based
on IVs with
some
inconsistencies

Table 4-28 (continued)
Summary of Studies
Chap.
4

4

Name and Sample

Method

Main Study 1:
Conceptual Model
Individuals who make
or influence buying
decisions in a B2B
environment
(participants screened
by Qualtrics)
N = 225

Linear
Regression

Main Study 2:
Experimental Design
Individuals who make
or influence buying
decisions in a B2B
environment
(participants screened
by Qualtrics)
N = 225

MANOVA
ANOVA
ANCOVA

Online
survey via
Qualtrics
panel

Online
survey via
Qualtrics
panel
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Purpose

Results

Establish a
conceptual
foundation for
creating felt
gratitude in the
dyad and explain
its mediating role
on behavioral
intentions

Model supported
and gratitude
demonstrated a
mediating effect
that explains
over 57% of
variance in
behavioral
intentions

Examine the
effects of the RM
level and stage of
the relationship on
5 DV’s, examine
interaction effects

RM level is
positive to 4 of 5
DV’s, stage of
relationship only
partially effects
1 DV
(manipulative
intent), no IV
interaction;
covariates
include
accountability
and opportunism

CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter provides a detailed interpretation and discussion of the results of the
study and proposes a number of theoretical and managerial implications for
consideration. Additionally, recommendations for future research that could build on this
body of knowledge are included, and limitations of the current study are presented.
Discussion of the Results
This study examined the use of interpersonal RM investments, also known as
customer entertainment, from the customer’s perspective in the domain of B2B sales.
These types of RM investments were shown to be one effective way for selling firms to
strengthen a business relationship and increase favorable buyer behavioral intentions
toward the salesperson. The socialization that accompanies this strategic tool appears to
act as a catalyst for creating felt gratitude, which directly affects buyers’ propensity to
reciprocate though a number of intentional actions that favor the seller. In doing so, the
personal bonds that develop between the actors in the buyer-seller dyad may, in turn,
create exit barriers for both organizations. However, the findings suggest that the
effective use of these types of RM investments is not necessarily a straightforward
process and involves individual perceptions and interactions of attitudes. As a result, this
research enhances our knowledge of judicious use of this strategic tool.
Through this analysis, the researcher focused on the buying side of the dyad and
examined the attitudes and behavioral intentions of individuals who make or influence
buying decisions. This is an important distinction from much of the previous research,
where the unit of analysis is either the salesperson or a single individual who is
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designated as the buyer. In reality, B2B buying decisions are often complex, and, as most
marketing textbooks describe, they tend to involve the approval of multiple parties in a
firm (Bonoma 2006; Kotler and Keller 2009; Lamb, Hair, and McDaniel 2010). By
utilizing a sampling frame that reflects this organizational buying profile, this study
speaks to that reality and makes it generalizable to many different buyer-seller dyads.
Additionally, through various pre-tests and manipulation checks, this study
demonstrated that individuals make attributions regarding the selling firm’s investment of
time, effort, and money into customer entertainment events that tend to follow a
taxonomy of “low’ (business lunches), “medium,” (single-day events, such as sporting
events or dinners), and “high” (out-of-town, all-expense-paid trips to championship
sporting events and stays at resorts). This finding was consistent, and this study may be
the first to provide empirical support for this phenomenon.
With respect to the specific hypotheses, H2–H4 posited that customers’ felt
gratitude in the buyer-seller dyad was a product of three factors related to these RM
investments: (a) perceptions of the TEC of the investment, (b) personal importance of the
exchange, and (c) perceptions of manipulative intent. Additionally, H1 stated that
gratitude acts as a mediator to create buyer behavioral intentions that are favorable to the
salesperson. The consistent empirical support for these hypotheses establishes the
concept of a parsimonious model for explaining and predicting customer attitudes related
to RM investments in the B2B dyad.
However, subsequent hypotheses found that the process for creating felt gratitude
and buyer behavioral intentions may be somewhat complicated. H5a-c predicted that
higher levels of RM events would positively affect the three causal factors of felt
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gratitude, all of which were supported. However, this finding creates an interesting
contradiction when viewed at an aggregate level. That is, while higher level RM events
that are offered to customers may generate high levels of symbolic benefits through SET,
which, in turn, tend to lead to higher levels of felt gratitude, those same investments can
also generate perceptions of manipulative intent, which tends to erode gratitude. This is
an important finding because it demonstrates the double-edged sword that these types of
RM investments present.
Hypothesis 5d found that, from an overall perspective, higher levels of RM events
are associated with higher levels of felt gratitude from the customer’s perspective. At the
same time, H5e did not show that the increases in the level of the RM event would
ultimately increase buyer behavior in a statistically significant manner, although there
was a directional rise. This finding also suggests that the pattern in which RM
investments can result in actionable results for the salesperson may have additional
influences. That is, despite having all the factors present for creating felt gratitude, some
buyers may have reasons for not acting on those emotions.
The findings for Hypotheses 6a-e produced some counterintuitive results. Based
on the RM literature, it was expected that the stage of the relationship would play an
important role in how customers form attitudes about the varying offers of RM events.
That is, given the level of affective commitment and relationship norms that have been
shown to be present in long-term relationships, it was expected that the commitment
stage, and to a lesser degree the expansion stage, would ameliorate perceptions of
manipulative intent that are directed toward the salesperson when high level offers were
made. There was some empirical evidence that partially supported H6a. That is,
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perceptions of manipulative intent did drop at statistically significant levels between the
exploration and expansion stage. However, there was virtually no change between the
measures of manipulative intent when the exploration stage was compared to the more
advanced commitment stage. In fact, a slight directional reversal occurred. This might
indicate the presence of a “floor effect” related to advanced relationship stages. Namely,
while the expansion stage may reduce overall perceptions of manipulative intent, those
attitudes are not further enhanced by the more advanced commitment stage
The variation in relationship stage was expected to produce differing levels of
personal importance in H6b, with lower levels predicted in the commitment stage and
higher levels expected in the exploration stage. However, this was not supported.
Measures of personal importance were no higher in the exploration stage as compared to
the other stages. This suggests that, even though an exchange is initiated early in the
relationship and at a time when it is likely unexpected, it seems to carry no more
symbolic meaning than when it is made in a mature B2B relationship, where such an
offer might seem commonplace. As a result, individuals who work in a B2B environment
may make different attributions about the exchange process as compared to situations that
fall outside of work. The remaining components of this set of hypotheses (H6c-e)
indicated that perceptions of TEC, felt gratitude, and behavioral intentions demonstrated
no significant directional changes that were based on the differing stages of the
relationship.
Hypotheses 7a-e followed a pattern similar to the previous hypotheses. Given the
lack of effect that the relationship stage had on the predictors of gratitude, no material
change occurred in either gratitude or behavioral intentions, based on this experimental
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manipulation. Moreover, the examination of the interaction between the relationship
stage and the level of the RM event in all components of this set of hypotheses produced
results that did not approach statistical significance. While this finding was unexpected, it
suggests that the use of interpersonal RM investments may be viewed differently than
may other RM investments or relationship patterns. That is, customer perceptions of the
appeal of these types of RM investments may be influenced by individuals’ personal
preferences and expectations related to this activity. Overall, the lack of support for
H6b-e and H7a-e raises questions about the paradigm of the relationship stages.
Specifically, advanced stages may not necessarily predispose the customer toward
differing attitudes toward the seller and the use of RM investments.
The empirical support for the effect of the customer’s felt accountability as a
control variable did point to the importance of a salesperson’s having a good
understanding of their buyer’s work environment. This result suggests that, when
customers can carry out their job duties in an autonomous fashion without being required
to account for every decision, they will be more likely to act on their emotions of felt
gratitude by rewarding the salesperson with reciprocal behaviors. This is a particularly
useful finding, as it speaks to the need for salesperson knowledge that extends beyond the
confines of understanding a customer’s product and service needs. Salespeople also need
to be acutely aware of the work environment, reporting structure, and any ongoing
changes that the buyer is facing.
Finally, results related to the control variable of opportunistic intentions validated
that there may be a propensity for some customers to accept entertainment offers under
the pretense of furthering the relationship, but, in reality, they may not intend to do so.
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This finding was consistent with some information uncovered in the qualitative
interviews. While it may reflect a minority of attitudes, it is still a condition that
salespeople need to be aware of, especially given both the direct cost and opportunity
cost of using this RM strategy. Overall, opportunistic intentions had a positive
relationship with only the behavioral intentions and none of the other dependent
variables. This suggests that, even though the antecedents to gratitude might be present
with customers, a portion of the salespeople will not act on these emotions.
Theoretical Contributions
This study adds to a small but emerging research focus on the role that gratitude
plays in the domain of marketing (Palmatier et al. 2009; Grappi et al. 2013). In doing so,
it increases the depth of understanding of what anomalies might occur when gratitude is
applied in the buyer-seller dyad. That is, some subtle differences appeared to emerge in
this study where the unit of analysis is the buyer-seller dyad, as opposed to undergraduate
student populations.
Specifically, research from social psychology and related fields purports that there
are three conditions that must be met for gratitude to be present. They include: (a) the
item given to the recipient is high in cost, (b) the item exchanged is personally important
or needed by the recipient, and (c) the item was given with benevolent intentions, or
expressed another way, it was given without manipulative intent for the purpose of
gaining a reciprocal act toward the giver (Bartlett et al. 2012; Lane and Anderson 1976;
Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968; Tsang 2006; Wood et al. 2008).
While these relationships appear to generally be present in this study, there were
some deviations. First, there was a noticeable correlation between the perceived cost of
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the RM investment and both gratitude and manipulative intent. This was especially
prevalent in the experimental design where the level of the RM event acted as the
independent variable. In this analysis, the RM event increased both perceptions of
manipulative intent and felt gratitude. This finding is somewhat counterintuitive, as
higher levels of manipulative intent were also shown to erode felt gratitude. While a
correlation between higher event levels and manipulative intent was somewhat consistent
with the literature, the relationship was expected to be most pronounced in the
exploratory stage. In fact, this positive relationship held for all three stages. This presents
an interesting paradox, where high-level RM events that are more costly to the selling
firm tend to generate opposing outcomes. This suggests that a mediating or moderating
force could exist.
The propensity for some customers to hold conflicting attitudes of perceptions of
manipulative intent and felt gratitude carries an important theoretical implication. It raises
the question of the possibility of a more complex interaction of attitudes and cognitive
processing of exchanges when they are made in a business environment that blends the
personal pleasure of engaging in entertainment activities with the need to make sound
buying decisions.
Second, the examination of personal importance across relationship stages also
produced some counterintuitive findings related to SET. That is, while earlier studies of
reciprocity have shown that exchanges of high economic value that occur early in a
relationship tend to trigger higher commitment to the recipient through the symbolic
benefits, that was not the case in this analysis. H6b predicted that individuals in the early
stages of a relationship would be more pleased with RM events, especially high-level
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ones, than would people in more mature relationships. In reality, the responses for all
three stages showed virtually no change. While the exploratory stage did show a minor
directional change, it was not statistically significant. In a similar vein, the findings
related to both manipulative intent and gratitude showed that the relationship stage played
no role in shaping these attitudes.
This outcome might be perceived as a theoretical contribution. The previous
studies on exchanges and gratitude may not generalizable to the B2B dyad. Past research
on these topics was predominantly conducted on student populations (Algoe, Haidt, and
Gable 2008; Bartlett et al. 2012; Molm, Takahashi, and Peterson 2000; Molm, Schaefer,
and Collett 2009; Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968; Tsang 2006; Watkins et al. 2006;
Wood et al. 2008) and, therefore, may not reflect the attitudes of working adults. Unlike
college students, adults who work in professional roles in business organizations tend to
face organizational paradoxes, as well as the need to integrate a plurality of role identities
(Albert, Ashforth, and Dutton 2000); Ashforth, Kreiner, and Fugate 2000). As individuals
advance in age, they tend to learn new roles, and become more comfortable transitioning
in and out of them (Schewe and Balazs 1992). Under this framework, B2B decision
makers could identify with dual roles. On the one hand, they might be aligned with the
role of being a good corporate citizen and shun offers of entertainment that might seem
overly gratuitous. On the other hand, if a particular venue and setting has strong personal
appeal, the same individual may find a reason to justify accepting the offer by
transitioning to a different role (Ashforth and Mael 1989).
Thus, it may be safe to assume that the role transitions and role adaptability that
are commonplace in the lives of working professionals are a relatively obscure
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phenomenon to university students. Consequently, extending the gratitude model into the
B2B domain adds an additional dimension to the theoretical framework of SET.
A third theoretical contribution of this study is related to RM. It was originally
posited that the previously described contradictory finding, that higher RM investment
results in both higher gratitude and higher manipulative intent, could be explained by
examining the stage of the relationship. That is, manipulative intent would be highest in
the exploration stage and either non-existent or negatively related to the RM investment
level in the commitment stage. With the exception of the exploration stage, this
moderating effect did not occur. Somewhat surprisingly, the length and depth of the
relationship was not particularly effective in ameliorating the negative attitudes of
manipulative intent that were elicited by high levels of entertainment offers.
This counterintuitive finding raises questions about the solidarity that is presumed
to exist between buyers and sellers in established relationships. Some recent research has
suggested that the conceptualizations of relationships may be oversimplified, partly
because they are built on ephemeral and fragile economic ties (Blocker, Houston, and
Flint 2012). Other researchers have begun to propose that a “dark side” of relationships
exist, partly because the exclusivity that accompanies relationships in the commitment
stage are typically characterized by the absence of an ongoing evaluation of other
suppliers (Grayson and Ambler 1999; Mitrega and Zolkiewski 2012). From an ethical
perspective, limiting the relationship to a single suppler rather than perpetually evaluating
alternatives could contradict the needs and expectations of the firm’s shareholders (Blois
2003).
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Some empirical data have suggested that the length of the relationship could
influence customer attitudes in an inverted U-shaped fashion. That is, while the selling
firm’s performance initially increases in parallel fashion with the length and depth of the
relationship, that link diminishes over long periods of time and can even take a reverse
course (Hibbard et al. 2001). Researchers have observed that some business partners in
long-term relationships develop a perspective of “What have you done for me lately?”
(Gruen, Summers, and Acito 2000, p.44). The rising expectations of a buyer may also
play a role in eroding attitudes toward the seller as the relationship extends over longer
periods of time (Grayson and Ambler 1999). Therefore, repeated RM investments might
lose its effectiveness in fueling adequate levels of customers’ felt gratitude.
At the other end of the continuum, marketing literature is replete with studies that
have demonstrated empirical support for the financial benefits of establishing long-term
relationships between buyers and sellers (e.g. Fink et al. 2008; Palmatier et al. 2006;
Palmatier et al. 2009; Sweeny and Webb 2007). Additionally, the normative behaviors
that evolve over time have been shown to be especially effective in minimizing
opportunistic behavior of the parties in the dyad, which, in turn, reduces the costs of the
transactions (Brown, Dev, and Lee 2000; Hawkins, Wittmann, and Beyerlein 2008;
Heide and John 1992). Moreover, a relationship focus has proven to be beneficial to
selling organizations. Meta-analyses have shown that salespeople who focus on building
relationships with customers tend to outperform their peers (Franke and Park 2006);
Jaramillo and Grisaffe 2009).
These opposing perspectives present an interesting paradox in which future
research on interpersonal RM investments might play a meaningful role. While SET
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proved to be a useful theoretical framework for examining the phenomenon of customer
entertainment, it also identified gaps in predicting and explaining behavior in the buyerseller dyad. Simply put, gaining a better explanation of when and why customer
entertainment is effective, and when it is not, might be an important step in identifying
the mediators or moderators that could explain how both of these opposing views of
relationships could be accurate. Equally important, this study adds to previous theoretical
contributions that have begun to question the semantic precision of the “relationship
metaphor.” Based on a number of in-depth qualitative interviews with high ranking
buyers, Blocker, Houston, and Flint (2012) found that, while many of these individuals
commonly used traditional relationship verbiage such as “trust” and “commitment” in the
presence of salespeople, this vernacular masked their true intentions of maximizing
profits for their firm, even at the expense of the “relationship.” In other words,
individuals who are vested with buying decision responsibilities in a firm tend to see the
interactions with salespeople as an instrumental process in achieving their own personal
goals. As such, “connections” might be a better-fitting metaphor as compared to
“relationships.”
Managerial Implications
This study makes a number of managerial contributions to the B2B marketing
domain. First, through both qualitative interviews and empirical analysis, the use of
interpersonal relationship investments, also known as customer entertainment, was
explored from the buyer’s perspective. By merging qualitative data with appropriate
research streams and an empirical analysis, this study presented a parsimonious model for
using RM investments to create felt gratitude in individuals who make or influence
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buying decisions, which, in turn, tends to stimulate favorable buying behavioral
intentions. The resulting model demonstrated the mediating role of felt gratitude and
explained over 57% of the variance in creating favorable buyer behavioral intentions.
Second, understanding the effects of the various levels of RM events is important
because these events are accompanied by potentially positive or negative consequences
from the salesperson’s perspective. Post-hoc analysis revealed a linear relationship
between the level of the RM investment by the selling firm and the customer’s
perceptions of manipulative intent on the part of the salesperson. This could have a
deleterious effect on the relationship and would seem to erode any immediate feelings of
gratitude on the part of the client. This dual relationship, whereby a high cost of an RM
investment can produce both favorable and unfavorable outcomes related to gratitude,
presents an interesting paradox that carries important managerial implications.
Salespeople ideally should use this strategy judiciously and only after developing a body
of knowledge on given customer. Knowing an individual’s stance on customer
entertainment, as well as personal preferences for venues, is an important component of
correctly positioning these offers. Awareness of a buyer’s previous interactions in this
area is a good starting point, as is reviewing the buying firm’s code of ethics policy. For
public firms, this information is often available online.
The level of the RM event had a far-reaching effect on the key constructs of the
study. Figure 5-1 depicts the relationship between the levels of RM events and the means
for the five dependent variables that were studied, which include manipulative intent,
personal importance, TEC, felt gratitude, and behavioral intentions. All means were
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measured on a 7-point scale. This figure demonstrates the power of the RM event level
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Figure 5-1. Means for dependent variables based on RM event level.

Based on the manner in which manipulative intent and felt gratitude rise as the
level of RM event advances, great care should be taken in selecting the appropriate client
for any given activity. The manner in which the entertainment offer is positioned to the
customer could be the source of why this strategy can produce opposing attitudes. One of
the key components of felt gratitude is the perception that there is an absence of
manipulative intent on the part of the giver (Tesser, Gatewood, and Driver 1968; Tsang
2006). Therefore, salespeople should take great care to create the impression that the
offer is given of their own free will and without an expectation of reciprocation from the
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customer. Equally important, knowing the customer’s personal hobbies before extending
an offer as it relates to sporting events or activities, such as golfing, could make the offer
seem more genuine and sincere. Receiving something that is personally valued by
someone tends to make them feel that the other party understands and values them, which
also has been showed to increase felt gratitude (Algoe, Haidt, and Gable 2008).
Therefore, knowing very specific information about preferred hobbies and pastimes
would be especially useful in creating a genuine offer that would not be accompanied by
perceptions of manipulative intent.
Third, this study raises questions about the overall role of long-term B2B
relationships as a catalyst that predisposes buyers toward favorable attitudes that are
directed toward the seller. In fact, this analysis showed that the status of the relationship
had almost no effect on customer perceptions toward the salesperson. This finding could
serve as a warning to sales managers that there is a potential danger in assuming that
long-term relationships are a proxy for content customers. The stage of the relationship
may not matter to many buyers. Instead, they may evaluate each new interaction with the
salesperson on its own merits, irrespective of past performance of the selling firm.
Fourth, this study’s findings suggest that the level of oversight and accountability
that buying decision makers and influencers have in their work environment can create a
ceiling effect on how feelings of gratitude are manifested. That is, when accountability
for actions is high, behavioral intentions tend to be low. However, this difference is seen
mainly when high- and medium-level events are offered. Therefore, low-level events may
be a more strategic path for salespeople who are pursuing certain customers. To that
point, customer knowledge is again a common denominator for using low-level events
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successfully. The need for understanding customers extends beyond needs for a given
product or service and includes information about their corporate culture, ethics polices,
and reporting structure. Moreover, gaining knowledge in this area tends to be a fluid
process that is susceptible to changes. As buying firms reevaluate their strategic plans and
organizational structure in the face of increased competition, there tends to be swings
from centralization to decentralization that are accompanied by different expectations
related to relationships with key suppliers (Forkmann et al. 2012).
Fifth, salespeople need to be aware that some customers may hold opportunistic
attitudes toward receiving offers of customer entertainment. When this happens,
behavioral intentions tend to be reduced, which erodes the effectiveness of this strategic
tool. For high-level RM events, this could be a costly proposition to the selling firm, as,
like a service, the entertainment offer cannot be stored and thereby represents an
opportunity cost to the firm.
It should also be noted that, while introducing the constructs of accountability and
opportunistic intentions as covariates demonstrated significance in explaining the
variance of behavior intentions, the R² change was not large; it advanced from .011 to
.081. On the surface, this might seem like a nominal change that would not carry practical
significance. However, past meta-analyses have indicated that individual predictors of
sales performance typically have very low R² values, including ones that fall below the
level identified in this study (Churchill et al. 1985; Verbeke, Dietz, and Verwaal 2011).
Moreover, because sales performance is often conceptualized as a contingency
framework that is predicated on situational factors and salesperson resources (Weitz
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1981), recognizing the value of these two conditions could likely work with other
moderators to further enhance sales performance.
Finally, despite the fact that several demographic control variables were analyzed
for their potentially influencing role related to the outcome measures, they universally
failed to explain any additional variance. While this may not appear to be a useful finding
on the surface, it does speak volumes about the changing demographics in the buyerseller dyad, as well as the importance of targeting a customer for an RM event in a way
that is based on his or her specific tastes and preferences. For example, gender played no
role in explaining variance, despite sporting events’ being used in some of the scenarios.
Age, education, company ownership (public or private), size of firm, and tenure produced
similar results. Therefore, salespeople should ensure that they are not basing offers of
entertainment on general stereotypes or experiences from the past. Instead, they need to
first attain a deeper understanding of the individual.
Future Research
There may be much to learn in the domain of customer entertainment and
socialization. Based on the findings in this study, a better understanding of the
moderating forces or mediating conditions that alter the effect of RM expenditures on
gratitude and perceptions of manipulative intent would likely be at the forefront. As
customer perceptions of the amount of TEC rise, perceptions of the opposing forces of
manipulative intent and gratitude follow suit. Gaining a better understanding of this
paradox would likely be accompanied by powerful managerial implications.
One possible unexplored area might be related to personality traits. Early sales
research supported a dichotomy of “high socializers” and “low socializers” with
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empirical data (Brown et al. 1993). Another area of interest would likely be a comparison
of the buyer’s relationship orientation. That is, does the individual perceive benefits from
establishing long-term relationships with suppliers, or do they prefer more of a
transaction focus in their interactions with suppliers? Therefore, moderators for future
studies could include the overall relationship orientation of the individual, which speaks
to that person’s motivation to seek out stable buyer-seller relationships that develop over
time, as opposed to adopting a purely transactional approach (Palmatier et al. 2008).
Similarly, industry norms related to RM investments could also be a factor to
consider, especially given their propensity to change. For example, while the
pharmaceutical industry was traditionally characterized by heavy entertaining by
salespeople, there was a dramatic reversal of this sales strategy in 2008, when major drug
companies adopted a voluntary set of guidelines. This ended up largely curtailing
physicians from accepting entertainment offers, such as meals, trips, and tickets to
sporting events (Edwards 2008).
The use of field experiments or case studies might be useful in understanding how
long feelings of gratitude can serve as a catalyst for favorable buying behavior. Related to
that point, clarity in whether gratitude is directed entirely toward the salesperson or is
shared with the selling firm would prove useful. It would also be helpful to determine
whether the use of ongoing RM investments establishes an expectation with customers
that puts the salesperson in an unfavorable light if entertainment offers are not made on a
regular basis. One key question that this would help to shed light on is, “Under which
setting is customer entertainment most effective: gaining new business, keeping existing
business, or both?”
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Given that these RM investments create socialization between buyers and sellers,
one fruitful topic to explore would likely be the buyer’s attitude toward the salesperson.
Recent research has begun to address the importance of interpersonal attractiveness
between the parties in the buyer-seller dyad (Ellegaard 2012; Mortensen 2012), which
might be a necessary condition for customer entertainment to be effective. At the same
time, the use of this strategic tool might serve as an impetus in making the salesperson a
more attractive business partner.
By incorporating the theoretical framework of role theory into a study, future
research could examine the phenomenon of competing attitudes that was observed in this
study. Specifically, it might be possible for some buyers to perceive manipulative intent
on the part of salespeople, but also feel gratitude toward them. Identifying the antecedent
conditions to this dynamic situation could not only expand our understanding of
gratitude, it would also generate useful practical implications for selling firms.
Although some industry information was gathered in this study, a more
comprehensive analysis of the types of firms that depend on interpersonal RM
investments could be meaningful. Specifically, is this tool more common when selling
homogeneous products and services, as compared to ones that are heterogeneous in
nature? In his seminal paper on the presence of a contingency framework in personal
selling, Weitz (1981) posited that being able to provide a unique solution to a customer
places the salesperson in a position of power. Conversely, it would be expected that
selling homogeneous goods would result in the opposite outcome. If so, RM investments
might be a particularly effective tool for salespeople to differentiate their product offering
to customers.
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An additional area of future inquiry is related to the power of gratitude. While this
study demonstrated the positive effect that felt gratitude can have on buying intentions,
little is known about how enduring this emotion is over time. That is, once a buyer
reaches a state of felt gratitude, how quickly does it decay? In addition, if customers
follow their behavioral intentions to reciprocate favorably toward the salesperson, does
that establish an expectation for a future offer of entertainment from the salesperson? As
SET is predicated on the expectation of ongoing exchanges, this may well be the case. If
future offers of entertainment that are consistent with the customer’s established
expectation do not occur, how does the customer react? Clearly, additional research that
centers on actual relationships that involve these types of RM investments, accompanied
by longitudinal data, would illuminate the role of gratitude in the buyer-seller dyad with
increased clarity.
In addition, given the questions that this and other recent research raised about the
venerable nature of the traditional paradigm of the B2B relationship (Blocker, Houston,
and Flint 2012), a closer examination of the mediating or moderating forces that
influence relationship activities to create positive or negative outcomes for the selling
firm could be especially meaningful. This examination might help to explain the paradox
of the equivocal findings related to the relationship metaphor.
No research agenda would be complete that did not incorporate a global
perspective on a given topic. Given the social nature of these types of RM investments, it
would be reasonable to assume that various cultures have differing expectations and
norms related to these interactions. For example, elaborate meals and gifts can be the
norm in such countries as Japan, but not acceptable in others (Stevens 2007). How
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entertainment venues and expectations vary across countries would likely have high
strategic value for sales managers, especially in light of the growing financial returns that
international expansion is providing to firms (Hansen et al. 2011).
Limitations
Similar to many studies that utilize an experimental methodology to explore under
researched areas, this analysis was based on scenarios that were created for the analysis.
The use of scenarios is common in the marketing literature. The scenarios used in this
study were developed based on qualitative findings, pre-tested multiple times, and
examined with a manipulation check in the main study. However, one obvious
shortcoming of this methodology is that it measures attitudes and intentions, as opposed
to actual behavior. In an actual B2B setting, there is a possibility that other variables
would interact with the proposed relationship to create differing behavior. In addition,
experimental designs themselves are only one step in advancing knowledge in a given
domain. While this methodology does have benefits through its ability to establish causal
inferences between constructs, the controlled environment in which the study is
conducted can raise questions about it generalizability across real-world settings
(Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002).
The scenarios in this study used three very specific entertainment venues. While
these are based on a common denominator of qualitative feedback from salespeople and
customers who had extensive experience with customer entertainment settings, it is clear
that a multitude of venues are available. Moreover, the increasing demographic shifts in
the buyer-seller dyad that include material changes in the gender and ethnicity of the
actors likely translates to a very heterogeneous set of preferences among buyers when it
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comes to these types of RM investments. Given the wide array of venues that are now
available, the customer’s personal preference could be an element that overshadows the
perceived cost of the event in importance. Because of this, a personal dislike for the
entertainment events used in this study may have attenuated the results. A more unique
and appealing entertainment offer may have produced much more positive outcomes on
several key measures, including personal importance, gratitude, and behavioral
intentions.
Finally, this research focused singularly on individuals who have experience in
being entertained and make or influence buying decisions. Noticeably absent from this
analysis is a control group of respondents who have the same buying decision
responsibilities as did the participants in this study but have little or no experience in
being entertained. Gaining insights from this population segment might prove to be
useful in establishing a baseline for RM investment expectations and perceptions. Related
to that point, no steps were taken to qualify the respondents’ perceptions of the
importance of business relationships. An emerging research stream in the marketing
domain has identified the importance of the making a distinction between respondents
who are relationship focused and those who are transaction focused (Stewart, Zacharia,
and Artis 2012). As a control variable, this could potentially explain additional variance
in the outcome measures.
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Conclusion
When relationship bonds are strengthened through personal interaction between
the actors in the buyer-seller dyad, this can produce profoundly positive results for the
selling firm that tend to eclipse other types of relationship investments (Palmatier, Dant,
and Grewal 2007). Based on that, increasing our knowledge of how offers of customer
entertainment can play an instrumental role in this process makes a meaningful
contribution to the literature.
Examinations of this strategic tool have largely been absent. This study shows
that the cognitive process by which customers make attributions about these types of RM
investments may be complex and seems to hold contradictory outcomes. As such, future
research that uncovers the mediating and moderating forces involved could likely add
insights that could potentially be generalized to other areas of B2B relationships. This
study did consistently point to one key dimension that relates to the judicious use of this
tool by salespeople: customer knowledge.
Verbeke, Dietz, and Verwaal (2011) have pointed out that, to be effective in the
complex world of today’s professional selling, successful salespeople must become
“knowledge brokers.” Further, this study suggests that a salesperson’s storehouse of
knowledge should not be limited to customer needs, industry trends, technical
information, or a selling firm’s product and service offering. Ideally, selling knowledge
also should incorporate an understanding of the individual customer, including personal
preferences, personality traits, and optimum entertainment venues for socialization and
relationship building.
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APPENDIX A
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE KEY ELEMENTS FROM
QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS
Purpose and Initiating Events
Why do you entertain? What is the purpose? What are you trying to achieve?
George
There are many silos of customer entertainment. In the last 20 years, it has taken on a
different tune. Generally, there are two major reasons for using customer entertainment.
It builds a relationship. This is okay as long as it is done in an ethical way. I made some
lasting friendships, but it was never at the cost of the deal.
It can also gain business. I never talked business at dinner or games. I did make
appointments at these interactions to talk business at a later time.
It is the relationship. You spend your entire life in an industry, you travel all of the time,
go to industry conferences, you take your wife—it is a kind of overtime. You become
friends.
When you use CE, is it to gain or grow the business?
Joe
Both. For example, we go to Folks Folly a lot. We recently took an existing client. A few
days later, we were there again with some prospects.
George
Salespeople must grow business, but is at levels—you use levels. If you are at a certain
level, you get X entertainment. Also, if you have the potential for X, you may get X
entertainment, even though you are currently low. You may grow.
If you are in sales, you have to be growing business. It is tied to ROI. I assure you that
companies are doing it that way.
You said that growth was important; what about maintaining? For example, if you had a
business unit as a customer that was a cash cow, what role would CE play?
George
Yes, you would do some, but not as much. It is all related to growth and sales. It’s about
developing the relationship.
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Lunch in the Exploration Stage
Gloria
It was a good tool for starting a relationship, or for saying thank you. It is also easier to
get people to talk when they are off their turf. That always seemed to be the important
thing.
Sharing a meal with someone out of the office is very different from bringing in donuts or
pizza. How do you even know they ate it, or realized whom it was from? If I break bread
with you, even if it is only two times a year, I feel special. This can break down a barrier.
Linda
I feel strongly about this. There is something about sitting down with a customer and
sharing a meal that is more relaxed. I just think that it builds the relationship faster if you
can have a breakfast or lunch with them that way. People tend to be more at ease. It is
getting people to trust you.
I love even at the first meeting having a meal. It takes up less time; when you get to know
that they have kids, what sports teams they like; so the next time you see them you don’t
start talking about business.
Perceptions of Manipulative Intent
Imagine that a salesperson whom you did not know contacted you to do business with you
firm. How would you weigh any kind of offer for customer entertainment?
John
They have no basis to take me to this kind event. You (they) are not going to create a
sense of reciprocity with me.
George
When I was young, I accepted them. I would always ask if there were any strings
attached. This seemed okay. But if they came in and wanted me to buy extra (6-month
supply) because they claimed they would lose their job otherwise, that was a different
matter. They might offer to get me a TV as well.
My perception, or willingness to accept, depends on the reason they are offering. If
someone is new (vendor), I won’t accept anything. If you had the business and you want
to develop the relationship, then accepting can be good (useful).
How would you respond from an offer from an unknown vendor?
George
It really depends—there are some businesses that are not critical to your success. In that
case, I would not consider it.
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Ben
I would go as long as it was something I cared about, and as long as it was not excessive.
I would be wary to offer anything excessive, although some clients do expect it.
I would not accept something from a salesperson if there was no reasonable possibility of
being in a business relationship with them.
Commitment Stage and Friendship
Joe
I also take my wife and get the client to bring his wife so we can socialize. I never talk
business when the wives are there. We talk about kids, etc. It lets you socialize.
My best friends are my clients. They did not start that way but became that way. It turns
into a personal relationship. One of my customers was at the hospital when my son
(grandson) was born.
Darin
A while back, it was just something you had to do. It was expected. Sometimes friendship
did develop over time.
Ben
I developed friendship and spent a lot of time together traveling. I have even stayed at
their houses.
For some things (NY trip above) we don’t take wives but that is where friendships are
formed—when traveling.
Do you have to have friendship first?
Joe
Not necessarily.
What about the development of friendships; can you comment on that possibility?
Gloria
Yes! The 3M guy still calls me when he comes through town. I developed friendships
with about 3 contacts that I still have today. We stay in touch and talk.
When it is a multi-day event, every day you give them something—a dance, a seminar,
golf, etc. Those touch points are important and aggregate. Through my visibility at these
touch points I developed the friendships I mentioned. I would always see them when I
was in their city.
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Joe
If it comes between a client and his company, the relationship can be broken. Someone
has to provide for their family; they will not let it come between that. I’ve had to do that.
George
I made some lasting friendships, but it was never at the cost of the deal.
Personal Importance of Benefits and Their Heterogeneity
What are the benefits?
George
Ethical customer entertainment is difficult to define. For example, there might be a
business meeting on a cruise ship or a resort. As a CEO, we might approve that because
there were benefits.
George
The benefit is that my people that attended would get further education. You know,
professionals all go back for continuous education. There is a benefit to training, learning,
individual development, or something that would benefit the company education-wise.
For example, if my employees could learn about advertising via social media, etc., then I
am fine with it.
What benefits do the people you are hosting receive? What are some other entertainment
settings that are used besides lunch and dinner?
There can be an element of prestige. We wine and dine them at very exclusive restaurants
in NY. Recently, we ended up sitting next to Rudy Guiliani. These were not restaurants
that tourists could normally get in.
I flew on the FedEx corporate jet to Bermuda. A better example is when we meet with
insurance companies. There is a chauffeur-driven limousine.
We also get tickets to the Orpheum.
We went to an Atlanta Braves game and sat behind Jane Fonda.
Can you reflect more about the benefits—pleasure, information, social, or psychological
ones?
Gloria
Well, we always made sure that there were plenty of fun things to do, in addition to the
seminars. This might include golf or shopping expeditions for the spouses. One thing that
I observed is that the customers got to mingle with “FedEx’s finest” (officers) and, on
occasion, meet Fred Smith. The customer/executives seemed to enjoy this. You know,
executives like to network with other executives. This gave them a chance to do that—
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meet other executives not only at FedEx, but at other companies (customers of FedEx
that attended). Again, the titles came down toward the end.
What recommendation would you give to a firm that wanted to use this selling strategy in
a way that would appeal to customers and be effective?
You have to tie the customer entertainment to a learning experience. You need to have
some type of educational venue for about 30% of each day.
It (educational venue) legitimizes the event.
Also, recognize the importance of status and executives. They like to run in a circle of
high-level contacts. They also like to network with each other.
Are you saying there is a perceived status in attending?
Yes, there is. Some of that comes from the networking as well.
If someone was trying to sell you something, but you did not use their services/products
or know the person, what would be your reaction to an offer for a very nice entertainment
package, such as the Super Bowl?
Darin
If what they were selling was not important to me, I would not. They would have to be
selling something that is important to my business. If UPS had offered when I was with
FedEx, I would have accepted because I would want to hear what they had to offer
(ultimate proposal in terms of price, etc.).
Buyer Opportunism
Can you reflect on any situations where buyers took advantages of offers of customer
entertainment, even if they had no intention of buying from you?
Darin
A lot of it has to do with someone’s age and where he/she is in life. For example, I know
a good friend that is younger than me and makes a moderate salary. He works in
transportation. He is constantly looking for someone to take him out to lunch. He really
enjoys going to any kind of event. I think this is because he does not have much. When
you are financially set and have enjoyed a lot of things, you are not impressed by offers
of expensive dinners and such.
Mike
Yes. When I began selling, there were customers that were initially nice to me and
welcomed me with open arms but the relationship went nowhere. I soon found out that
they expected things in return, perks, expensive meals, trips, or even cash. I did not want
any part of that.
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In my experience, this seems to stem from the differences in income. They know how
much the trader makes. For example, if a bond trader calls on a mutual fund manager,
that manager is probably making about $100k per year. Yet the fund he manages is for
many millions of dollars. As a result, the bond trader (salesperson) stands to make $1m
on the sale in commission. The fund manager (customer) knows that. As a result, he sees
this huge disparity; he wants more; he is thinking, “Hey, this guy is getting rich off me, I
need something for this.”
Accountability
Joe
Vendors that overuse customer entertainment as a ploy are going away in public
companies but are still alive in private ones.
We can do anything we want (LLC). No one is watch-dogging this industry.
George
There are many silos of customer entertainment. In the last 20 years, it has taken on a
different tune. There is a lot of visibility to the activity.
Today, customer entertainment is okay as long as it is done in an ethical way.
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APPENDIX B
MEASUREMENT SCALES
Customer Perceptions of the Level of Investment Made by the Selling Firm
Campbell (1995).
Advertiser’s Investments
The advertiser seems to have put more
effort into this ad than is usual for primetime TV ads.
The advertiser seems to have put a lot of
time into this ad.
The advertiser deserves credit for the
creative effort that went into this ad.
This ad was expensive to make.
This ad shows a lot of thought and care.

Adapted Version
There was more effort put into this
customer entertainment than usual.
There was a lot of time put into this
customer entertainment.
There was a high amount of creative effort
that went into this event.
This customer entertainment was more
expensive than normal.
There was a lot of thought and care that
went into hosting me at the event.

Customer Perception of the Personal Importance of the Event
Olney, Holbrook, and Batra (1991).
From my personal perspective, this event would be:
Important—not important
Informative—not informative
Not Used
Helpful—not helpful
Useful—not useful
Unpleasant—pleasant
Fun to watch—not fun to watch
Not entertaining—entertaining
Enjoyable—not enjoyable

Not Used
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Buyer Behavioral Intentions to Reciprocate
Dorsch and Kelley (1994).
Behavioral Intentions to Reciprocate
In the future, it will be easier for Chris to
make an appointment with me.

Adapted Version
In the future, it would be easier for this
salesperson to make an appointment with
me.
In the future, I will be more attentive
In the future, I would be more attentive
during Chris’s presentations.
during this salesperson’s presentations.
In the future, I will allocate more time for In the future, I would allocate more time
Chris when he calls.
this salesperson when he/she calls.
In the future, in my organization, I will be In the future, in my organization, I will be
a stronger advocate for Chris and his
a stronger advocate this salesperson and
company.
his/her company.
In the future, I will purchase larger
In the future, I would purchase larger
quantities of material from Chris.
quantities of material from this
salesperson.
In the future, I will purchase a larger
In the future, I would purchase a larger
percentage of total materials from Chris.
percentage of total materials from this
salesperson.
In the future, I will purchase a wider
In the future, I would purchase a wider
assortment of materials from Chris.
assortment of materials from this
salesperson.
In the future, I will place a long-term
In the future, I would place a long term
order with Chris.
order with this salesperson.

Perceived Manipulative Intent of the Salesperson (see previous authors)
Perceived Manipulative Intent
I believe that Chris’s favor is an attempt
to influence me to buy from his company.
I think Chris’s favor is an act of
friendship.
I consider Chris’s favor an attempt to get
me to “owe him something.”

Adapted Version
I believe that this salesperson’s offer of
customer entertainment is an attempt to
influence to buy from his/her company.
I think that this offer of customer
entertainment is an act of friendship.
I consider this salesperson’s offer of
customer entertainment an attempt to get
me to “owe him/her something.”
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Customer’s Level of Felt Gratitude
Palmatier et al. (2009).
Feelings of Gratitude
I feel grateful to (Target).
I feel thankful to (Target).
I feel appreciative to (Target).

No Adaption Needed

Customer’s Feeling of Indebtedness or Obligation
Tsang (2006).

Feelings of Indebtedness
I feel indebted to (Target).
I feel obligated to (Target).

Adapted Version
Same
Same
I feel that that the salesperson should be
repaid.

Accountability (Two Alternative Measures)
Frink, and Ferris (1998).
First Alternative
Felt Accountability
I feel accountable for my work to my
team members.
I feel accountable for my work to my
team leader.
I feel I am accountable for my work to
those who evaluate me.

Adapted Version
I feel accountable for my work to my
peers.
My manager regularly evaluates my
actions in detail.
I feel I am accountable for my decisions
to many people in my company
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Second Alternative
Koys and DeCotiis (1991).
I make most of the decisions that affect
the way my job is performed.
I determine my own work schedule.
I schedule my own work activities.

I have the freedom to make most of the
buying decisions on my own.
I determine my own work schedule.
I don’t have to answer a lot of questions
about my work activities.
I evaluate vendor performance standards
with little input from others.
I organize my work as I see best.

I set the performance standards for my
job.
I organize my work as I see best.

Buyer Opportunistic Behavioral Intentions
Ping (1993).
Opportunism
I may purposefully exaggerate the sales
opportunities in my market in order to get
additional allowances or assistance from
my primary wholesaler.
Sometimes, I will have to alter the facts
slightly to in order to get what I need from
my primary wholesaler.
I will not volunteer much information
regarding my business to my primary
wholesaler.

Adapted Version
I might exaggerate the sales opportunity
to entice the salesperson to offer this type
of entertainment to me.
Sometimes, I will slightly alter the facts in
order to get entertainment opportunities
like this one from my salesperson.
Even if I interacted with this salesperson
over this entertainment, I would not
volunteer much information about my
business him/her.
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY TOOL USED FOR MANIPULATION CHECK TO ESTABLISH
CATEGORIES
Section 1
Please read the scenario carefully and then respond to the questions that follow. It is
important that you do not let any personal preferences for these events influence your
rankings.
You will be asked how you would objectively evaluate the amount of time, effort, and
financial costs that the salesperson has invested on the part of his or her firm. You should
not consider any personal preferences that you might have either for or against attending
such an event. Instead, simply think about the level of time, effort, and financial costs
incurred by the firm that made the offer.
**
(Note -- respondents will randomly receive 1 scenario from each of the 3 levels, and in
random order. They are not identified as high, medium, or low to the respondents. After
each scenario, they will respond to the 5 questions on a 7-point Likert scale that are
follow the scenarios and is found at the end of this section.)
High–1
The salesperson will host you and a guest at a multi-day, all-expense-paid trip to attend a
major championship game for a popular sport in another city. You will stay at a topranked resort and be hosted in the corporate suite for the game, which has excellent
seating.
High–2
The salesperson will host you and a guest at a multi-day, all-expense-paid trip to attend a
prestigious PGA golf tournament in another city. You will stay at a top ranked resort and
be hosted in the corporate suite for the event, which has excellent seating.
High–3
The salesperson will host you and a guest at a multi-day, all-expense-paid trip to attend
an industry summit that is related to your job in another city. You will stay at a topranked resort and be hosted in the corporate suite for the event, which has excellent
seating.
Medium–1
The salesperson will host you and a guest for dinner at one of the most exclusive
restaurants in the area. Food and beverages will be provided, and the table offers ideal
seating.
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Medium–2
The salesperson will host you and a guest at a local musical concert that features a highly
popular performer. Food and beverages will be provided, and the tickets offer ideal
seating.
Medium–3
The salesperson will host you and a guest at a local professional or college sporting
event. Food and beverages will be provided and the tickets offer ideal seating.
Low–1
The salesperson will host you for lunch at a moderately priced local restaurant.
Low–2
The salesperson will host you for breakfast at a moderately priced local restaurant.
Low–3
The salesperson will host you for cocktails at a moderately priced local restaurant.
Survey Questions that follow each scenario:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There was more effort put into this customer entertainment than usual.
There was a lot of time put into this customer entertainment.
There was a high amount of creative effort that went into this event.
This customer entertainment was more expensive than normal.
There was a lot of thought and care that went into hosting me at the event.

Section 2
You will be presented with six groups of three different types of client entertainment
events. You need to estimate how the amount of time, effort, and financial costs for each
group of events compare to each other by using a 100-point scale that you will allocate
between the events.
For example, if you estimate that each event costs the salesperson’s firm an equal
amount, you would allocate points in the following way: 33, 33, and 34 for each. Your
total points must equal 100.
(Note: Each of these groups will be presented in random order.)
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Group 1
(High–Medium–Low)
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend a
championship game for a popular sport in another city
Tickets for a client and a guest to attend a local professional or college
sporting event in your area
Lunch for a client at a moderately priced local restaurant

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
Group 2
(High–Medium–Low)
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend a
prestigious PGA golf tournament in another city
A dinner for a client and a guest at one of the top-ranked restaurants in
the area
Cocktails for the client at a moderately priced local restaurant

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
Group 3
(High–Medium–Low)
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend an
industry summit in another city that will be held at a top-ranked resort
Tickets to a concert for a client and a guest that features a very popular
musical performer
Breakfast for the client at a moderately priced local restaurant

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
Group 4
(Medium–Medium–Medium)
Tickets to a concert for a client and a guest that features a very popular
musical performer
A dinner for a client and guest at one of the top-ranked restaurants in the
area
Cocktails with a client at a moderately priced local restaurant

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
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Group 5
(Low–Low–Low)
Cocktails with a client at a moderately priced local restaurant
Breakfast with a client at a moderately priced local restaurant
Lunch with a client at a moderately priced local restaurant

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
Group 6
(High–High–High)
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend a
prestigious PGA golf tournament in another city
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend an
industry summit in another city that will be held at a top ranked resort
A multi-day, all-expense-paid trip for a client and a guest to attend a
championship game in another city for a popular sport

Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___
Allocated
Points: ___

Total Points: ________
Section 3
Gender
 Male
 Female
Age


______

Highest Level of Education
 High School
 Some College
 College Degree (4 year)
 Master’s Degree
 Higher than Master’s (e.g., PhD, DBA, JD, MD)
Household Income
 Less than $15,000
 $15,000 to $45,000
 $45,001 to $75,000
 $75,001 to $105,000
 $105,001 to $175,000
 $175,001 and above
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APPENDIX D
MAIN SURVEY QUESTIONS
The following information is provided to inform you about the research project
and your participation in it. Please read this form carefully, and feel free to ask any
questions you may have about this study and the information given below. You will be
given an opportunity to ask questions, and your questions will be answered. In addition,
you will be given a copy of this consent form. Your participation in this research study is
voluntary. You are also free to withdraw from this study at any time. In the event new
information becomes available that may affect the risks or benefits associated with this
research study or your willingness to participate in it, you will be notified so that you can
make an informed decision whether or not to continue your participation in this study.
For additional information about giving consent or your rights as a participant in this
study, please feel free to contact the IRB at 901-678-2533 or email irb@memphis.edu.
The purpose of this study is to gather reactions to a scenario regarding client
entertainment that occurs in a B2B setting. You will first read a short scenario that
describes the setting. When you are finished, you will complete a questionnaire. The
process should take approximately 15 minutes. You are free to choose whether to
participate in this study and may choose to withdraw at any time. If you choose to
withdraw from study participation, you will not receive compensation.
All efforts, within the limits allowed by law, will be made to keep the personal
information in your research record private, but total privacy cannot be promised. Your
information may be shared with U of M or the government, such as the University of
Memphis University Institutional Review Board and/or Federal Government Office for
Human Research Protections, if you or someone else is in danger or if we are required to
do so by law. I have read this informed consent document and the material contained in
it has been explained to me verbally. I understand each part of the document, all my
questions have been answered, and I freely and voluntarily choose to participate in this
study. To acknowledge that you understand and agree with the above statements and
consent to participate, please indicate below:
 I agree (1)
 I do not agree (2)
For any recent 12-month period during the last TWO years, what was the highest
frequency that you have been hosted at the events below by a salesperson, vendor, or a
representative of another company who does business with your company? This includes
lunch, breakfast, cocktails, or any similar interaction out of the office that lasted
approximately 1–2 hours.
 Never (1)
 1 time (2)
 2–3 times (3)
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 4–6 times (4)
 7–12 times (5)
 More than 12 times (6)
For any recent 12-month period during the last two years, what was the highest frequency
that you have been hosted at the events below by a salesperson, vendor, or a
representative of another company who does business with your company? This includes
dinner, a single-day sporting event (any sport), playing a round of golf, or any other
similar in-town event that lasted approximately 2.5–5 hours.







Never (1)
1 time (2)
2–3 times (3)
4–6 times (4)
7–12 times (5)
More than 12 times (6)

For any recent 12-month period during the last two years, what was the highest frequency
that you have been hosted at the events below by a salesperson, vendor, or a
representative of another company who does business with your company? This includes
overnight travel out of town to attend any kind of major sporting event (bowl game,
championship game, playoff game), professional golf tournament, cruise, trip to a resort
for education purposes, or any entertainment event in which the host paid for all or a
significant amount of the travel and lodging costs.







Never (1)
1 time (2)
2–3 times (3)
4–6 times (4)
7–12 times (5)
More than 12 times (6)

Gender:
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
Scenarios (Random Assignment: 1 of 3)
Exploration
Imagine that you make buying decisions for materials and services that ensure the
successful operation of a firm.
Today you are meeting with a salesperson for the first time. This salesperson’s firm
supplies important products and services. You currently do not buy these goods from this
salesperson’s firm and use other suppliers for 100% of purchases.
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You want to learn about the initial costs and benefits of purchasing a small amount of
their products and services. You also need to determine how you feel about doing
business with the salesperson in the future and sharing information.
The salesperson provided relevant information in the meeting and at the close, invites you
to the following client entertainment event:
Expansion
Imagine that you make buying decisions for materials and services that ensure the
successful operation of a firm.
Today you are meeting with a salesperson that you have known and worked with for the
last year. This salesperson’s firm supplies important products and services. You currently
buy 25% of these goods from this salesperson’s firm and use other suppliers for the
remaining 75%.
You want to learn if increasing your purchase volumes of their products and services
could further benefit your operation. You also need to determine how you feel about
doing more business with the salesperson in the future and sharing information.
The salesperson provided relevant information in the meeting and at the close, invites you
to the following client entertainment event:
Commitment
Imagine that you make buying decisions for materials and services that ensure the
successful operation of a firm.
Today you are meeting with a salesperson that you have known and worked with for the
last 5 years. This salesperson’s firm supplies important products and services. You
currently buy over 75% of these goods from this salesperson’s firm and use other
suppliers for less than 25%.
You want to learn if maintaining your high level of purchase volumes of their products
and services could continue to benefit your operation. You also need to determine how
you feel about continuing to do business in the future and sharing information.
The salesperson provided relevant information in the meeting and at the close, invites you
to the following client entertainment event:
Entertainment Events (Random Assignment: 1 of 3)
The salesperson will host you for lunch at a moderately priced restaurant.
The salesperson will host you, and a guest of your choosing, at a local sold-out sporting
event (college or professional) in the corporate suite, which has excellent seating and
includes food, beverages, and drinks.
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The salesperson will host you and a guest at a multi-day, all-expense-paid trip to attend a
major championship sporting event. You will stay at a top ranked resort and be hosted in
the corporate suite, which has excellent seating for the game.
**
Based on the information in the above scenario that describes the length and depth of the
business relationship, and the event that the salesperson offered, please select indicate
your level of agreement or disagreement with the following statements.
(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
This customer entertainment is more expensive than normal.
The salesperson is putting a lot of time and effort into this entertainment event as
compared to most entertainment events.
There is a lot of thought and care that goes into hosting a customer at this type of
entertainment setting.
(6-point bipolar)
From my personal perspective, this entertainment event would be:
Not entertaining/entertaining
Not enjoyable/enjoyable
Not pleasurable/pleasurable
Not interesting/interesting
Now on a scale of 1 to 10, indicate your personal preference for this specific type of
entertainment event, as compared to other events that you might enjoy. For example, is
this event is one that you prefer over all others, slide the bar to number 10. If it is very
unappealing to you, select 1.
(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
I believe that this salesperson’s offer of customer entertainment is an attempt to influence
me to buy from his/her company.
I do not think that this offer of customer entertainment is an act of friendship.
I consider this salesperson’s offer of customer entertainment an attempt to get me to “owe
him/her something.”
(6-point bipolar)
How would you rank your perceptions of this salesperson as it relates to the following?
Insincere/sincere
Dishonest/honest
Pushy/not pushy
Manipulative/not manipulative
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(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
Given the existing business relationship that was described and the entertainment event, I
would be satisfied with the offer.
Given the existing business relationship that was described, this type of entertainment
event would meet my expectations.
The entertainment activity described in the scenario compares to an ideal customer
entertainment.
Given the existing business relationship that was described and the entertainment offer, I
would not be disappointed with the offer.
If you are reading this question, please select “strongly disagree” to continue.
Given the business relationship that was described and my experience being entertained,
this entertainment offer is: (select one)
Exactly what I would have expected
Less than I would have expected
More than I would have expected
(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
I would feel grateful toward the salesperson.
I would feel appreciative toward the salesperson.
I would feel thankful toward the salesperson.
(6-point bipolar)
Based on this offer of customer entertainment, indicate how strongly or weakly you
would feel these emotions toward the salesperson.
Not indebted to the salesperson/indebted to the salesperson
No obligation to the salesperson/an obligation to the salesperson
No need to reciprocate to the salesperson/a need to reciprocate to the salesperson
(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
In the future, it would be easier for this salesperson to make an appointment with me.
In the future, I would allocate more time for this salesperson when he/she calls.
In the future, I would allocate purchase larger quantities from this salesperson.
In the future, I would be a stronger advocate for this salesperson and his/her company.
In the future, I would purchase a wider assortment of materials from this salesperson.
In the future, I would be more inclined to trust this salesperson this salesperson.
I would like to see this salesperson be successful.
If you are reading this question, please select “strongly agree” to continue.
(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
To entice a salesperson to provide entertainment, I would exaggerate the sales
opportunity that my firm has.
I would alter the facts if it would help me receive nice entertainment offers from
salespeople.
When salespeople provide nice entertainment events to me, I still do not share any
information that would be useful to them.
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(7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree/strongly agree)
I make most of the decisions that affect the way my job is performed.
I determine my own work schedule.
I set the performance standards for my job.
I organize my work as I see best.
Is the company in which you currently work a . . .
 publicly owned firm (1)
 privately owned firm (2)
Gender:
 Male (1)
 Female (2)
Approximately how many employees does your firm have?








Fewer than 100 (1)
100-999 (2)
1,000-4,999 (3)
5,000-9,999 (4)
10,000-49,999 (5)
50,000-100,000 (6)
more than 100,000 (7)

Which one of the following best describes the industry that your firm is in?












Manufacturing (1)
Services (2)
Government/public sector (3)
Food and beverage (4)
Transportation (5)
Information technology (6)
Petroleum/petrochemicals (7)
Distribution (8)
Construction (9)
Retail (10)
Other (11)

Which one of the following job titles best describes your position?
 Professional (1)
 Manager (oversees employees) (2)
 Director (oversees managers) (3)
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 Vice-President or CEO (4)
 Owner or partner (5)
Ethnicity:








African American (1)
Asian (2)
Caucasian (3)
Hispanic (4)
Indian (5)
Middle Eastern (6)
Other (7)

What is your age?
How many years of full time work experience do you have?
Please indicate the level of education that you have completed:






Completed high school; did not attend college (1)
Attended college, but did not receive a 4-year degree (2)
Graduated college with a 4-year degree (3)
Master's degree (4)
PhD, law, or medical degree (5)
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